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DONOR FAMILIES’ EXPERIENCES FROM INITIAL LOSS FORWARD: 
AN INTERPRETATIVE PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
 
Linda Meeker 
St. Mary’s University, 2020 
Dissertation Advisor: Dana L. Comstock-Benzick, Ph.D. 
The purpose of this study was to examine the lives of those who have consented to organ 
donation at the time of an unexpected death of a loved one. The qualitative data illuminated 
participants’ experiences as members of donor families as they shared their observations and 
experiences from the initial loss forward. The participants in this study included eight women 
and one man who were the primary next-of-kin and the individual who provided consent to 
donate the organs. The results indicated that there are steps in the care of these families that 
could be improved, allowing for better care of donor families in the future. Participants shared 
that understanding the undertaking of organ donation would have better equipped them for their 
process of grief recovery. Participants also indicated that negative interactions with medical 
professionals prior to organ donation complicated their processing of their loss. 
Recommendations were made to address donor families’ unique bereavement needs. Future 
research should focus on (a) assessing the extent of donor families’ bereavement challenges 
including those who do not remain connected to the organ procurement organization through 
volunteer work, (b) examining the potential for benefit or harm in relationships between donor 
families and recipients, and (c) the experiences and care of minor children in donor families. 
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Organ transplant is a widely accepted medical procedure in the treatment of end stage 
organ failure (Ashkenazi & Cohen, 2015; Galasinski & Sque, 2016; Mauthner et al., 2015). 
According to the United Network for Organ Sharing (2019), the first organ transplant in a human 
took place in 1954 when a kidney was successfully transplanted (https://unos.org). By the late 
1960s, liver, heart, and pancreas had been added to the list of successfully transplanted organs. In 
the 1980s, lungs and intestinal organs were added to the list. Organ rejection remained an issue 
until medical advances to prevent or treat the possible rejection led to more successful 
transplants in the 1980s. According to Porrás (2019) and United Network for Organ Sharing, 
(2019), the demand for organs available for transplant has only grown and the demand greatly 
outweighs the supply. 
The Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network, part of the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services, reports 36,529 successful organ transplants in 2018 
(https://optn.transplant.hrsa.gov). There has been an annual increase in the number of deceased 
donors each year since 2010 and an annual increase in the number of organs transplanted every 
year since 2012. The year 2018 broke a record for the number of deceased donors in the United 
States with 36,529 organs transplanted; 29,680 of the organs were from one of 10,721 deceased 
donors (Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network, 2020). The record was broken again 
in 2019, with 11,870 deceased donors resulting in 39,719 transplanted organs and thousands 
more organs were needed (Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network, 2020). 
Approximately 20 individuals die each day awaiting a transplant because no organ is/was 




In the United States, as of June 2019, 42% of adults are registered organ donors (United 
Network for Organ Sharing, 2019). There are 31.7 donors and 109.9 transplants per million 
population in the United States (Porrás, 2019). Increasing the number of organs available for 
transplant is an important need. The list of patients waiting for an organ transplant has grown 
eight-fold since 1989 and the number of organ donors has grown three-fold (Cantarovich, 2019; 
Havekost, 2019; United Network for Organ Sharing, 2019). Cantarovich (2019) looked at the 
number of available organs and the transplant waiting list from 1991 and compared it to today. 
Cantarovich (2019) stated that “the relationship between waiting lists and organ transplants 
remains practically unchanged” (p. 41). The need for more effective public education is well 
documented (Ganikos et al., 1994).  
For many years, researchers have been looking at ways to increase organ donation 
awareness and education. The same needs and concerns remain 25 years later (Cantarovich, 
2019; Havekost, 2019). Stressing the same points as Ganikos et al. (1994), Cantarovich (2019) 
and Havekost (2019), continued to emphasize that education on organ donation may increase 
consents thereby increasing organs available for transplant. Schnitzler et al. (2005) offered that 
awareness and education are key, and “interventions with a reasonable chance of increasing 
donations are likely to be extremely beneficial to wait-listed patients and society” (p. 2295). 
Approximately 2.3 million deaths occur annually in the United States (United Network 
for Organ Sharing, 2019). Any potential organ donor must meet stringent criteria as to the 
manner of death, before donation is an option. Less than 2% of those who die do so in a manner 
that would possibly allow organ donation (United Network for Organ Sharing, 2019). The 
individuals who are the survivors of this experience, the bereaved, also known as the donor 




individuals who have been asked to consent to donate their deceased loved ones’ organs. 
Holtkamp (2002) pointed out that these individuals have lived an experience that is unique and 
the knowledge they hold is a key to awareness and education about the organ donation 
experience. Holtkamp described the experience of donor families as being “the juxtaposition of 
this exquisite gift, filled with literal and figurative meaning, against a backdrop of desolate 
human sorrow is seldom recognized [for the immensity of its magnitude]” (p. 103). Manzari et 
al. (2012) stated, “Organ donation is a multi-faceted issue with psychological, ethical, moral, 
cultural, financial, and legal components” (p. 664). The purpose of this study was to explore the 
lived experiences of donor families by interviewing the member of the donor family who 
consented to donating their loved one’s organs. 
Statement of the Problem 
Galasinski and Sque (2016) explained that decisions about organ donation “may have 
consequences that affect the rest of the donor families’ lives” (p. 2). Holtkamp (2002) suggested 
that the donation experience has the potential to further traumatize the donor family. No previous 
interpretative phenomenological analyses of the lived experiences of donor families could be 
found. Numerous studies exist on issues relating to bereavement and loss, the medical issues for 
professionals within organ donation, views on how death is defined in medicine and within organ 
donation, and whether there should be communication between donor families and organ 
recipients (Bernat, 2010; Brugger, 2016; de Groot et al., 2016; Fox & Swazey, 1992; Galasinski 
& Sque, 2016; Gyllström Krekula et al., 2018; Holtkamp, 2002; Iltis and Cherry, 2010; Joffee, 
2018; Marck et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2010; Nakajima, 2012; Ortega-Deballon & Rodriguez-
Arias, 2018; Parkes, 1987; Parris, 2011; Purves and Edwards, 2005; Rando, 1993; Rodrigue et 




correspondence between donor families and organ recipients from the United States to study the 
importance of correspondence in the organ donation experience. Maloney (1998) offered a brief 
case review of two donor families in Iowa. However, no in-depth study could be found that 
specifically explored the lived experiences of donor families in the United States. Worldwide, 
studies have been conducted on various perspectives of donor family experiences and 
involvement in organ donation. The studies have been conducted in Australia, Belgium, Brazil, 
Canada, England, Iran, Israel, and the Netherlands; but no interpretative phenomenological 
analyses of donor families’ experiences could be found (Azuri et al., 2013; Cleiren and van 
Zoelen, 2002; Fernandes et al., 2015; Luminet et al., 2000; Manzari et al., 2012; Mauthner et al., 
2015; Merchant et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2009; Sque et al., 2005). Much of the current 
research concluded with the call for more research in the field because of the intricacies of 
relationships among all involved and the immense power that exists in offering a potentially life-
saving organ for donation (Baddeley & Singer, 2008; Corr et al., 2011; de Groot et al., 2014; 
Galasinski & Sque, 2016; Gyllström Krekula et al., 2018; Manuel et al., 2010; Parris, 2011; Sque 
et al., 2014). 
The need for organs has steadily increased and the experiences of donor families are a 
part of the research necessary to increase education and awareness. Cleiren and van Zoelen 
(2002), stated that the “motivational and emotional components of the [donor family] have been 
left out of the calculation [of ways to increase donation rates]” leading to the prediction that if 
this perspective is not addressed the shortage will continue to increase over time (p. 848). 
Holtkamp (2002) stated “the question that pleads an answer is how does [consenting to donation] 




Comparatively little research exists anywhere on the effects of loss on donor families 
(Ashkenazi & Cohen, 2015). Manuel et al. (2010) explained qualitative research on donor 
families is “imperative” (p. 234). As reported by Parris (2011) “until the importance of 
bereavement care is fully recognized, provision will continue to be haphazard with adverse 
consequences for the bereaved” (p. 151).  
Donor families’ positive care experiences can directly impact their consenting to organ 
donation (de Groot et al., 2016; Sque et al., 2005; Sque et al., 2014; Thomas et al., 2009). 
Merchant et al. (2008) stated: 
Negative experiences intensified the impact of the [death and donation process] while 
positive experiences lessened the level of depression; so, it would be prudent to further 
investigate, specifically, the positive and negative aspects of the donation process in 
future studies. (p. 347)  
Galasinski and Sque (2016) commented on the comparatively scant information about the lived 
experience of donor families, and the need that exists “to better inform clinical and social care 
for those involved in [organ donation]” (p. 11). 
Research Questions 
This study was designed to understand the essence of donor families’ experiences that 
may alter or support interventions and bring increased knowledge and compassion to care for 
donor families in the future. An interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) was utilized in 
this research. The central question of this research was: What is the lived experience of donor 
families from the initial loss forward? The goal of this study was to increase knowledge of donor 




come to be donor families in the future. Sub-questions of interest in the exploration of the donor 
family experience were: 
• What motivates donor families’ choices?  
• What, if any, benefit or detriment was perceived?  
• How does being a donor family alter the sense of grief or of well-being?  
• How was the participants' relatedness to the world affected by their experience? 
Donor families are in a position to hold keys to understanding the care needed by those who 
consent to donation of organs in the midst of personal tragedy.  
To glean information about donor families’ experiences, I asked participants, who were a 
member of the respective donor family who consented to the donation of their loved one’s 
organs, the following lead question: 
• Would you please share the details of your story of organ donation starting with the 
original incident, or date of your loss, to today? 
Probes used to explore the details of the participants’ stories included:  
• Can you tell me more about what you mean by that?  
• Can you give me an example? 
The following were asked if it was not already offered within the details of the participants’ 
stories: 
• What, if any, religious or spiritual belief was a part of the decision-making process? 
• Were advance directives in place? If yes: What can you tell me about them? 
• Was the deceased a registered organ donor? If yes: Since what year? What was their 




• Looking back on the entire experience, what do you believe are the most long-lasting 
effects?  
• What is your vision or plan for any future relationship with the recipient(s)?  
• What do you want me to ask you, that I have not already asked you? 
Rationale for the Study 
Gyllström-Krekula et al. (2018) explained there is a uniqueness about the donor family 
perspective, yet no studies have focused specifically on donors’ relatives. The research for this 
dissertation increased knowledge about the organ donation experience from the perspective of 
the member of the donor family who consented to donating their loved one’s organs and offered 
more understanding of the link between organ donation and the bereavement journey. The end 
result added to the communal knowledge base for professionals and in so doing, had a possible 
positive effect on clinical care of donor families, and possibly increased the number of families 
that consent to donation when approached. Schnitzler et al. (2005) explained the importance of 
exploring the donor family experience might be measured in need and stated, “the magnitude of 
life lost because potential donors are not procured, and organs are unused ranks organ donation 
with some of the most important public health concerns” (p. 2295).  
Merchant et al. (2008) pointed out that “despite organ transplantation taking place 
throughout North America [since the 1950s-1960s], little is actually known about the 
psychological effects of the process on the donor families” (p.341). Manzari et al. (2012) 
concluded that little is known about the psychological effects on donor families, calling for 
“observing and improving every aspect” of the organ donation process for the benefit of all 




Bonanno (2004) recommended future studies should look at contextual features of death 
because some types of loss can be more difficult to endure than others: prior illness of either 
spouse, the mental health of the survivors, and drug or alcohol abuse can all impact bereavement. 
Neimeyer et al. (2006) pointed out that more objective and observational attention needs to be 
paid to the subject of grief. Tedeschi and Calhoun (2008) stated there is a need for the 
“utilization of methods that allow the intensive study of the grief experience” and that “a 
promising way to understand the experience of grieving persons is the increased use of 
qualitative approaches to research” (p. 37). Schut and Stroebe (2010) recommended greater 
attention should be paid to the impact of grief interventions because supporting the bereaved is 
not simple. For clinicians, there is no single protocol that fits every client in grief counseling 
(Schut & Stroebe, 2010). 
Holtkamp (2002) explained that improved understanding can lead to better informed care 
and the possibility of increasing positive responses when families are asked to consent to organ 
donation. Information that can contribute to improvement of care for donor families is important 
and almost non-existent (Holtkamp, 2002). Schnitzler et al. (2005) proclaimed that 
“interventions with a reasonable chance of increasing donation are likely to be extremely 
beneficial to wait-listed patients and society” (p. 2296).  
Limitations of the Study 
Medical technology allows for the possibility of living donors for some organ transplants. 
For the purposes of this study, the organ donations discussed were from deceased organ donors. 
The experiences of the next of kin who consented to the donation of organs from their deceased 
loved one were the focus of this study. Many researchers have commented that the experiences 




individual must take to get from initial loss to any feeling of normalcy vary greatly from one 
person to the next (Calhoun et al., 2010; Chopik, 2016; Cleiren & van Zoelen, 2002; Fasse & 
Zech, 2016; Hogan et al., 2014; Keyes et al., 2014; Merchant et al., 2008; Parkes, 1998; Parris, 
2011; Purves & Edwards, 2005; Rando, 1993; Stroebe et al., 2012; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2008).  
The donor family members who participated in the current study allowed for a variety of 
narratives. Through my position as researcher, I viewed and analyzed participants’ experiences, 
then distilled and reconciled my analysis by employing triangulation with fieldnotes and memos. 
Ideally, qualitative researchers choose from a pool of volunteers to ensure a variety of 
demographic attributes such as age, ethnicity, educational background, socioeconomic status, 
and religious or spiritual beliefs. The participants did offer a variety of these demographic 
attributes; however, seven of the nine participants were volunteers at an organ procurement 
organization (OPO) which may have had a limiting effect on the heterogeneity of the participant 
pool. Thus, the participants in this study may have been more alike than varied in this aspect. 
While the depth of each of the participants’ experiences was explored at length, it was not within 
the scope of this research to offer an all-encompassing view of donor families’ bereavement 
journeys.  
Definition of Terms  
The conceptual and operational definitions of the major terms in this study include the 
following: 
Bereavement  
Bereavement was defined as “the objective situation of having lost someone significant” 






Death was defined as a state of either “irreversible cessation of circulatory and 
respiratory functions” or “irreversible cessation of all functions of the entire brain, including the 
brain stem” (Uniform Designation of Death Act, 1980) 
Direct Donation  
M. Segovia, Director of Communications at Texas Organ Sharing Alliance (personal 
communication, August 13, 2020) explained Direct Donation as a legally authorized practice that 
involves a request made by a donor or donor family to transplant a specific recipient. Segovia 
reported the procedures are governed by the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act (UAGA) and by most 
state anatomical gift laws, which use the UAGA as a guide. A few states’ laws are silent on 
directed donation but do not specifically disallow the practice (M. Segovia, personal 
communication, August 13, 2020). 
Donor  
A donor was defined as an individual whose tissue, cornea, blood, bone marrow or 
organs, upon their death, are transplanted into another individual. 
Donor Family  
Donor family was a term that refers to the surviving members of a donor’s family. This 
research focused on the donor family member who consented to donate their loved one’s organs. 
Gift of Life  
Gift of Life was defined as a metaphor for donated organs commonly used to reference 
the donation of tissue, cornea, blood, bone marrow or organs (Galasinski & Sque, 2016; 





Grief      
Grief was defined as “the reaction to bereavement, primarily [an] emotional (affective) 
reaction to the loss of a loved one through death. It incorporates diverse psychological and 
physical manifestations (Stroebe et al., 2001, p. 6).  
Mourning  
Mourning was defined as “the social expressions or acts expressive of grief that are 
shaped by the practices of a given society or cultural group” (Stroebe et al., 2001, p. 6).  
Next of Kin 
 Next of Kin is defined as a person’s closest living relative or relatives. 
Professional Caregiver  
Professional Caregiver describes physicians, nurses, social workers, counselors, organ 
procurement specialists, and any other individuals in the position of guidance and support for 
donor families.  
Recipient  
Recipient was defined as an individual who has received a donation of tissue, cornea, 
blood, bone marrow or organs due to a medical need.  
Second Death  
Second Death was defined as “distinctive secondary losses, intense grief reactions, and 
complex mourning responses” when a transplant fails, or the organ recipient dies (Corr et al., 
2011, p. 220).  
Traumatic Death  
Traumatic death was defined as a death usually associated with accidents, homicides 




anticipation; violence, mutilation and destruction; randomness and/or preventability; multiple 



























While no one is too old or too young to become a donor, to qualify to be an organ donor, 
one must die in a hospital on a ventilator either due to brain death, known as donation after brain 
death (DBD) or after circulatory death, donation after circulatory death (DCD) (Fox & Swazey, 
1992, Holtkamp, 2002). Fox and Swazey (1992) explained the concept of brain death was first 
legally defined and formalized in the 1970s. Brain death was codified in 1981 through the 
Uniform Determination of Death Act. Information on the United Network for Organ Sharing 
(2019) website reports the most common circumstances that result in brain death are traumatic 
brain injury or stroke resulting in a death inside of a hospital with the individual on a ventilator. 
Traumatic brain injury and stroke are not the only two circumstances that result in a potential for 
donation of heart, lungs, kidneys, liver, pancreas and/or intestine, but they are the two most 
common circumstances (United Network for Organ Sharing, 2019).  
The Joint Commission is a non-profit organization that accredits U.S. health care 
organizations and programs. According to the most recent accreditation standards by The Joint 
Commission 2009 Requirements Related to the Provision of Culturally Competent Patient-
Centered Care Hospital Accreditation Program, Standard TS.01.01.01 states the expected 
standard of care for transplant safety in a hospital: “The hospital, with the medical staff's 
participation, develops and implements written policies and procedures for donating and 
procuring organs and tissues” (p. 19, jointcommission.org).  
The Texas Organ Sharing Alliance (TOSA) is the south and central Texas organ 




Coordinator, a protocol is used in hospitals in the central and south Texas areas and is common 
in other regions (M. Franco, personal communication, July 17, 2019). It was explained the 
protocol was for the hospital to call the donor referral line within 60 minutes of a patient meeting 
the following criteria: The patient must simultaneously have a Glasgow Coma Scale [score of] 
less than five, be intubated/ventilated, and have experienced a neurological injury such as head 
trauma, cerebro-vascular accident, anoxic injury or hypothermia protocol and/or at cardiac time 
of death (M. Franco, personal communication, July 17, 2019). 
M. Franco (personal communication, July 17, 2019) further explained the protocol 
requires medical staff to call on all patients that meet one or both criteria above, regardless of 
diagnosis or age, and before withdrawal of ventilator support. The protocol outlines a brain death 
and/or a cessation of cardiopulmonary function.  Franco reported that this is the information used 
for medical staff trainings and designated protocol in local hospitals’ emergency and intensive 
care departments (M. Franco, personal communication, July 17, 2019). 
In laymen’s terms, brain death means the individual does not have brain function; a 
ventilator keeps the heart and lungs functioning, allowing the circulation of oxygen and blood to 
the organs for maximum viability during transplant. This type of donor is referred to as donor 
after brain death (DBD) (Fox & Swazey, 1992; Holtkamp, 2002). According to Iltis and Cherry 
(2010) the brain is declared permanently nonfunctioning when a physician finds at initial 
observation and again at least 24 hours later without change “unreceptivity and unresponsivity 
[sic]; no movement or breathing; no reflexes; and when possible, confirmation by a flat 
electroencephalogram” (p. 226). Bernat (2010) stated:  
Usually, irreversibility cannot be proven clinically but is assumed to be present when an 




the absence of all clinical brain functions in sequential tests performed over a time 
interval; and potentially reversible contributing factors have been excluded. (p. 245)  
A donor after circulatory death (DCD) is death due to cessation of circulatory function 
and constitutes another supply of organs for transplant (Fox & Swazey, 2004). Bernat (2010) 
pointed out that in the United States, “controlled DCD” is a protocol that leaves the next of kin 
of a severely injured, but not brain dead, individual after consultation with physicians, to make 
the decision that no further life sustaining intervention should take place and allows the next of 
kin to consent to organ donation (p. 249). Miller et al., (2010) emphasized the belief that the 
donors in this position are in fact not actually dead. Bernat further explained that after the 
decision is made to cease life-support efforts, artificial support is removed from the individual 
who suffered the life ending injury; once artificial respiratory and circulatory support is 
withdrawn, the individual’s heart usually stops beating within 60 minutes. At the time of 
cessation of heartbeat, following hospital governed protocols, the individual is declared dead and 
organ removal is allowed (Bernat, 2010). Fox and Swazey (2004) pointed out that a DCD death 
meets the criteria that was traditionally used to determine death before brain death was codified.  
Ortega-Deballon and Rodriguez-Arias (2018) reported that out-of-hospital, unexpected 
cardiac deaths are one of the leading causes of death worldwide and at the same time, there is a 
greater need worldwide for transplantable organs and an “uncontrolled DCD” protocol exists in 
some jurisdictions (p. S33). In an uncontrolled DCD, an individual suffers an unexpected cardiac 
arrest, emergency medical services (EMS) attempt cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) but a 
physician determines the CPR will be unsuccessful in saving the patient’s life. At that point, the 
EMS staff will maintain mechanical chest compressions and ventilation until they arrive at the 




given length of time (usually 5 minutes). This length of time is a “no touch” period (Ortega-
Deballon & Rodriguez-Arias, 2018, p. S33). At the end of the designated time period, if the 
patient is determined to have no circulatory function, the patient is declared dead at which time 
actions can be undertaken to preserve organs for transplantation. The sole purpose for the 
uncontrolled DCD protocol is to preserve organs for possible transplantation. The practice has 
created ethical concerns (Ortega-Deballon & Rodriguez-Arias, 2018).  
Proponents of the protocol believe its wider acceptance would allow out-of-hospital, 
unexpected deaths, to be a possible solution to part of the organ shortage. Uncontrolled DCD 
would be an option only after “the highest standard of resuscitation” has been conducted on the 
patient who may become a donor after every effort to resuscitate has failed (Ortega-Deballon & 
Rodriguez-Arias, 2018, p. S33). Many cautioned that any efforts to promote acceptance of the 
uncontrolled DCD protocol should include maintaining the public confidence life-saving efforts 
are prioritized over organ procurement procedures (Bernat, 2010; Miller et al., 2010; Ortega-
Deballon & Rodriguez-Arias, 2018). 
The withdrawal of machines that sustain heart and lung functions has been the cause of 
controversy, confusion, and concern. Brugger (2016) reported confusion for families as they 
attempt to understand how the line between life and death is determined. Medical professionals 
stated concern for the length of time that might pass while determining the individual has ceased 
heart and lung function once artificial means have been withdrawn while at the same time 
ensuring organs maintain maximum health for transplant (Ortega-Deballon & Rodriguez-Arias, 
2018). Many mentioned controversy stems from the practice of facilitating controlled or 
uncontrolled DCD while assuring humane and respectful treatment of the dying individual and 




(2010) named uncontrolled DCD a “deontological constraint” on life-saving practices (p. 302). 
In further commentary on controlled and uncontrolled DCD, Joffee (2018) stated “treating death 
as a legal or moral concept that relies on human action or intent has unacceptable implications” 
(p. S30).  
According to United Network for Organ Sharing (2019), the strict protocols to meet the 
requirements for organ procurement are the reason that only 2% of deaths result in potential 
whole organs for possible transplant. The protocol for donating skin or corneas is less stringent. 
Skin and corneas can almost always be donated without regard to the geographical location or 
means of death (United Network for Organ Sharing, 2019) 
Once the referral for potential organ donation is received from the hospital, the OPO 
reviews the medical information and determines whether there might be organs viable for 
transplant (M. Franco, personal communication, July 17, 2019). M. Franco (personal 
communication, July 17, 2019) reported that when there is a potential for organ donation, the 
database of registered organ donors is queried to see if the individual registered as an organ 
donor. If the individual is a registered donor, documents are produced and delivered to the next 
of kin for notification. With or without these registration documents, the OPO representative 
meets with the next of kin to discuss the possibility of organ donation and the processes involved 
(M. Franco, personal communication, July 17, 2019; Havekost, 2019). The United Network for 
Organ Sharing (2019) and Bernat (2010) describe the next steps: with appropriate timing, a 
physician makes a declaration of death and passes care to another physician for organ recovery; 
the ethical principles in organ transplantation require a separation of these duties. 
An average of 80% of families approached for organ donation consent to the donation 




(2018), pointed out that most people make the decision to become an organ donor or consent to 
organ donation without full insight and knowledge regarding the procedures surrounding the 
actual organ donation process. Increased knowledge about organ donation positively affected 
decisions to donate organs (Gyllström Krekula et al., 2018). In 2019, 53% of deceased organ 
donors had registered themselves as designated organ donors, known as first person 
authorization, before the time of their death (M. Segovia, personal communication, October 8, 
2020).  
No religion formally forbids becoming an organ donor or receiving transplanted organs 
(Bruzzone, 2008; Texas Organ Sharing Alliance, 2019; United Network for Organ Sharing, 
2019). Nikas et al. (2016) reported that in some states, if the physician has reason to believe the 
patient may have religious, moral or cultural concerns about brain death, DBD may not be an 
option for possible organs.  
Havekost (2019) described opt-in and opt-out systems for organ donation and approaches 
that may assist the effort to procure enough organs to meet needs. An opt-out system presumes 
every individual has a desire to donate organs unless they document their wishes not to donate. 
In the United States, there is an opt-in system in place; individuals can affirm their wishes to 
donate organs at the time of their death. A belief exists that initiating an opt-out system in the 
United States is part of the answer to the organ shortage in the United States. Additionally, there 
has been a call for monitoring and enforcement systems to be put into place to ensure family 





Giving a Gift 
Holtkamp (2002) explained how organ donation organizations, medical professionals, 
and those in the organ donation community regularly refer to donated organs as “a gift.” The 
term “gift” commonly carries a context of giving freely and receiving with gratitude. In the case 
of organ donation, for someone to receive such a gift, another individual’s life must end. Fox and 
Swazey (1992) claimed the context of giving a gift is why organ transplants are “one of the most 
sociologically intricate and powerfully symbolic events in modern medicine” (p. 31). Schnitzler 
et al. (2005) offered the value of the gift of an organ translated into years by stating “a single 
donor gives on average over 30 additional life-years to patients awaiting transplantation [and] a 
fully utilized donor, providing seven organs, gives over 55 life-years,” offering a different 
perspective for measuring the power in the possibility of organ donation (p. 2294). 
Galasinski and Sque (2016) analyzed written correspondence between donor families and 
recipients to study the importance of the correspondence to the donor families and recipients. 
The analyzed letters were written between 1990 and 1997 (38 written by donor families and 40 
written by recipients and their families). The only identifying information in the letter was 
“donor family,” “recipient,” or “recipient’s family.” Galasinski and Sque reported that in the 
letters, the phrase “gift of life” was found to be widely used as a metaphor for donated organs 
“where the bereaved family is expected to give willingly and selflessly to anonymous strangers” 
(p. 2).  
Galasinski and Sque (2016) reported the giving the gift of an organ left reciprocal 
expectations that included knowing the gift is recognized and valued, and that the gift and donor 
are not forgotten. By referring to the dying loved one as the donor after the consent has been 




relieve the next of kin from being the one responsible for any infliction of pain due to the 
removal of the organs (Galasinski & Sque, 2016). Sque and Payne (1996) also studied this 
phenomenon and pointed at how this practice creates an opportunity to allow the responsibility 
for the events to belong to someone else, making it easier for the next of kin to move forward.  
Education on Death and Bereavement 
Parris (2011) explained there are, on average, four bereaved individuals for each single 
death and stated that the manner the bereaved are cared for during this experience directly 
influences their grief and healing processes. Hocker and Redmond (as cited in Rando, 1993,) 
estimated there are eight to ten bereaved per death. If an average 2.3 million deaths occur 
annually (United Network for Organ Sharing, 2019) and the average number of bereaved per 
death is seven, this creates approximately 16.1 million newly bereaved individuals in the United 
States annually. 
Numerous researchers point out that there remains a serious need for more education 
about death, grief, and the healing processes of the bereaved (Baddeley & Singer, 2008; Parris, 
2011; Porrás, 2019; Purves & Edwards, 2005). Purves and Edwards (2005) and Rodrigue et al. 
(2010) commented that the need for further understanding and comfort in discussing death, 
dying, and bereavement should be contrasted with reports of the difficulty in teaching a subject 
that can be as distressing or emotive as feelings surrounding death.  
If there was a long illness or warning of the death, there is a period of anticipation of the 
loss allowing individuals to mentally and emotionally prepare for the death of the loved one 
(Kubler-Ross & Kessler, 2005; Parkes, 1987). Parkes (1987) and Rando (1993) both pointed out 
that deaths involving a brain injury or stroke are often traumatic, sudden, and unexpected. 




unexpectedly. Unexpected grief adversely impacts the bereavement process and complications of 
the grief process may ensue (Parkes, 1987; Rando, 1993). Parris (2011) addressed interventions 
in grief counseling and cautioned that there is no specific protocol to guide those traveling 
through unexpected grief that results from the tragedy of sudden death. Sque et al. (2005) 
reported that the need to discuss and consider the donation of organs while living through the 
experience of the sudden, unexpected, and perhaps traumatic death of a loved one places 
demands on of the next-of-kin at a time when they are “emotionally and cognitively ill equipped 
to respond” (p. 544).  
Galasinski and Sque (2016), Holtkamp (2002) and Parris (2011) each discuss how cases 
of intense complicated grief and mourning that surround the death of an organ donor are a 
combination of unexpected grief mixed with the complicated emotions of offering the gift of an 
organ, and the hope that may offer to a stranger. This is what makes donor families’ grief a 
unique experience (Galasinski & Sque, 2016; Holtkamp, 2002; Parris, 2011). Holtkamp (2002) 
labeled this experience “cognitive dissonance,” describing how on one side, there is the 
knowledge of the pronouncement of the death and the intensity of loss being experienced, while 
on the other side is the knowledge that a small part of a loved one may continue to live in an 
organ recipient (p. 101).  
Sque et al. (2018) stated that some donor families report believing that a deceased loved 
one would “live on” if consent was given for organ donation (p. 88). Stouder et al. (2009) 
concluded that the role of complicated grief in organ donation needs to be studied further to 
understand the experience of the donor family. Thomas et al. (2009) offered “the [organ 
donation] process for [a donor] family is far more complex than simply agreeing or refusing to 




Further, Thomas et al. (2009) found families often find end-of-life discussions to be 
challenging as family members may have a fear of death or family dynamics may not allow for 
discussions about death. Discussions about death are very important means of emotional support 
for families who are asked to consent to organ donation. It is important for families to be able to 
share their thoughts and discuss their beliefs (Thomas et al., 2009). 
Long et al. (2006) interviewed the next-of-kin of 43 individuals who died between June 
and December 2000, and found family members were in emotional turmoil at the time of loss, 
needed to comprehend the meaning of brain death, and then consider the question of organ 
donation, resulting in a complexity of emotions. Most participants made decisions about organ 
donation without feeling like they understood the certainty of the death versus the possibility of 
recovery after a coma (Long et al., 2006).  
Hogan et al. (2014) found the mix of emotions surrounding a traumatic death and 
subsequent organ donation can be immense. Agreeing to the donation has a positive benefit to 
the donor family in their grief and mourning process (Hogan et al.). Studies by Fernandez et al. 
(2015) and de Groot et al. (2016) showed that families who have knowledge of the issues 
surrounding death and dying and have had conversations about end-of-life, death, and organ 
donation reported less distress than those without this education and experience. In a study in 
Japan, Nakajima et al. (2012) found an “understanding of complicated death will be helpful in 
developing effective preventive intervention and treatment” (p. 210). 
The Donor Family Experience 
In a brief case study, Maloney (1998) reviewed of the narratives of two American donor 
families and found that “aside from grief, being a donor family is a pretty unique phenomenon” 




Maloney advocated for on-going specialized support for donor families and for research into the 
communication and the relationships between donor families and recipients. 
In the Netherlands, Cleiren and van Zoelen (2002) studied 95 bereaved first-degree 
family members (spouse, parent, adult child, or sibling) who had experienced the loss of a family 
member in an intensive care unit (ICU). Through structured interviews, the research team 
explored evidence on the influence of organ donation on the grief process. The study was sorted 
into three groups including those who (a) lost the relative, were asked to donate, and consented 
(ODC); (b) lost a relative, were asked to donate, and declined (rejected) the opportunity (ODR); 
(c) lost a relative, but were not involved in organ donation at all (NDR) (Cleiren & van Zoelen, 
2002). 
Cleiren and van Zoelen (2002) found that the bereaved in the ODC group would have 
liked to have had the donation process explained to them with visual aids to improve their 
understanding. Only 17% of the participants reported that the staff used visual aids to help the 
family understand what was happening. There were bereaved who remember only confusion and 
not the explanation or consent itself. In the ODC group, 18% reported they were unclear whether 
their loved one was dead at the time the request for organs was made. Families were asked about 
overall satisfaction with the donation process and care at the hospital. In the ODC group, there 
was dissatisfaction due to a perceived lack of privacy, not enough room for family, and the staff 
being too business like or too casual (Cleiren & van Zoelen, 2002).  
Of the ODR group, 24% reported dissatisfaction with the way organ donation was 
presented to them (Cleiren & van Zoelen, 2002). In the ODR group, there was a stated a concern 




of death and the possibility of organ donation (Cleiren & van Zoelen, 2002). Research results 
from Sque et al. (2018) also named a lack of privacy as a concern for the families involved.  
Multiple studies found satisfaction with the donation process and hospital care experience 
was connected to fewer reports of depression or grief in the bereaved (Ashkenazi & Cohen, 
2015; Cleiren & van Zoelen, 2002; Merchant et al., 2008). Some of those studies found that 
families reported they sometimes did not know what was happening because of the medical 
jargon being used or because of their hesitancy to speak up and ask for a clearer explanation 
(Ashkenazi and Cohen, 2015; Cleiren & van Zoelen, 2002). Cleiren and van Zoelen (2002) 
reported participation in the organ donation process, in and of itself, did not influence the 
mourning process one way or the other, and being asked for consent to donation did not produce 
additional distress.  
Sque et al. (2005) explored key factors that might influence a family’s consent to donate 
through a study in England involving 49 family members. Family members completed self-
report assessments measuring depression and grief, and then took part in face-to-face interviews 
between 3 months and 26 months post-loss. Findings included four main themes: knowing the 
desire of the deceased regarding organ donation was helpful; the feelings of extended family 
regarding organ donation on were considered; organ donation could bring meaning to an 
otherwise senseless loss; and the experience of the family at the hospital, either positive or 
negative, had the potential to sway the decision to consent or decline organ donation (Sque et al., 
2005).  
Numerous studies have shown positive care experiences can directly impact the donor 
family’s consent to donation (de Groot et al., 2016; Rodrigue et al., 2008; Sque et al., 2005; Sque 




experience influences the grief journey of the bereaved. Suggestions for improving the hospital 
experience included (a) the healthcare professionals needing to be willing to fully discuss organ 
donation, answering questions, and allowing families to feel enough trust to ask for the answers 
they need, (b) to realizing the importance of good care for the entire family during their hospital 
experience, and (c) having families discuss end-of-life wishes and plans so that it is not during 
the moment of trauma and crisis that they have to consider organ donation for the very first time. 
Sque et al. (2005) concluded that “information about the nature of grieving and its integration 
into the donation discussion may help to facilitate decisions that are right for families and not 
likely to be regretted later” (p. 546).  
Rodrigue et al. (2008) researched how family disagreements sometimes affect donation 
decisions. The research findings showed when a family is not aware of the wishes of the 
deceased regarding organ donation, the decision becomes more difficult for the next-of-kin who 
will most likely discuss the option with extended family. The family, being unaware of the 
wishes of the deceased, was the greatest risk factor in obtaining consent. Through telephone 
interviews with 285 individuals designated next-of-kin and approached for consent to organ 
donation (147 had consented to donation, 138 declined), the question of family disagreement was 
approached. Findings showed that when there was family disagreement, consent was obtained 
only 26% of the time versus a 62% consent rate when there was family agreement. The greater 
the number of family members involved in the decision, the greater the chance of disagreement 
(Rodrigue et al. 2008). Family discussions about end of life beliefs and wishes are important 
(Rodrigue et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2009) 
Merchant et al. (2008) researched Canadian donor families using a survey. In the 




deceased; 41% widows or widowers of the deceased; the remainder were children or siblings of 
the deceased; 95% of the group was Caucasian; and 70% reported Christian faith. Within the 
group of the deceased individuals, the average age was 36.8 years and 28.8% of deaths were due 
to automobile accidents; other causes of death included stroke, heart attack, cycling, brain 
aneurysm, and suicide. Of the deceased, 77% had previously discussed organ donation with 
family members, but only 31.5% were registered organ donors (Merchant et al., 2008). 
Merchant et al. (2008) further explained that knowing the wishes of the deceased made 
the consent decision easier for 68.5% of the bereaved. The research was intended to explore 
whether the experience of organ donation had helped or hindered the bereavement process for 
surviving family members, specifically as related to depression and posttraumatic stress and 
grief. Survey data showed the experience of being a part of an organ donor family has a potential 
for positive effect on the bereaved (Merchant et al., 2008). 
Research by Merchant et al. (2008) and de Groot et al. (2014) revealed that hospital 
professionals were a main source of information about organ donation. Merchant et al. showed 
hospital professionals did not provide influence as much as they were a source of information 
about the events taking place. Not all survey participants reported positive interactions with 
medical professionals at the hospital (de Groot et al., 2014; Merchant et al., 2008). Numerous 
researchers mention that those who reported less satisfying experience with care received at the 
hospital reported higher frequency of depression and complicated grief (Cleiren & van Zoelen, 
2002; de Groot et al., 2014; Marck et al., 2016; Merchant et al., 2008; Sque et al., 2018). 
Rodrigue et al. (2010) studied 73 Florida families that initiated the donation conversation 
before being approached by OPO or hospital staff. Of the 73 families, 54 families consented to 




families who initiated the conversation about donation were more likely to have spoken to 
friends and family about organ donation or have seen an advertisement or public service 
announcement about organ donation within the 6 months prior to the death of their loved one. 
Research by Rodrigue et al., as well as studies conducted in California by Stouder et al. (2009) 
and in Australia by Thomas et al. (2009), found that families who felt good about the care of 
their loved one, felt the healthcare team supported the family, and felt all their questions had 
been answered were more likely to consent to organ donation.  
Thomas et al. (2009) found that for donor families in Australia, having had a 
conversation with the loved one about the desire to become an organ donor was an important 
aspect in the consent decision; more so than having only known because of a donor registration 
designation on a document. Thomas et al. and Fernandes et al. (2015) in Brazil pointed out that 
the experience of the deceased’s next of kin contains many layers of shock and emotion. The 
layers involve the circumstances bringing them to the emergency room; the diagnosis of brain 
death; being asked to consent to organ donation; and the need to make a consent decision. All of 
these layers take place amid the grief associated with the loss of the loved one. The donor family 
experience contains a multitude of complicated layers (Fernandes et al., 2015; Thomas et al., 
2009). 
Marck et al. (2016) surveyed 170 California donor families and found that support from 
family and friends is important to a families’ healing from grief. Stouder et al. (2009) also 
surveyed 170 individuals from donor families in California. For participants in both studies, 
consenting to donation to improve the life of an organ recipient was reported as something 




Manzari et al. (2012) conducted unstructured interviews with 38 Iranian donor families 
who had experienced a loss due to brain death and two themes were revealed: “serenity in eternal 
freedom” and “resentful grief” (p. 657). Manzari et al. offered “organ donation is a complex and 
life changing experience for families involved in any decision made” (p. 664). 
Fernandes et al. (2015), Manzari et al. (2012) and Marck et al. (2016) discussed how 
donor families’ lack of understanding about brain death and how it differs from a coma presented 
problems for some families. Various investigators advised that health care professionals need to 
be open and honest, providing full explanations to families (Fernandes et al., 2015; Manzari et 
al., 2012; Marck et al., 2016). The bereaved family needs to have trust and confidence in the care 
team, so the family feels comfortable enough to ask questions, and in the end, feel like they made 
the best decision possible in the circumstances. This type of support from the healthcare 
professionals could remove lingering doubts and anxiety as the donor families reflect on the 
experience in the future (Fernandes et al., 2015; Manzari et al., 2012; Marck et al., 2016).  
Merchant et al. (2008) results supported these findings pointing out that successful organ 
donation has a beneficial effect for donor families. Merchant et al. recommended the act of 
successfully gaining consent for organ donation is the prudent choice for healthcare workers and 
“not doing so may be depriving these families of a potential emotional and psychological 
benefit” (p. 347). 
Donor Families Meeting Recipients 
Albert (1999) stated “within the donation and transplantation communities, few topics are 
more controversial than communication between donor families and recipients” (p. 219). 
Albert’s article was a call for professionals to act with “common morality” as they work with 




Professionals should be mindful in making ethical decisions: adhering to the principles of 
autonomy and beneficence, holding the importance of the individual’s right to declare a choice 
(Albert, 1999). 
Holtkamp (2002) explained that human nature may compel donor families to seek out the 
recipient in the months and years after the organ donation. There are discussions about this 
possibility, how a bereaved person may create a relationship with the organ recipient where the 
deceased is believed to live on, and how this could interrupt the grief and healing process for the 
bereaved. Holtkamp explained further that the practice of donor family and recipient 
relationships has come in and out of favor over the years. For some families, receiving any 
information about the recipient can bring back the feelings of loss and becomes a risk factor for 
grief complications rather than having a positive result. Benefits of the parties communicating 
has not been proven; still some recipients and donor family members feel compelled to search 
out the other party. Once a meeting between donor family and recipient has taken place, some 
donor families and organ recipients report the feeling of a transfer of psychic and social traits of 
the deceased through the transplanted organ(s) (Holtkamp, 2002).  
Cleiren and van Zoelen (2002) also reported donor families have a strong urge to know 
more about what was happening after consent for donation was given. In their research, families 
reported once consent was given, they felt cut-off from the flow of information but still felt a 
strong need to know the results of the organ transplants (Cleiren & van Zoelen, 2002). An 
Austin, Texas, nurse involved in her hospital’s transplant team reported that she has witnessed 
instances when families refused consent to donation without the guarantee of knowing the 




Zoelen found that in some cases, information sought was given to one family member who then 
chose not to share the information with others.  
Fox and Swazey (2004) reported that when organ donation was a newer medical 
procedure, it was common for the donor family and the recipient to meet and together be a part 
of the media story surrounding the medical event’s success. With time, medical professionals 
questioned whether this practice was best for the individuals involved, so complete anonymity 
became the standard (Fox & Swazey, 2004).  
The personification of cadaver organs by both the donor families and the transplant 
recipients creates discomfort in medical professionals (Fox & Swazey, 2004). The concern on 
the part of the medical professionals included the relationships formed between the donor family 
and the organ recipient and how many of them became personally and closely involved in each 
other’s lives. Witnessing the potential for imbalances in these relationships and understanding 
they might be due to the symbolic power of having given or received a gift that offered life, 
policies changed. The practice of anonymity for all parties has become the norm. This might not 
be the perfect choice for all circumstances, but this policy outweighs the concern held for the 
previous policies and practices (Fox & Swazey, 2004).  
According to TOSA Senior Hospital Services Coordinator, M. Franco, it is common 
practice for donor families to be notified about the disposition of the donated organs; however, 
no identifying information is provided (personal communication, July 17, 2019). Holtkamp 
(2002) wrote “contact between a donor’s family and the recipient is one of the most controversial 
topics in the transplant community” (p. 47). In a Brazilian study, Ono et al. (2008), the same 
practices were noted. Many researchers report that this controversy and the need for additional 




(Albert, 1999; Azuri et al., 2013; Gewarges et al., 2015; Mauthner et al., 2015). Azuri et al. 
(2013) stated “donor families and recipients have the unquestionable right to decide [if they 
should meet]” and professionals involved should remain supportive whatever choice is made (p. 
348). Today, the practice in the United States involves anonymous communication through the 
OPO. If consent to communicate is received from all parties involved, identities can be revealed 
(Texas Organ Sharing Alliance, 2019; United Network for Organ Sharing, 2019).  
Holtkamp (2002) furthers the discussion on why some donor families may seek a 
relationship with the recipient in a search for a connection to the lost loved one, stating concern 
for such a relationship. Holtkamp asked, “Is the family member’s attachment to the recipient 
motivated by choice or compulsion, and how much magical power does the donor family 
member assign to the recipient?” (p. 109). The recipient does not always consent to meeting the 
donor family. When this happens, the donor family may see this as a lack of appreciation or as an 
insult to the donor (Holtkamp, 2002). 
Holtkamp (2002) goes on to point out the inequalities in a relationship built on the 
context of having given or received a gift that means life for the recipient. These contexts could 
lead to a potentially unbalanced and unhealthy relationship. Holtkamp stated the donor family-
recipient relationship may not seem important at first glance; however, the issue has “far-
reaching, high risk consequences” with “an enormous capacity to influence the long-term well-
being of the donor family” (p. 48). In contrast, Galasinski and Sque (2016) pointed out that while 
the idea of a donor family and recipient meeting may induce stress, knowing the disposition of 
the donated organs can give some donor families a “sense of reassurance” (p. 10). 
Stroebe and Schut (2005) have studied whether to continue a bond with the deceased or 




the grieving process. Studying both sides of the equation, Stroebe and Schut report that if the 
continued bond helps the bereaved then the attachment can be positive and if the continued bond 
causes distress to the grieved, it could be deemed a negative. Relinquishing the bond does not 
mean the deceased is forgotten, instead it is a healthy realization that the deceased is forever 
gone and the bereaved has a built a new identity through the grieving process and is adjusting 
well (Stroebe & Schut, 2005).  
Stroebe and Schut (2005) also reported that to retain the bond can be either beneficial or 
potentially harmful. The potential for harm is seen in the bereaved who dwells on feelings for 
and about the deceased and continues to keep the same routines after the loss without allowing 
new experiences to enter their life. There can be benefit for the individual who maintains an 
emotional bond, while at the same time moving forward and accepting a new post-loss identity 
(Stroebe & Schut, 2005). 
Stroebe and Schut (2005) further explained there is a link between extreme on-going 
bonds and complicated grief. There are no sound claims that continuing a bond is necessary to 
move through grief. There is a need for further research that might identify subgroups of 
bereaved and look at the types of continuing bonds and how they bring positive or negative 
experience to the bereaved (Stroebe & Schut, 2005). 
Neimeyer et al. (2006) conducted a quantitative study that spanned more than 3 years, 
seeking information on the experience of continuing bonds in 506 participants at the University 
of Memphis, Memphis, Tennessee. The goal of the research was to look at the possible 
importance of continuing bonds with the deceased and how continuing the bond might be related 
to meaning making and the grief experience. Bereavement is a complex issue and the experience 




al. 2006) asserted that hope to find comfort through the possessions of a loved one may be a 
signal of possible increased grief related stress. In the context of this study, the possessions of the 
deceased may include the donated organs.  
Neimeyer et al. (2006) found that a common theme in bereavement research is that the 
death of someone close disrupts the life experience of the bereaved. This disruption is impetus 
for finding new organization or undergoing a life reorganization to find benefit or give meaning 
to the loss. The better and/or sooner the new meaning and organization can be found and 
integrated, the less likely prolonged complicated grief will occur (Neimeyer et al., 2006).  
The type of continuing bond the bereaved feels, and their being able to find meaning in 
the experience of loss determines the amount of trauma and distress felt (Neimeyer et al., 2006). 
A strong attachment to the deceased with little success in finding meaning in the experience was 
linked to higher levels of traumatic distress. Time alone will not heal the bereaved; instead the 
investigators found it was necessary for the bereaved to find meaning in order to make positive 
progress in their healing (Neimeyer et al., 2006).  
Neimeyer et al. (2006) searched for cultural differences that exist in the experience of 
grief. When all the demographic variables were compared, the only demographic variable with a 
statistical significance in relation to the distress felt in grief was African Americans who reported 
more symptoms of grief distress than did the Caucasians. African American participants 
maintained an increased level of grief distress at every level of comparison. In addition to the 
findings above, the researchers found that as sense-making increased, there was less importance 
placed on the need for the continuing bond. And, if the deceased was not an immediate family 




Neimeyer et al. (2006) reported the age of the bereaved held a statistically significant 
variable. The younger the bereaved, the more likely the bereaved will experience traumatic 
distress. Traumatic distress decreased as the age of the deceased increased. Traumatic distress 
decreased as the amount of time since the death increased. The bereaved lessened the amount of 
traumatic distress by having someone with whom they could talk about the deceased and the 
experience of the death. The feelings of traumatic distress were reported to increase if the 
deceased was an immediate family member. Traumatic distress also increased respectively with 
the amount of time the bereaved spent in day-to-day life with the deceased individual. Traumatic 
distress was also higher when a death was due to suicide, violence or an accident (Neimeyer et 
al., 2006).  
Neimeyer et al. (2006) concluded by stating the bereaved who had a history of counseling 
reported an increased incidence of traumatic distress, and the experience of distress increased as 
the amount of time spent talking about the deceased increased. For the bereaved, the greater the 
impact of the trauma in the life of the bereaved, the more overall distress they reported. With 
meaning making and continued bonds as controlled variables, African American participants 
showed a higher tendency for traumatic distress than did the Caucasian participants (Neimeyer et 
al., 2006).  
Stroebe et al. (2012) conducted a study utilizing a three-interview process to compare 
data from 60 widowed individuals (30 men and 30 women, average age 53 years) who lived in 
southern Germany and had lost a spouse in the previous 4 to 6 months. Interviews took place at 4 
to 7 months post-loss, 14 months post-loss, and at approximately 2 years post-loss. The point of 




these emotional connections are linked with expected loss versus sudden loss, and the effect of 
the continued bonds on the mourning process (Stroebe et al., 2012). 
Stroebe et al. (2012) found individuals who maintained an emotional connection, and for 
whom the death of their partner was expected, experienced less depression than did individuals 
who maintained connection, but for whom the death of their partner was unexpected. Those who 
did not expect the death reported more symptoms of depression and a more difficult grief 
experience. There is consistent evidence that those who continue an unhealthy bond with the 
deceased after an unexpected death fail to make a timely adjustment to grief. Those who express 
a continued strong bond to the deceased and for whom the death was expected, manage to 
improve from their initial state of grief more quickly. Participants who reported no strong tie to 
the deceased adjusted well to the death (Stroebe et al., 2012). 
Stroebe et al. (2012) concluded that the bereaved who chose to retain a strong bond to the 
deceased after an unexpected death may never recover from their grief. This is an aspect of 
emotional health that must be factored in when considering the consequences of the donor family 
ever meeting a recipient (Stroebe et al., 2012). 
Brazilian research team Ono et al. (2008) looked at the controversial subject of 
communication between the organ donor family and the recipient(s). In survey results from 50 
transplant recipients, 50 individuals awaiting transplants, 50 transplant physicians, 10 donor 
family members, and 100 individuals from the general public (all located in Brazil) feelings 
about communication between organ donor families and recipients were investigated (Ono et al., 
2008).  
Ono et al. (2008) found that transplant recipients and those awaiting transplants reported 




stated they would like to meet the recipient of the organs and 67% of donor families reported the 
reason for wanting to meet was so they could confirm they made the right decision and have 
proof of the benefit of the organ donation. The result in the general population was almost the 
same, with 66% reporting positive feelings about communication between donor families and 
recipients. The recipients and future recipients stated a desire for the opportunity to thank the 
donor families for consenting to donation (Ono et al., 2008). 
Ono et al. (2008) also found most of transplant physicians participating in the survey did 
not support the communication with 74% opposing the meeting of donor family and recipient. 
Ono et al. reported the physicians’ concern for the possible “serious emotional conflicts” that 
could arise due to the extreme vulnerability of the parties involved (p. 664). The donor never 
being allowed to meet the recipient was the position supported by 60% of the participating 
physicians (Ono et al., 2008).  
Ono et al. (2008) concluded with findings that of transplant recipients, 94% had never 
been offered the opportunity to meet their donor’s family. Physicians who reported some support 
of donor families meeting recipients believed the circumstances should be reviewed by the 
professional transplant team on a case by case basis. The team would be charged with the 
decision about how much, if any, contact would/should be allowed because some of the parties 
involved may lack the emotional stability necessary for such a relationship (Ono et al., 2008).  
Azuri et al. (2013) conducted a study of 135 Israelis to investigate the benefits and 
disadvantages of donor families and recipients meeting. The study sample included 75 organ 
recipients and 60 first-degree donor family members. Their age range was 21 years to 76 years 
(average age 50 years), and the group was comprised of 54% women and 46% men, with an 




not. The only socioeconomic and demographic measures between the group having chosen to 
make contact and the group who had chosen no contact was age. The average age of those who 
had contacted the other party was 48 years. The average age of those who had thus far not made 
contact was 53 years. Of those who had communicated with the other group, 89% reported they 
found benefit from their choice to make contact; 49% reported some disadvantages in having 
made the choice to communicate (Azuri et al., 2013).  
Azuri et al. (2013) found that within the group who had chosen not to make contact, 49% 
reported they found benefit in their choice not to make contact. Of the no contact group, 66% 
reported that not meeting created some disadvantages in their decision including that somehow 
the chain of communication had been broken. In the group having chosen no contact, 60% 
reported they may desire contact at some future date. Within the group of participants who had 
chosen to make contact, 87% reported the hope for remaining in contact in the future (Azuri et 
al., 2013).  
Azuri et al. (2013) concluded the report by stating that donor families reached out to 
make contact at a significantly higher rate than did recipients. Donor families were responsible 
for 67% of the initial contacts between parties, compared to 29% being recipients. In the group 
who had chosen to remain without contact, 71% were recipients and 33% were donor families. In 
both groups, women were more likely to be the ones to make initial contact. Azuri et al. also 
found the younger the donor, the more likely and the more urgent the donor families’ need to 
contact the recipient because of a desire to attain a sense of consolation from their decision to 
donate. A disadvantage reported by participants was the return of the grief and distress much like 




Physicians surveyed by Ono et al. (2008), advocated for communication between the 
parties with guidance and support from professionals in the organ donation community. As a 
guide for professionals, Azuri et al. (2013) offered that donor families and recipient(s) do have 
an “unquestioned right” to meet if they so choose (p. 348). The individuals involved best know 
their needs and it is the health care professionals’ place to be supportive of the chosen decisions 
(Azuri et al., 2013).  
In Iran, Peyrovi et al. (2014) studied 11 heart transplant recipients to understand the 
organ recipients’ journey more fully. The study included nine men and two women, average age 
30 years, who had received a transplanted heart between seven months and 18 years before 
taking part in the study. Peyrovi et al. identified six themes in the investigation with one of the 
themes centered on concern for the donor families: the relationship between the donor family and 
the recipient as “happy, but with some consequences” (p. 237). One of the heart recipients was 
reported to have said, “I am eager to know who he/she is. I am indebted to him/her. I [imagine] 
him/her; when a problem arises, I am looking at the [imagined picture] telling myself that he/she 
helps me. I feel I’m not alone” (Peyrovi et al., 2014, pp. 237-238).  
In the studies by Ono et al. (2008) and Peyrovi et al. (2014), participants indicated that 
donor families had expressed a desire to have a close relationship after the transplant. Recipients 
reported concern that a relationship with the donor family may interfere with, or cause distress 
in, their own family (Ono et al., 2008; Peyrovi et al., 2014).  
Mauthner et al. (2015) conducted phenomenologically informed research on Canadian 
heart transplant recipients. Utilizing semi-structured interviews with 25 heart recipients, two of 
the three themes found were donor centered. The first donor centered theme was the recipients 




imagined descriptions of the donors. No conclusion about the interconnectedness being real or 
imagined were found (Mauthner et al., 2015).  
Mauthner et al. (2015) reported the second donor centered theme was regarding the 
practice of anonymity. Participants spoke of Western medicine’s view of body parts being 
replaceable; when one breaks, and another is available, a new organ replaces the “broken old 
organ” and how, since this is Western medicine’s view, anonymity is best for all concerned 
(Mauthner et al., 2015, p. 588).  
Mauthner et al. (2015) concluded the report stating that there are donor families and 
recipients that sometimes go to great lengths to identify the other party and make contact. Of 25 
participants, nine reported they felt the donor lived on inside of them. These feelings led to 
distress and identity disruption for the recipients. Recipients experienced identity loss due to the 
new organs inside of them (Mauthner et al., 2015).  
Fox and Swazey (1992) reported donor families, recipients and recipients’ families 
describe “something akin to a transfer of psychic, social, and biological qualities” (p.256). Fox 
and Swazey (2004) reported the intensity of emotions was attributed to having given or received 
a gift so powerful as to give life blurring boundaries among the parties. Mauthner et al. (2015) 
pointed out that there is an extreme contrast in the concept of the anonymous organ donation, 
offered with no expectation of reciprocity, and the publicity campaigns for organ donation 
awareness that name the donation as a gift of life. To call the donation a gift is to attach the 
contextual meanings of gift giving. The concepts contradict each other and bring contextual 
stresses that come with gift giving or receiving (Mauthner et al., 2015).  
Mauthner et al. (2015) also offers that the study of organ donor families and recipients 




families’ bereavement journeys. To freely offer a lifesaving gift is a powerful experience for a 
donor family. Health professionals need to have as much knowledge and education as possible 
about every aspect of the donor family experience (Mauthner et al., 2015).  
Gewarges et al. (2015) sent surveys to 541 Canadian transplant professionals; 106 of 
them replied for a 20% response rate. This was the largest survey of this type to that point and 
the response rate was in line with what was expected. Among those who responded, 71% 
reported believing that all communication between donor families and recipients should be 
completely anonymous; and 47% reported that if both parties consented to disclosure of 
information, identities could be included in correspondence. When asked about the impact of 
social media on communication, 38% agreed the policies of maintaining anonymity need to be 
reviewed. Some transplant professionals felt anonymity was the best choice due to concerns 
about lack of privacy and emotional conflicts that include donor families feeling like their loved 
one lives on in the recipient and overwhelming emotions connected to donor family grief. 
Gewarges et al. concluded that more research is needed to determine any benefit to 
communication between donor families and recipients.  
First-Person Authorization 
Traino and Siminoff (2013) explained first-person authorization (FPA) was part of the 
UAGA 2006 revisions. FPA is legislation that allows an individual to declare his intent to be an 
organ donor at the time of his death. By 2013, all 50 of the United States recognized an 
individual’s right to indicate his wish to become a postmortem organ donor. The ruling was 
meant to work much like a living will or advance directive, letting the surviving family know 




Traino and Siminoff (2013) researched the attitudes of families approached for organ 
donation and how families felt about finding out their loved one had volunteered to be an organ 
donor. Through 1090 telephone interviews, researchers found 65.7% of the families knew the 
donor status wishes of their deceased family member. Family members of designated donors 
were found to know more about organ donation and reported a more positive organ donation 
experience overall (Traino & Siminoff, 2013). Supporting these findings, Fernandes et al. (2015) 
reported the same to be true in their study of Brazilian families. The Brazilian family members of 
self-designated organ donors were found to know more about organ donation and reported more 
positive experiences overall than those without prior knowledge of the donor designation 
(Fernandes et al., 2015).  
Traino and Siminoff (2013) stated that with legislation creating FPA, the OPO was given 
the right to provide the documents stating the wishes of the deceased to become a donor and 
proceed with the organ donation. Still, some OPOs approach the next-of-kin, inform them of the 
donor designation and ask for consent; if the family declines, no donation results (Traino & 
Siminoff, 2013). 
Traino and Siminoff (2013) conducted a study of 251 participants related to individuals 
who had self-designated to donate organs at the time of death, 6 families countermanded the 
deceased person’s wishes and declined donation. Currently, there is no penalty for this action. 
Havekost (2019), Traino and Siminoff (2013), and Zambrano (2017) all report the OPO allowing 
the countermand of the deceased’s self-designated donation authorization may be an effort to 
prevent negative publicity. Traino and Siminoff (2013) found that volunteer organ donors come 




had experienced what they felt was good medical care, found more comfort in the organ donation 
process (Traino & Siminoff, 2013). 
Traino and Siminoff (2013) also reported that families who were not aware of the 
volunteer organ donor designation of their deceased loved one, were sometimes dissatisfied with 
the manner this information was delivered. Families felt the information was either was not 
delivered with the best timing or was not delivered by an appropriate person. Some families 
reported notification of the volunteer organ donor designation added more stress to the events 
taking place, either because they did not believe in organ donation or there were communication 
issues within the family unit that kept the deceased from sharing the information. Traino and 
Siminoff (2013) were joined by Fernandes et al. (2015) and then by Sque et al. (2018) as all 
recommended more public education about the importance of becoming a designated organ 
donor and the importance of talking with friends and family members about organ donation. 
de Groot et al. (2016) researched the experiences of donor families in the Netherlands. 
Unlike the FPA designation policies allowed in the United States, in the Netherlands, even when 
the deceased self-designated consent for organ donation, it is mandated that the family must be 
asked for their consent at the time of death. The research team found that even when the 
deceased had self-determined their donation consent, the family members’ experience at the 
hospital ultimately determined whether the donation of organs was completed (de Groot et al., 
2016).  
As was true in the findings of Traino and Siminoff (2013) in the United States, and 
Fernandes et al. (2015) in Brazil, de Groot et al. (2016) reported families in the Netherlands were 
more likely to consent to organ donation if they felt supported by the health care team and if they 




donation was declined, the families reported feelings of being overwhelmed by being asked to 
consider organ donation too quickly after hearing the determination of brain death. Findings also 
revealed that families, familiar with, or comfortable with discussing death, end-of-life issues, and 
organ donation felt less distress in the moment than those for whom this subject was a new 
experience (de Groot et al., 2016). 
First-Person Authorization and the Organ Procurement Organization 
Traino and Siminoff (2013) explained, FPA has been written law in every state since 
2013. Havekost (2019), MacKay and Robinson (2016), and Sharif and Moorlock (2017), each 
reported that still 20% of OPOs have never completed the organ donation transaction without the 
consent of the deceased’s family. The UAGA authorized that families can be involved in the 
end-of-life organ donation decision, but a family cannot override the decision to self-determine 
the donation of one’s organs. Some OPOs choose not to force the issue when a family 
countermands a volunteer donor’s self-determination, possibly due to potential lawsuits or 
negative publicity (Havekost, 2019; Traino & Siminoff, 2013; Zambrano, 2017).  
Havekost (2019) pointed out a concern regarding the potential impact on non-profit status 
of OPOs that allow a family to override the donation is viewed from the perspective of the 
OPO’s need to comply with rules of the UAGA and the mandates required to maintain non-profit 
status. Not complying with FPA undermines the agencies’ objective of procuring as many organs 
as possible (Havekost, 2019).  
The Hospital Staff Perspective  
Cleiren and van Zoelen (2002) reported the organ donation process is a cause for stress 
among hospital staff. Organ donations are generally due to unexpected deaths and require staff to 




stress. The roles of the medical staff change from working diligently to save a life and realizing 
their attempts are unsuccessful, to a dependent position asking the bereaved family for organs. If 
consent is received, the medical team then moves into mode of sustaining the organs until they 
can be removed. All can provide stress to the medical care team (Cleiren & van Zoelen, 2002). 
Verheijde et al. (2007) reported on an aspect of health care professionals’ perspective. 
The researchers reported on the Patient Self-Determination Act, passed in 1991, allowing 
individuals to determine their choices for end-of-life care and make those choices known through 
advance health care directives or power of attorney. Verheijde et al. pointed out the 
incompatibility between the advance directive proclaiming an individual has opted out of 
artificially sustaining his life and the health care professionals’ obligation to administer artificial 
life support until the OPO can determine the viability or organs for transplant as outlined in the 
2006 revisions of the UAGA. In situations where a patient is declared dead (with or without an 
advance directive), consent to organ donation is presumed at time of death, and artificial life 
support may be administered until the OPO has completed their determination of potential 
organs for transplantation. The only way to alter this is through a written “declaration of refusal 
and contrary intent” (Verheijde et al., 2007, Scope of the Revised UAGA section).  
Verheijde et al. (2007) further stated that in cases where a conflict exists, it is the duty of 
the attending physician, working with the patient and/or his next of kin, to resolve the conflict 
and declare the intent for end-of-life care (Verheijde et al., 2007, Scope of the Revised UAGA 
section). These revisions describe what constitutes a potentially transplantable organ by listing 
what is excluded: “overwhelming infections, disseminated malignancy, and communicable 




(2006) and advance health care directives section) Verheijde et al. (2007) pointed out that most 
potential donors will not fit into any of those categories.  
Shewmon (2009) pointed out that while ethical requirements of informed consent exist in 
many professional fields, the consent process for organ donation has never included the word 
“informed” in combination with the word “consent” (p. 23). Shewmon also pointed to the mix of 
ethical concerns when he suggested the following full disclosure statement for organ donation 
during a consent process:  
Warning: It remains controversial whether you will actually be dead at the time of  
removal of your organs. This depends on the conceptual validity in the analysis of the 
determination of death conducted by the President’s Council on Bioethics. You should 
study it carefully and decide for yourself before signing an organ donor card. (p. 23) 
Shewmon (2010) advocated that organ procurement officials should fully disclose the 
controversies as to the validity of the declaration of DBD or DCD for families as they seek to 
gain consent, calling for the level of understanding he feels should be disclosed to the decision-
makers. Shewmon reported that the definition and diagnosis of death evolves with time and 
technology, and the diagnosis of death “represents an increasingly complex compendium of valid 
observations and insights mixed with false assumptions, loose terminology, and fallacious 
inferences” (p. 290).  
Verheijde et al. (2010) argued that the basic right of informed consent should not be 
overlooked in any effort to increase organ donation. The hospital’s personnel must work together 
to determine policies for asystolic (DCD) organ recovery and if no agreement can be reached or 
the determination is made not to provide DCD donation, the reasons for the decision and a 




perspective on required activities for the medical staff guidelines from the Public Health Service 
Act 42 (as cited in Verheijde et al., 2010) which states: 
No individual shall be required to perform or assist in the performance of any part of a   
health service program or research activity funded in whole or in part under a program   
administered by the Secretary of Health and Human Services if his performance or 
assistance in the performance such part of such program or activity would be contrary to  
his religious beliefs or moral convictions. (p. 43) 
Hospitals choosing to require employees to take specific steps in efforts to increase organ 
donations might be asking hospital employees from diverse cultures and/or religious 
backgrounds to agree to actions they might find contradictory to their personal belief system. 
Hospital employees’ rights are protected by Federal law that prohibits mandated activities with 
regard to taking steps toward increasing organ donation (Verheijde et al., 2010).  
Researchers Iltis and Cherry (2010), Miller et al. (2010), and Ortega-Deballon and 
Rodriguez-Arias (2018) all mentioned that conversations about the definition of death are 
sometimes comingled with the study of transplantation. Advances in medical technology today 
allow individuals to maintain cardiopulmonary function after an injury that at one time would 
have meant imminent death. The same advances in medical technology make organ transplants 
possible. Both are relatively mid-20th century developments. Discussions on ethics, development 
of definitions, and the medical developments have run on parallel timelines. Concerns have been 
stated regarding the determination of brain death and how long an individual patient should be 
left in a comatose state if medical interventions will never improve the patient’s status (Iltis & 
Cherry, 2010). The decisions regarding the patient’s care made by the medical professional in 




ethical dilemmas involved (Iltis & Cherry, 2010; Miller et al., 2010; Ortega-Deballon & 
Rodriguez-Arias, 2018). Iltis and Cherry cautioned there is always a margin of error in the 
clinical determination of brain death and asked the question, “What is an acceptable level of risk 
[of misdiagnosing death]?” (p. 227-228).  
Rubenstein et al. (2009) and Shewmon (2009) emphasized a need for clearly delineating 
between life and death. The delineation between life and death needs to be acceptable to all the 
medical community and to the general public. According to Rubenstein et al., there are 
proponents of a belief that transplant surgeons should gain consent and permission from all 
immediate family members before organ removal, even in cases where an advance directive 
authorizes donation arguing that “it is essential that the comfort level of family members and 
others immediately involved in these situations be scrupulously respected” (p. 7).  
Rodrigue et al. (2008) found health care workers expressed discomfort in communicating 
with the families about end-of-life care and organ donation. Fernandes et al. (2015) findings 
supported those Rodrigue et al. (2008) in that additional training is suggested for healthcare 
professionals. Rodrigue et al. emphasized healthcare workers needed to be able to provide 
information to potential donor families in an “empathetic and supportive” manner since that 
activity could be “a critically important determinant of the eventual donation decision” (p. 498). 
Information from Iltis and Cherry (2010) revealed a discussion regarding the cost of 
healthcare and the possible balance between cost and prognosis. Iltis and Cherry reported the 
prognosis may depend on the position of the person asking or answering the question. The 
patient’s family may want to postpone the death of their loved one for as long as possible and at 




hospital setting to save costs. And those in need of healthy organs for transplant may advocate 
for talking to the patient’s family about organ donation opportunities (Iltis & Cherry, 2010).  
Verheijde et al. (2010) stated that even though the grief-stricken family is looking to the 
professional for an educated opinion about the events happening, the professionals may in fact be 
questioning their own knowledge and judgement on the determination of the moment of death 
and the organ donation process. The Association of Organ Procurement Organization states the 
UAGA was originally passed in 1968 with the purpose of standardizing organ donation practices 
across all 50 states. Prior to the passing of the UAGA, each state set its own policies and they 
were said to vary greatly from state to state. The purpose of the act was to make it easier for 
individuals to volunteer to become organ donors, thereby making more organs available for 
transplant. The UAGA has since been revised three times, in 1972, 1987 and the latest time in 
2006 (Verheijde et al., 2010). 
Verheijde et al. (2010) pointed out the 1972 revision mandated a uniform organ donor 
card that must be accepted in every state. The 1987 revision was titled Revised Uniform 
Anatomical Gift Act (R-UAGA) and the purpose of the revision was to make self-determination 
rights stronger for organ donors. The latest revision, in 2006, made provisions for more 
uniformity in organ transplantation policies. All states adopted the original act however, some of 
the policies and practices still differed from one state to the next. The goal of the 2006 revision 
was to bring uniform policies across of the United States. In addition, the 2006 revision 
addressed the great advances experienced in medical technology with regard to organ transplant 
and specified who is able to make the decision to donate on behalf of a dead donor (Verheijde et 




Bernat (2010) reported one of the stipulations of the UAGA was that “a multiorgan 
transplant donor must first be dead so that the organ donation does not cause the donor’s death 
[and, that this rule] is popularly known as the dead donor rule” (p. 251). The dead donor rule 
“enhances public confidence in the medical profession and in the organ transplant enterprise” (p. 
252). Miller et al. (2010) stated “adherence to [the dead donor rule] contributes to assuring 
people that their life-sustaining treatment will not be stopped, or hastened, in order to retrieve 
their organs” (p. 303). 
Bernat (2010) further explained that death is defined by the Uniform Designation of 
Death Act (1980) as an “irreversible cessation of circulatory and respiratory functions” or 
“irreversible cessation of all functions of the entire brain, including the brain stem” (p. 247). The 
quandary is in the term irreversible versus the term permanent in definition of death as it applies 
to donors who are said to have suffered a circulatory death. The circulatory and respiratory 
function would cease permanently because CPR was not conducted. If CPR was conducted, the 
individual may have successfully regained full function, so the state may in fact have been 
reversible (Bernat, 2010; Bernat, 2018). Bernat and Miller et al. (2010) posed the argument that 
death is a permanent state and if an individual could have been resuscitated, then in fact he was 
never dead. However, CPR is not conducted on organ donors who die from a cessation of 
circulatory and respiratory function (Bernat, 2010; Miller et al. 2010). Bernat (2010) explained 
an individual must have a cessation of circulatory and respiratory functions for a length of time, 
usually 2 to 5 minutes, before a determination of death can be made. Each individual hospital 
sets its own length of time standard (Bernat, 2010).  
Nikas et al. (2016) stated “the public is increasingly wary of the role of organ 




stated 25% of the participants “expressed fears that signing a donor card would result in 
physicians purposefully doing less to save their lives” (p. 250). The dead donor rule is not a 
legislated law or actual rule of medicine, but instead it is a “moral framework” or “ethical norm” 
(Nikas et al., 2016, p. 239). 
In an essay, Brugger (2016) asked questions of concern about whether brain death is 
actual death and whether there is cause for reasonable doubt; and asks, if so, how can organs 
ethically be retrieved? Brugger asked, “What measure of doubt must we have regarding whether 
[brain dead] individuals are dead to give rise to moral obligations?” (p. 331). In his argument for 
reasonable doubt, Brugger cited Shewmon (2001) to describe the ways the brain-dead body 
continues to function when ventilated. Shewmon pointed out the following processes as evidence 
of continued bodily functions even as an individual is ventilated:  
Respiration (brain dead bodies are apneic, so air must be mechanically supplied to the 
lungs); nutrition; homeostasis; elimination, detoxification, and recycling of cellular 
wastes throughout the body; energy balance, involving interactions among liver, 
endocrine systems, muscle, and fat; maintenance of body temperature and fluid and 
electrolyte balance; wound healing; fighting of infections and foreign bodies through 
interactions among the immune system, lymphatics, bone marrow, and microvasculature; 
development of febrile response to infection; cardiovascular and hormonal stress 
responses to unanesthetized incisions; successful gestation of a fetus in a brain-dead 
woman; sexual maturation of a brain-dead child; proportional growth of a brain-dead 
child; resuscitability [sic] and stabalizability [sic] following cardiac arrest; ability to 




physiological stability with little medical intervention in a nursing facility or even at 
home, after discharge from an intensive care unit. (p. 467) 
The attributes pointed out by Shewmon (2001, as cited by Brugger 2016) have lead many 
researchers to ask about how an individual can ethically be treated as a corpse, and be offered for 
removal of organs before all doubt has been removed regarding whether or not the individual is 
still a living being (Bernat, 2010; Bernat, 2018; Brugger, 2016; Iltis & Cherry, 2010; Joffee, 
2018; Miller et al., 2010; Nikas et al. 2016; Ortega-Deballon & Rodriguez-Arias, 2018; 
Rubenstein et al., 2009; Shewmon, 2010; Shewmon, 2018; Verheijde et al., 2010). There is 
consistent evidence of complex functioning in the bodies of brain-dead individuals that may raise 
doubt that they are in fact dead (Brugger, 2016; Miller et al., 2010; Ortega-Deballon & 
Rodriguez-Arias, 2018; Shewmon, 2001; Shewmon, 2010; Shewmon, 2018). Brugger (2016) 
concluded with a call to treat and care for brain-dead individuals as any other living human 
beings would be treated. As previously stated, and mentioned by Nikas et al. (2016), emphasized 
that the definition and protocol for determining brain death are a cause of controversy “even 
among likeminded allies” (p. 238).  
Bernat (2018) called for more uniform guidelines for determination of death. One 
example is a hospital that chose a protocol that stated a 75 second timeframe for cessation of 
circulatory and respiratory functions. The 75 second timeframe was chosen in response to a 
study by DeVita et al. (2000, as cited in Bernat, 2018), measuring autoresuscitation rates of 200 
patients. The greatest length of time between cessation of heartbeat and autoresuscitation was 65 
seconds, so the hospital in the example offered chose 75 seconds as their standard; the fact that 
observation of 200 patients does not create a strong confidence level was also addressed (Bernat, 




uniform guidelines are needed (Bernat, 2010, p. 249). Joffee (2018) argued that a health 
professional’s duty is “to weigh the risks and benefits and to obtain informed consent for, or 
dissent against [medical procedures]” and to “respect [the patient’s] interests and wishes during 
the dying process and have a duty of beneficence and respect for autonomy” (p. S31).  
Neidlinger et al. (2013) researched the stress reported by some hospital staff who work 
with potential donor families. The hospital staff reported feeling stress due to their perceptions of 
the events taking place. Neidlinger et al. studied 71 organ donor families in 22 California 
hospitals, researchers found the knowledge and attitude of the medical professionals about organ 
donation made a difference in the referral and consent process. At the same time, medical 
professionals reported negative feelings, referring to the organ donation process as “impersonal, 
invasive, and organ-focused” (p. 191).  
The professionals’ negative feelings researched by Neidlinger et al. (2013) were also 
pointed out in earlier research by Sque et al. (2005) and later supported by findings from de 
Groot et al. (2014). These prejudicial feelings reportedly had a negative influence on the rate of 
referrals and negatively impacted the number of families’ consenting to donation (de Groot et al., 
2014; Neidlinger et al., 2013; Sque et al., 2005). 
Neidlinger et al. (2013) showed that medical staff took issue with the uncertainties about 
ethical practices due to the perception of treating the deceased and the organs like a commodity 
rather than remembering the whole person and the personal loss felt by the bereaved family. 
Neidlinger et al. designed an experiment designed to relieve this reported stress by instituting a 
moment of silence ritual. The donor family created and then read aloud a short biography, 
usually 100 words or less that would describe the life of the organ donor and state what would be 




honor the deceased organ donor. The moment of silence took place just before the first incision 
for organ removal. All operating room staff present at the organ recovery surgery were asked to 
stop for a moment (Neidlinger et al., 2013).  
Neidlinger et al. (2013) reported that medical staff and donor families reported benefitted 
from this practice. For the donor family, it was reportedly therapeutic to formulate the statement 
to be read before the organ recovery surgery. Both the families and the medical staff interviewed 
stated that the process preserved the humanity of the deceased. A year later, the rates of referrals 
were compared between hospitals where the ritual was implemented and hospitals where this 
ritual was not practiced. A slight increase in referrals and transplants could be found in the 
hospitals where the ritual was being used (Neidlinger et al., 2013).  
de Groot et al. (2014) found grieving families turn to the medical professionals for advice 
and guidance in this time of trauma. In a hospital in the Netherlands, the organ donation process 
was explored from the perspective of the medical professionals working with potential donor 
families. Of the 32 study participants who took part in 5 focus groups in 2010 and 2011, 12 were 
doctors, 15 were nurses, and 5 were transplant coordinators. de Groot et al. further stated that 
among the medical professionals, there may be personal prejudices, or a lack of training and 
understanding of organ donation. These medical professionals may offer opinions that negatively 
influence the family’s decision to consent to donation. Increasing the amount of knowledge 
professionals hold regarding death, organ donation and bereavement would increase the medical 
professionals’ level of comfort with the concepts and thereby have a potentially positive impact 
regarding the consent rate for donation.  
An increased comfort level allows the medical professionals a more confident demeanor 




positive impact on the family’s decision-making process. Additional findings showed the fact 
that families who consented to organ donation received more psychosocial follow-up care than 
did those families who declined (de Groot et al., 2014).  
Webster and Markham (2018) completed a retrospective chart review to assess the 
number of potential donors who did not become donors due to various circumstances 
surrounding the death, the family’s questions, and/or the hospital’s and OPO’s practices. Among 
the findings and recommendations were that families are often asked to make decisions with 
little information. de Groot et al. (2016) and Webster and Markham (2018) suggested medical 
professionals explain a timeline of expectations so that the family can have a better 
understanding of the measures taken to save the life; the measures necessary to assess brain 
death if life saving measures fail; and then the decision-making process for potential organ 
donation. de Groot et al. (2016) suggested the order of the steps is important. Talking about and 
outlining the process, and then following the steps leads to more family consents (79%); versus 
when donation is talked about ahead of the other steps, the consent rate falls (55%) (de Groot et 
al., 2016). 
Webster and Markham (2018) suggested constant training is important. There is high 
turnover in emergency room and intensive care staff. Frequent training is required to maintain 
staff who can take the correct steps to educate and support the families who are living the crisis 
(Webster & Markham, 2018).  
Medical professionals gathered at a Pulse International conference/workshop in June 
2019, called “Ethical Deceased Organ and Tissue Donor Programs and the Role of Transplant 
Coordinators.” Published notes from the conference indicated that in the opening remarks, 




professionals, lack of awareness, religious biases, and arrogance of physicians are some of the 
major challenges in acceptance of deceased organ donation” (p. 1). Notes from the conference 
also mentioned that decision making about organ donation is made at the family level 
(pulsepakistan.com).  
The 164th session of the Executive Committee of the Pan American Health Organization 
(PAHO), a part of the United Nations and World Health Organization (WHO) met in 
Washington, D.C., in June 2019. This group also addressed the need for more organs available 
for transplant and methods for increasing voluntary altruistic donation. Among the stated 
strategic goals set forth in the meeting was to work to make sure policies, procedures, and best 
practices are in place for every aspect of the donation and transplantation process (Porrás, 2019). 
Verheijde et al. (2010) pointed out that any actions to mandate employees’ behavior should be in 
line with federal protections against forcing an employee to act in a manner that is contrary to 
their own religious or moral beliefs, keeping in mind the inclusion of diverse ethnic, cultural and 
religious beliefs of all involved. Within the Guiding Principles of the WHO, Guiding Principle 
#11 is: “The organization and execution of donation and transplant activities, as well as their 
clinical results, must be transparent and open to scrutiny, while ensuring that the personal 
anonymity and privacy of donors and recipients are always protected” (https://www.who.int). 
Bereavement, Grief and Complications 
Stroebe et al. (2001) researched the experience of loss: 
Because of the intensity of the loss experience, the large number of people it affects, and 
the systematic variations with which its consequences are distributed across populations, 




raises logistics and policy issues for the health and social service agencies of every 
community. (p. 3) 
Researchers have indicated typical emotional reactions to grief include, but are not limited to: 
denial, shock, anger, bargaining, sadness, anxiety, depression, confusion, and guilt (Beder, 2005; 
Corr & Coolican, 2010; Corr et al., 2011; Figley, 2012; Kubler-Ross & Kessler, 2005; Parkes, 
1987; Parkes, 1998; Stroebe et al., 2012; Stroebe et al., 2001). Physical reactions might include a 
feeling of immense emptiness, seemingly uncontrollable crying, or heart palpitations. Cognitive 
reactions might include restlessness, difficulty with relationships, overactivity, fear, loneliness, 
and even questioning a higher power in a search for meaning (Beder, 2005; Corr & Coolican, 
2010; Corr et al., 2011; Figley, 2012; Kubler-Ross & Kessler, 2005; Parkes, 1987; Parkes, 1998; 
Stroebe et al., 2012; Stroebe et al., 2001). All the reactions listed above are grief responses to 
almost any natural death. Sque et al. (2014), Stroebe et al. (2012), and Stroebe et al. (2001) all 
found that sudden and unexpected death that involves trauma, violence, or mutilation intensifies 
all the symptoms. This intensified grief is known as complicated grief or traumatic grief (Sque et 
al., 2014; Stroebe et al., 2012; Stroebe et al., 2001). The loss of a child or an exceptionally 
lengthy illness before a death may also trigger complicated grief. In addition, factors like the 
core relationship with the deceased, the amount of dependence felt toward the deceased, and 
prior mental health problems an individual might have experienced all weigh into an individual’s 
ability to grieve and how complicated or traumatic that grief journey might be (Corr et al., 2011; 
Figley, 2012; Kubler-Ross & Kessler, 2005; Parkes, 1987; Parkes, 1998; Parris, 2011; Rando, 
1993; Stouder et al., 2009). Holtkamp (2002) wrote that there are strong indicators that the act of 
agreeing to organ donation at the time of a loved one’s death may itself be a risk factor for 




lives on in the organ recipient; one of the factors making the donor family experience unique 
(Holtkamp, 2002).  
Pearlman et al. (2014) reported the typical length of time for someone to feel distress 
after the traumatic death of a loved one is 4 to 7 years. Within that time frame, enormous 
emotional fluctuation may exist (Pearlman et al., 2014). Corr and Coolican (2010), Corr et al. 
(2011), Figley (2012), Holtkamp (2002), Parris (2011), Rando (1993) and Stroebe et al. (2017) 
agreed on various factors that might determine the length of time one might need for grief: 
• The total number of losses the individual has experienced (physical, psychological, initial 
and secondary losses). 
• Whether or not the bereaved is open to follow-up bereavement care. 
• A professional caregiver (doctor, nurse, social worker, counselor) with a lack of 
competence and comfort with the subjects of death, dying, grief and loss can open the 
possibility of worsening the symptoms of grief.  
The factors listed can deepen the complications, resulting in extending the emotional journey 
back to an improved state of being (Corr & Coolican, 2010; Corr et al. 2011; Figley, 2012; 
Holtkamp, 2002; Parris, 2011; Rando, 1993; Stroebe et al., 2017). Corr and Coolican (2010) 
stated it must be understood that “grief reactions are also unique to each particular loss and 
bereaved person” (p. 171).  
Beder (2005) wrote that every individual has a world of their own assumptions made of 
core beliefs that keep people grounded, stable and safe. Sque and Payne (1996) stated that the 
assumptive world is the sum of an individual’s life experiences and this may be part of why an 
older individual can be better equipped to handle a traumatic experience. Beder (2005) reported 




“excruciatingly painful” and the survivor must rebuild their assumptive world (p. 256). Beder, as 
well as Stroebe and Schut (2005) reported that within the experience, there is a need to remain 
connected to the deceased and this connection can offer comfort and solace to the bereaved. 
Beder (2005) also reported that among factors to consider in grief is age of the bereaved. 
Young people in the most ideal of worlds already face so many changes in themselves during 
this phase of life development. Adding a grief experience can be overwhelming and make the 
process of rebuilding an assumptive world long and painful (Beder, 2005).  
Beder (2005) further reported that someone with a secret connection to the deceased, or a 
relationship with the deceased that is unknown to many may experience disenfranchised grief. 
Disenfranchised grief is grief that must be hidden or disowned because the public lacks 
knowledge about the true relationship between the bereaved and the deceased. Undisclosed 
homosexuality, or relationships that are not socially supported can be sources of disenfranchised 
grief. With time and good support, most bereaved can reorganize and reclaim their assumptive 
world (Beder, 2005).  
Stroebe et al. (2001) found that losing a spouse is one of the most serious threats to 
health, well-being, and productivity that can ever be experienced. In a study of 768 widowed 
individuals, Carnelley et al. (2006) studied the on-going connections to lost spouses. The 
participants had been widowed from a few months to 64 years, and researchers found the 
participants continued to talk about, think about and feel emotions for the lost spouses for 
decades. The study included 307 men and 461 women; average participant age 70 years; average 
length of the marriage before loss was 30 years; average age of the spouse who died was 59.2 




years post-loss the average widowed person still thought about their deceased mate each 1 to 2 
weeks and discussed the deceased spouse in a conversation every month.  
Carnelley et al. (2006) found that whether or not the continued thinking about the 
deceased spouse is beneficial depends on whether the widowed individual focuses on positive or 
negative aspects of the deceased in their thoughts and conversations. Their findings showed that 
negative connections in thoughts and conversations lost frequency and severity of emotion with 
the passage of time. Positive connections in thoughts and conversations did not lose frequency, 
and the feelings of happiness remained constant regardless of the passage of time. Other findings 
included that the anniversary of the death may cause painful thoughts for some, but not for all 
widowed individuals and for many, distress from loss of a spouse can last for many years 
(Carnelley et al., 2006).  
Figley (2012) estimated 10% to 15% of bereaved individuals suffer complicated grief. As 
stated earlier, 2.3 million individuals in the United States die annually (Organ Procurement and 
Transplantation Network, 2020). Based on the calculations from Rando (1993), 2.3 million 
deaths leave approximately 16.1 million newly bereaved persons in the United States annually. 
Using Figley’s calculation, there are 1.6 to 2.4 million new cases of complicated grief in the 
United States each year. 
Traumatic Death 
Holtkamp (2002) pointed out that while medical advances continue to move forward, 
little new information has been uncovered about any unique grief care needed by donor 
families. There is a celebratory nature to medical advancements in organ transplantation. At the 




ignore the donor families’ social, spiritual, ethical, and personal needs after this traumatic 
experience (Holtkamp, 2002). 
Barry et al. (2002) explored the connection between bereavement and psychiatric 
disorders in a group of 122 individuals. Participants were average age 63.7 years, 91% of 
participants were Caucasian, 70% were women, and the average education level was 14 years. 
Participants were interviewed twice, once at 4 months post-loss, and again at 9 months post-loss. 
Participants who experienced unexpected loss, were found to have symptoms of both 
complicated grief and major depressive disorder at the first and the second interviews (Barry et 
al., 2002). 
Barry et al. (2002) found 96% of the participants lost their loved one to a natural cause 
leaving researchers unable to apply the findings to bereaved who lose a loved one to accident, 
homicide or suicide. There is a need for future research to understand the link between the close 
person/next of kin’s perception of suffering as the patient was in the hospital, the actual amount 
of suffering the close person/next of kin witnessed and how witnessing the events is reflected in 
the possibilities for grief complications (Barry et al. 2002). 
Parris (2011) reviewed emergency department procedures regarding treatment of 
bereaved at the time of a traumatic death. Participating hospitals were all in England. Findings 
showed that consenting to organ donation may have had a psychological benefit in the 
bereavement process. This might be partly due to the OPO taking extra steps to offer 
bereavement care for donor families (Parris, 2011). 
Nakajima et al. (2012) reported the “prevalence of complicated grief among those 
bereaved by violent death trauma [defined as homicide, suicide or accident] is 12.5% to 78%” (p. 




unexpectedness and self-assigned feelings of guilt for allowing the event to happen, even though 
the bereaved had no actual control. Social stressors and an inability to make sense of the death 
also lead to this type of complicated traumatic stress (Nakajima et al., 2012). 
Keyes et al. (2014) ranked the impact of traumatic experiences by comparing potentially 
traumatic experiences of 27,534 study participants, finding the worst experience one can have is 
an unexpected death. Of participants who reported having experienced at least 4 traumatic events 
over their lifetime, 30% ranked the unexpected death of a loved one as the worst experience of 
all. Of participants reporting 11 potentially traumatic events, 20% reported unexpected death of a 
loved one as the worst experience (Keyes et al., 2014). Unexpected tragedy and traumatic grief 
are immense, “traumatic bereavement is greater than the experience of trauma plus that of grief” 
(Pearlman et al., 2014, p. 18). Pearlman et al. (2014) further described traumatic bereavement:  
If a person is having difficulty coming to terms with the death of a spouse, child, or 
parents 4 to 7 years after it occurred, others might conclude that the person is coping 
poorly with the loss. What these data suggest is that lasting distress following traumatic 
death of a family member is not a sign of individual coping failure. Rather, such distress 
is a typical response to this type of loss. (p. 8) 
Research over a span of 40 years has consistently indicated that the length of time expected for 
major symptoms of bereavement complications after a traumatic loss of a spouse or child was 4 
to 7 years (Lehman et al., 1987; Pearlman et al., 2014). In the 1980s, a group of bereaved 
individuals was compared to accepted national norms of the era and it was found that “the 
bereaved spouses were virtually indistinguishable from psychiatric outpatients on six of nine 




Stressors Unanticipated by the Bereaved  
Many researchers have stated a need for uniform policies regarding declaration of death 
and procurement of organs (Bernat, 2010; Bernat, 2018; Brugger, 2016; Iltis & Cherry, 2010; 
Miller et al., 2010; Shewmon, 2018). At the time of the traumatic death of a loved one, the next 
of kin is in a state of disbelief, denial, and confusion (Corr et al., 2011; Figley, 2012; Kubler-
Ross & Kessler, 2005; Parkes, 1987; Parkes, 1998; Parris, 2011; Rando, 1993). Miller et al. 
(2010) stated that many lay people, or bereaved family members, have never considered the 
implications of “whether we should regard patients as dead within a few minutes after their 
hearts have stopped beating in order to proceed with organ donation” (p. 309). The next of kin 
deserves to have confidence in the information health care professionals offer (Holtkamp, 2002). 
If there are ethical issues that keep the professionals from supporting the organ donation process, 
this will add to the stresses the donor family may experience (Brugger, 2016).  
Bernat (2010), Bernat (2018), Brugger (2016), Iltis and Cherry (2010), Joffee (2018), 
Miller et al. (2010), Ortega-Deballon and Rodriguez-Arias (2018), Rubenstein et al. (2009), 
Shewmon (2010), Shewmon (2018), Verheijde et al. (2010), and Verheijde et al. (2007) 
suggested the sudden traumatic loss of a loved one is very stressful. When asked to consent to 
organ donation, there is stress in wanting to make sure the correct decision is made. Some 
families report confusion regarding the type of death (DCD versus DBD) and even time of death, 
leaving them to question whether their loved one was dead when the family consented to 
donation. There are discussions among professionals defining what constitutes the moment of 
death (Bernat, 2010; Bernat, 2018; Brugger, 2016; Iltis & Cherry, 2010; Joffee, 2018; Miller et 
al., 2010; Ortega-Deballon & Rodriguez-Arias, 2018; Rubenstein et al., 2009; Shewmon, 2010; 




that for families, sometimes there is confusion about the actual time of death. Confusion has 
been attributed to the date/time differences between when physician informs a family of brain 
death, the date/time of the request for consent for organ donation, and the date/time of the day 
the deceased person was removed from the ventilator following the removal of organs 
(Holtkamp). Many researchers have reported that during all these events, the donor families are 
probably experiencing intensely complicated grief, multiplying all bereavement emotions and 
potential reactions (Corr et al., 2011; Figley, 2012; Kubler-Ross & Kessler, 2005; Parkes, 1987; 
Parris, 2011; Rando, 1993).  
Bernat (2010) and Holtkamp (2002) called for standardization of practices among the 
professionals involved to increase public confidence and to stem part of the stressors donor 
families may potentially feel. The UAGA 2006 stipulates artificial life support systems be used 
at end of life while the OPO completes its work. Verheijde et al. (2007) reported that artificial 
life support “has no palliative benefit,” can “inflict unwarranted traumatic and distressing 
experiences to dying patients and their families,” and some individuals have specified their 
desire for no artificial life support in their own advance directive to physicians (p. 6). 
Verheijde et al. (2007) reported the donor family may experience additional stress and 
anxiety due to health care professionals’ mandate to follow UAGA 2006 guidelines with a 
seeming disregard for the patient’s personal or cultural beliefs and/or autonomous decisions 
made known through advance directives. As Rando (1993) and Holtkamp (2002) advised, it is 
incumbent upon the professional caregivers to be proactive in the care of the donor family and 
anticipate possible questions and complications. This is a function of thorough training, 
imperative to the ability to offer quality care. An error in the care of donor families (i.e., missing 




kin who consented to donation or may increase the bereaved individuals’ anxiety regarding the 
amount of the deceased’s suffering (Holtkamp, 2002; Rando, 1993). 
Holtkamp (2002) further explained another area of potential stress for the donor family is 
the idea of who might have been the recipient of the donated organs. Donor families may have 
fantasies about the disposition of the donated organ. In the fantasy, the donor family may assume 
the recipient is someone of the same sex, social class, or race, with similar religious or moral 
values as the donor, only to find the truth is very different. Sometimes, the recipient is different 
from the donor or the donor family’s fantasy in every measure creating yet another possible 
stressor in the donor family experience (Holtkamp, 2002). 
Corr et al. (2011) explained there are circumstances when the transplanted organ fails, or 
the recipient dies after receiving the organ. In these cases, the impact to the donor family 
experience is a “second death” (p. 220). Pearlman et al. (2014) reported the secondary losses add 
to the weight donor families carry from suffering the initial trauma and can be just as 
overwhelming as the primary loss, and in some cases, even more so. Corr et al. studied three 
different donor families who met and created a relationship with organ recipients only to later 
find the organ transplant failed, or the recipient died. In each case, the family reported the 
original feelings of grief returned to them. 
Holtkamp (2002) suggested families experiencing stress from traumatic loss should be 
viewed through a “lens of post-traumatic stress” (p. 75). Dyregrov et al. (2003) surveyed 232 
Norwegian parents from 140 families each of whom had experienced a suicide, sudden infant 
death, or accident resulting in the unexpected, and traumatic death of a child. The findings 
revealed that at 18 months after the loss of a child, there was still a high level (34%-52%) of risk 




having experienced complicated grief; with those parents whose children died in an accident 
scoring the highest for complicated grief and PTSD when compared to parents who lost children 
through suicide or SIDS (Dyregrov et al., 2003).  
Dyregrov et al. (2003) also found that becoming isolated is the greatest predictor of 
distress for the bereaved, with 50% of those experiencing the loss of a child through an accident 
reporting withdrawing from others. Reasons for withdrawal from others included feeling guilt 
and self-blame, and loss of energy. The bereaved may fear symptoms they experience after the 
death, such as physical pain and exhaustion, memory loss, hearing voices, or imagining the child 
that died. Many may find these experiences so frightening or unusual they do not share them 
with anyone. This results in a type of self-isolation, thus increasing their feelings of being alone 
and the issues this brings about (Dyregrov et al., 2003). 
Dyregrov et al. (2003) further reported that in the immediate support circle of the 
bereaved, the bereaved may hear old adages from friends like “he/she is in a better place now,” 
“it is time to move on,” “it is time to stop visiting the grave,” or similar words which may feel to 
the bereaved as a lack of support (p. 159). The research findings showed the best step toward 
regaining good mental health may be to speak up and tell others of the feelings of distress and 
express what type of support is needed. The findings from Dyregrov et al. showed that aside 
from isolation, the greatest predictors of complicated grief and/or PTSD were: “not having other 
children, having little education, not working outside the home, and being a woman” (p. 159). 
Manuel et al. (2010) conducted unstructured interviews with five Canadian women to 
understand experiences of donor family members and how they were approached about organ 
donation. The goal of the research was to improve the way next of kin are approached for organ 




loved one, (b) the need to create something positive during a negative experience, and (c) the 
desire to create a memorial for the lost loved one. Participants reported feeling that because they 
agreed to donation, this created extra time, or allowed time, for saying goodbye to their loved 
one. Support from the OPO after the donation had a positive impact (Manuel et al., 2010). 
Resilience 
Bonanno et al. (2004) stated “the death of a spouse can be a painful and sometimes 
debilitating experience” (p. 260). Through self-reports and in-home interviews, Bonanno (2008) 
studied 161 women and 24 men (average age at 6 months post-loss was 69 years) in an effort to 
know more about resilience in widowhood. Bonanno defined resilience as “a personality trait 
that reflects the ability to maintain a stable equilibrium” in the face of a disruptive life event, 
allowing the maintenance of healthy psychological and physical functioning (p. 102). The 
findings of Bonanno et al. showed that 56% of the study participants showed qualities of genuine 
resilience and would probably find no benefit from professional grief counseling. All participants 
reported some form of grief-related yearning in the first 6 months after the loss showing that 
none were unfeeling, but life experience and personal beliefs allowed resilience for these 
individuals. Participants with the resilient qualities reported finding comfort and solace in 
memories of their lost spouse (Bonanno et al., 2004). 
Within the same Bonanno et al. (2004) study, there was a group of bereaved who 
reported experiencing depressive symptoms before the loss and then reported considerable 
improvement with the death of the spouse. Bonanno et al. offered that in these cases, the death of 
the spouse was the end of a chronic stressor, thus relieving the bereaved of this pressure. This 




yearning in the first 6 months after the loss and would most likely not benefit from professional 
intervention (Bonanno et al., 2004). 
Bonanno et al. (2004) found two additional groups in the study. There first additional 
group suffered from chronic grief before the death and then experienced on-going depression 
after the death. The emotional factors surrounding the death of the spouse are credited with the 
move from chronic grief to on-going depression. This group also reported searching for meaning 
in the death for up to 18 months post-loss and to eventually have found meaning in the loss 
(Bonanno et al., 2004). 
The second group mentioned by Bonanno et al. (2004) suffered chronic depression before 
the death and then reported remaining highly depressed after the death. Investigators attributed 
the loss as impetus for long-term emotional difficulties worsening. This group reportedly talked 
about and thought about the deceased spouse less often than did the chronically grieving group, 
but there was no meaning found in the loss, and talking about and thinking about the lost spouse 
never ended. The implications are that the chronically depressed have the greatest difficulty 
working through bereavement (Bonanno et al., 2004).  
Bonanno (2008) suggested exploring “resilience to loss and trauma [to] comprehend its 
many forms” (p. 110). Of interest is what protective factors may exist in an individual, how those 
factors relate to any previous experience, and how the quality of resilience may be shared or 
taught to others (Bonanno, 2008). 
Posttraumatic Growth 
Parkes (1998), in an article aimed at teaching physicians about grief, pointed out that 
“most bereaved come through the experience [of grief] stronger and wiser than when they went 




after the participants in their study reported feelings of having become a stronger person because 
they survived the loss of the spouse. Calhoun and Tedeschi (2006) appear to agree as they stated 
“paradoxically, the data indicate that for many persons, the encounter with very negative events 
can also produce positive psychological change” (p. 4). Calhoun and Tedeschi further explained 
that overcoming the trauma that causes disruption of an assumptive world can cause the bereaved 
to feel tested. After the assumptive world is reorganized and functioning again, the bereaved feel 
the worst has been survived and a new strength has been found in the process. Bereavement 
changes people and through study we can find what changes take place and how the changes 
develop over time (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 2006). 
With a study of 800 participants in the United States, the findings of Calhoun et al. 
(2010) on posttraumatic growth were further substantiated. Positive growth after traumatic 
bereavement is not uncommon. Historically, bereavement has been viewed as having negative 
psychological consequences, however positive changes can be found in five different areas: self-
perception; changed relationships with others; availability of new possibilities; appreciation for 
life; and religious or spiritual growth (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 2006; Calhoun et al. 2010; Tedeschi 
& Calhoun, 2008).  
Calhoun and Tedeschi (2006), Calhoun et al. (2010), Tedeschi and Calhoun (2008) 
investigated and explained that self-perception might be a sensation of strength after having lived 
through something so difficult. Changed relationships with others refers to a greater sense of 
connectedness with friends and family. New possibilities become available through the 
formation of new relationships or new experiences that bereaved have taken on because of the 
loss. The death of the close relationship, can be the impetus for the bereaved to approach life 




spiritual growth may take place as the bereaved becomes more aware of their own mortality and 
what may or may not exist beyond this life; or for others it may serve to deepen their faith and 
conviction (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 2006; Calhoun et al., 2010; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2008).  
Calhoun et al. (2010) emphasized that the more disruptive and traumatic the experience 
of death, the greater the potential exists for growth. An anticipated, expected death may not be as 
disruptive and/or traumatic and would be less likely to cause an examination of core beliefs and 
values and so, may result in less possibility for personal growth (Calhoun et al., 2010).  
Personality Impact and Possibility of Personality Change in Bereavement  
Ashkenazi and Cohen (2015) analyzed questionnaires from 216 Israeli donor families 
who experienced the donation process as close as 6 months before completion of the 
questionnaire to as much as 27 years. All participants had lost children. Through the 
questionnaire, the experiences of loss were measured for grief, personal growth that took place 
after the loss, whether new life meaning was found after the loss, and what the organ donation 
meant to the participant. The donation of organs posited an extra burden on the bereavement 
process of donor families. Interactions with the hospital staff had some influence on the donation 
and bereavement processes (Ashkenazi & Cohen, 2015). 
Among the findings from Ashkenazi and Cohen (2015) was a link to the parent’s 
personality. Those parents who were more out-going reported more conversational engagement 
with the hospital staff. These more out-going parents felt greater comfort asking questions, felt 
informed about what was happening and in turn had a more positive experience overall. 
Participants who reported being shy, quiet, or engaging less with hospital staff had fewer positive 
emotions and memories of their experiences of the hospital care and the organ donation consent 




be willing and able to ask questions, in order to gain more understanding of what is happening 
and have a greater comfort in the decisions they make (Ashkenazi & Cohen, 2015; Cleiren & van 
Zoelen, 2002).  
Multiple researchers found that the more positive the experience, the less grief is reported 
by the bereaved (Ashkenazi & Cohen, 2015; Cleiren & van Zoelen, 2002; Merchant et al., 2008). 
And, multiple studies have found the more positive experiences in the hospital can also lead to 
more families consenting to organ donation (de Groot et al., 2016; Gyllström Krekula et al., 
2018; Sque et al., 2005; Sque et al., 2014; Thomas et al., 2009). 
With a survey of 10,479 bereaved spouses, Chopik (2016) studied personality changes as 
a result of the death of a spouse. The participants completed surveys and the researchers 
conducted interviews. The results showed that participants did not undergo significant 
personality change due to the death of a spouse. Through an analysis of the unexpectedness of 
the spouse’s death, it was found that the attribute offered negligible effect on personality change. 
Overall, stability of personality might be at its lowest immediately following the death of a 
spouse, with or without advance warning of the death, but that stability generally increases as 
time moves forward. Personality is a combination of experiences and developments over a 
lifetime. The study participants were mostly older adults and personality changes very little in 
older adults. Death of a spouse at a younger age might have a greater influence on personality 
than it did in these older adults (Chopik, 2016). 
Hope 
Maloney (1998), followed by Sque et al. (2005) and then Berntzen and Bjørk (2014) all 
reported study findings that consenting to donation is a way for families to reach for something 




donor family members from 13 different organ donation occurrences, resulting in 4 positive 
themes (a) a need for the families to feel like they had turned a negative situation (the death of 
the loved one) into a positive situation by improving the life of the organ recipient, (b) knowing 
they had contributed to the well-being of another person made the donor family members feel 
better, (c) donor families feeling appreciated after various memorial services held for organ 
donors in their communities, and (d) donor families felt thankful for support the OPO offered. 
There were two negative findings described: the emotional distress wondering about the organ 
donation process itself and wondering about the experience of their now deceased loved one. The 
interviews also revealed that if the medical professionals had taken more time to educate the 
families and answer their questions, the perceived distress would have lessened (Berntzen & 
Bjørk, 2014).  
Sque et al. (2018) conducted semi-structured interviews with 31 donor families in 
England and supported the findings of Berntzen and Bjørk (2014). Participants in the English 
study also reported that organ donation positively affected their bereavement process. In 
addition, the Sque et al. findings showed a connection between the donor family’s experience of 
care within the hospital and their willingness to consent to donation, but the researchers 
recommended more research would be needed to definitively confirm the connection (Sque et 
al., 2018). 
Gyllström Krekula et al. (2018) studied brain death and the subsequent organ donation of 
a loved one between 2001 and 2004 through interviews with 22 bereaved individuals in Sweden. 
The details of the events from the time of injury through the organ donation were analyzed. The 
study participants would be more likely to agree to become organ donors because of their 




to donate, and a feeling of inspiration knowing how many lives were saved or changed by the 
organ donation. This report also pointed out the uniqueness of the donor families’ perspective. 
The researchers reported finding that no studies focused specifically on the experiences of the 
donors’ relatives. The researcher linked an increase in knowledge about organ donation to a 
positive effect in the decision to consent to organ donation (Gyllström Krekula et al., 2018). 
Nudging Families to Say Yes to Donation 
Sharif and Moorlock (2017) proposed nudging families toward a positive consent 
response as a means of increasing the number of organs available for transplant. The proposal is 
that hospitals assign specially trained personnel who can listen to any objections or concerns 
families might have voiced about the consent to donate organs and then, through pointed 
conversation, turn the decision into a consent. The intentional swaying, or nudging, a decision 
toward a predesignated goal poses ethical questions. Proponents of the proposal stated the 
shortage of organs is so great that nudging toward a decision to help the greatest number without 
harming any is probably the right thing to do (Sharif & Moorlock, 2017). 
Meaning Making 
Many studies found that sudden, unexpected loss leaves the bereaved to search for 
meaning, and the need to find meaning may push a family to consent to donation so as to create 
redeeming value in their sense of loss (Fox & Swazey, 1992; Maloney, 1998; Sque et al., 2005; 
Sque et al., 2018). Neimeyer et al. (2006) reported bereaved who can make sense of the loss, or 
eventually find some meaning in the experience, report fewer symptoms of grief distress, 
traumatic distress or complicated grief. Many study interviews with donor parents have revealed 
feelings of stress because their own child could not be saved but comfort was found in knowing 




Groot et al., 2014; Galasinski & Sque, 2014; Maloney, 1998; Marck et al., 2016; Sque et al., 
2005). 
Costin and Vignoles (2019) reported that finding meaning in one’s life can add to the 
overall quality of one’s lived experiences. Costin and Vignoles stated “in evaluating life’s 
meaningfulness, most people seemingly think about whether their lives matter beyond the 
narrowness of the day-to-day existence” (p. 16). Measurable benefits can be linked to everyday 
choices like eating healthier food and getting more exercise. These choices lead to self-reports of 
higher life satisfaction and lowered depression. Costin and Vignoles analyzed data from 314 
surveys. Findings implied that to increase one’s sense of meaning, there needs to be an increase 
in a sense of mattering and that generative behaviors increase a sense of mattering (Costin & 
Vignoles, 2019). 
Costin and Vignoles (2019) explained how the terms meaning making, matter making, or 
generative activity are interchangeable and link directly to donor families. Donor families try to 
make sense of the life and loss of their loved one while simultaneously experiencing their own 
grief. The act of organ donation can be a measure of one’s life meaning. Costin and Vignoles 
explained that organ donation may hold a “specific characteristic of self-extension [and] may be 
a key to establishing a sense of existential mattering; that the importance of life transcends the 
spatial and temporal limitations of one’s physical existence” (p. 15). 
Humor, Laughter and Happiness 
Bonanno (2004) reported that “bereaved individuals who exhibited genuine laughs and 
smiles when speaking about a recent loss had better adjustment” (p. 26). Lund et al. (2008) 
investigated how humor, laughter, and happiness can be a part of the lives of bereaved 




5-24 weeks, minimum age 50 years, average age 69.6 years). Lund et al. reported humor, 
laughter, and happiness to be restoration-oriented behavior. Stroebe et al. (2001) had earlier 
described restoration-oriented behavior as activities that distract from grief, such as humor, 
laughter, and happiness. 
Lund et al. (2008) interviewed recently bereaved and found three themes: recently 
bereaved place a great deal of importance on having laughter in their day to day lives; African-
American and Caucasian individuals placed more importance on positive emotions than did 
Latinos, Asians and Pacific Islanders; and the individuals who placed the most importance on 
humor, laughter, and happiness reported the most positive experiences in the grief journey. The 
reverse was found to be true as well: Those placing humor, laughter, and happiness among the 
least important aspects of their lives report the highest degrees of complications in their grief 
journey (Lund et al., 2008). 
Lehman et al. (1987) reported that the death of a spouse or child is one of life’s most 
difficult events to endure. Bonanno et al. (2004) described bereavement as “one of the most 
stressful life events that most people will encounter in the course of their lives” (p. 269). Lund et 
al. (2008) reported that becoming widowed is probably the most difficult event one may ever 
experience. Even so, positive emotions can be found, and can be associated with desirable 
emotional results (Lund et al., 2008). 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) 
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th ed.; DSM-5; American 
Psychiatric Association, 2013) associated grief with Bipolar and Bipolar 2, as each are associated 
with the emotional symptoms of Major Depressive Episode. Bereavement is mentioned in the 




does not usually trigger major depressive disorder however, when they occur simultaneously, the 
symptoms can be more severe, and the recovery time can be much longer than bereavement 
without major depressive disorder. 
The importance of thorough training for clinicians is brought to light in the DSM-5. In the 
notes on each of the sections mentioned above, there are reminders that the severity of symptoms 
can vary widely. Feelings of sadness, emptiness, insomnia, and intense ruminations may 
accompany both the experience of uncomplicated or normal grief and major depression. The skill 
of the clinician is required to exercise judgement in the diagnosis. It is up to the clinician to use 
experience and awareness to assess each client’s individual circumstance. As previously 
mentioned, not all bereaved need counseling. Both Bonanno et al. (2004) and Stroebe et al. 
(2017) report that for some, a misdiagnosis and incorrect intervention may be detrimental. 
Corr and Coolican (2010) stressed that professionals who interact with families suffering 
losses need continued information and training to supplement their skills and abilities to work in 
this field. Corr and Coolican further advocated “education about death, dying, and bereavement 
should be a required, distinct, and substantive part of the core education of all health care and 
human services professionals” (p. 169). Corr and Coolican also pointed out that:  
It is a professional’s responsibility to learn as much as one can about current  
understandings of bereavement, grief, and mourning in order to help improve interactions 
with bereaved persons and optimize the donation and transplant experience for donors, 
recipients, their families and professionals. (p. 176) 
In the DSM-5 bereavement is named in association with separation anxiety disorder. 
Worry about the well-being of the loved one and what it would be like to be separated from that 




for the deceased. These feelings may be the catalyst for fear of separation from additional loved 
ones. 
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is an aspect of separation anxiety disorder (5th ed.; 
DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Once a traumatic event causes the death of a 
loved one, there may be an avoidance of the memories of the traumatic event or the details of the 
death, in this manner PTSD is an extension of separation anxiety disorder. 
The DSM-5 diagnosis of “Other specified trauma- and stressor- related disorder – 
309.89” lists “persistent complex bereavement disorder” (American Psychiatric Association, 
2013, p. 289). This disorder is characterized by severe and prolonged grief. The grief is 
described as severe enough to cause significant distress in social situations, at work, and in other 
important areas of life. 
The DSM-5 includes a section of disorders that are not diagnosable today but could be 
after further research is completed (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Within the list of 
disorders currently under study is “Persistent Complex Bereavement Disorder” (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2013, p. 789). The criteria needing further study includes a description 
of symptoms adults would have to experience for twelve or more months and children to 
experience for 6 or more months. This measure of 6 month or 1 year as the outside of a “normal” 
length of uncomplicated bereavement contrasts with research that declares the expected standard 
for a “normal course of grief” is 2 years (Parkes, 1998, p. 2). There is a much larger contrast 
when comparing to the research of Pearlman et al. (2014) who revealed the traumatic death of a 
loved one typically causes distress for 4 to 7 years. 
According to the DSM-5, the symptoms in need of more investigation are persistent 




of the death (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The DSM-5 proposal for the various 
aspects of Persistent Complex Bereavement Disorder include symptoms of reactive distress and 
social or identity disruption. The degree of effect in one’s daily functioning is used to measure 
the severity of symptoms being experienced. The symptoms are measured at 6 months or 1 year, 
depending on the age of the bereaved (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 
This proposed section of future diagnostic criteria defines traumatic bereavement as 
marked bereavement due to homicide or suicide, explaining the bereaved may be left 
distressingly preoccupied with the details of how the death occurred, or how much suffering took 
place. Normal grief may have had the same symptoms but is predicted in this proposed diagnosis 
as to have ended after 12 months. Should the diagnosis be a part of future diagnosis manuals, this 
proposal would define normal grief to last only twelve months.  
In the DSM-5 there is a diagnosis of grief described as Persistent Complex Bereavement 
Disorder. The diagnostic criteria for Persistent Complex Bereavement Disorder indicate that 
2.4% to 4.8% of grieving individuals are affected in this way and that women are affected more 
often than men. Those with Persistent Complex Bereavement Disorder often will report suicidal 
ideations. The numbers of bereaved suffering from this extended grief described in the DSM-5 
proposal contrasts with the estimated 10% to 15% of bereaved individuals who suffer 
complicated grief according to Figley’s (2012) estimate. 
According to the DSM-5, some bereaved may experience hallucinations, believing they 
see the deceased (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Others may have somatic complaints 
reporting the same symptoms the deceased may have felt. Extreme distress in severe 
bereavement is linked to increased use of alcohol and tobacco, deficits in work performance, and 




issues such as heart disease, hypertension, cancer, deficiencies in one’s immune system and an 
overall negative impact on quality of life (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 
Counseling 
Bonanno (2004) asserted that “dysfunction [in bereavement] cannot be fully understood 
without a deeper understanding of health and resilience [in the bereaved]” (p. 26). Bonanno 
(2004) and Bonanno (2008) stated that even though some degree of therapy is almost 
automatically prescribed for individuals who suffer the loss of a loved one, not all bereaved need 
counseling and, for some the intervention may be detrimental. That counseling is not always 
ideal for the bereaved was an idea also put forth by Stroebe et al. (2017). Bonanno (2004) 
advocated that bereaved who display traits of resilience should not be “interfered with or 
undermined by clinical intervention” (p. 22). Bonanno (2004) and Bonanno (2008) emphasized 
that resilience is common and should not be misunderstood or discounted. Stroebe et al. (2002) 
reported that bereavement therapy is indicated only for an individual who believes he needs 
therapy. Lund et al. (2008) explained aspects of resilience: hardiness (knowing one can influence 
one’s events and results); self-enhancement (positive biases toward oneself); positive emotion 
and laughter, and repressive coping (emotional dissociation).  
Luminet et al. (2000) found “being exposed to an emotional condition has a marked 
impact on a person’s motivation to seek social contact” (p. 662). Luminet et al. studied 46 
undergraduate Psychology students (17 men and 27 women, and 2 whose gender was 
unrecorded) at a university in Belgium and found a relationship between intensity of emotion 
experienced and the need for and duration of social sharing as compared to non-emotional 




emotional experiences create a greater need for social sharing than those of little emotional 
impact (p. 662). 
Parris (2011) reported not all families are aware of the reality of their own suffering from 
grief or that help is available. Pearlman et al. (2014) reported living through the traumatic death 
of a loved one creates an existential crisis for the survivor. Calhoun et al. (2010) stated that as the 
clinician works with the bereaved individual, care should be taken not to attribute growth to the 
death itself, but instead any feeling of positive growth should be attributed to the experience of 
having moved through the process of grieving since that is where the work takes place. Calhoun 
et al. stressed that clinicians working with the bereaved, should focus on questions that would, 
“be indicative of the posttraumatic growth, e.g. changes in role and identity, new ways of 
relating, existential or spiritual beliefs, and the purpose and meaning of life after the experience 
of loss” (p. 138). Therapists offering this type of support of a client’s growth can bolster a 
client’s own self-identity and support a cherished tribute to the lost loved one (Calhoun et al., 
2010). 
Narrative Therapy 
Maloney (1998) addressed storytelling as a part of healing from grief; “recollection 
allows families to grasp the reality of their loved one’s absence and conveys what this person 
was in life and is still in memory. The power of the story is very apparent in the realm of organ 
donation” (p. 9). Beder (2005) reported the stories told by survivors can be powerful tools for 
healing as well as for teaching those who offer bereavement care. Beder explained “the 
reiteration and retelling of the loss is essential, as it is through the speaking of an event that 




“profoundly convey the impact of sudden death” and offer a human note to those who study 
bereavement care (p. 151). 
Neimeyer et al. (2006) reported narrative strategies can be used in therapy to promote 
meaning-making and in so doing, mitigate complications of high-risk grief. There is healing 
power to be found in telling and re-telling the story of loss and the strengths found in the 
experiences post-loss. Neimeyer et al. (2011) reported narrative therapy offers a “creative trove 
of possibilities for helping grieving people make sense of their experience, identify key themes 
in their life stories that have been disrupted, and find ways to reestablish a sense of continuity 
while embracing necessary change” (p. 647).  
In one article, Pasupathi (2003) reported on two separate studies, both involving 
participants at the University of Utah and looked at the effects of telling one’s own story in a 
social setting and how this activity can result in changes to emotions originally connected to a 
negative experience. The feeling of support and agreement from a good listener reduces the 
negative emotions. Research findings were reported to be inconclusive but did reflect a definite 
benefit in talking about a negative experience to work toward abating the original negative 
emotion (Pasupathi, 2003). 
Lepore et al. (2000) found that “in situations involving emotionally significant stressors, 
disclosure may have palliative effects, thus reducing the emotional impact of intrusive thoughts, 
but may not have sufficient power to fully eradicate intrusive thoughts” (p. 505). This was 
among findings from a study of 256 participants (128 men and 128 women, average age 19.41 
years) recruited from a pool of college students in New York. Disclosing a connected experience 




In Belgium and Netherlands, Stroebe et al. (2002) reported the results of two longitudinal 
studies combined to explore the beneficial effects of disclosure for bereaved (n = 128, 105 
widows and 23 widowers; and n = 119, 66 widows and 53 widowers). The act of disclosure for 
bereaved who had lost someone unexpectedly or who, at the time of the disclosure, self-reported 
a need to express their emotions produced no beneficial effects. As time passed, symptoms of 
acute grief subsided, unless the loss experienced was due to suicide. Results suggested that time 
is essential to healing. Stroebe et al. (2002) concluded that “although social and emotional 
disclosure can be regarded as helpful, they do not seem to accelerate the grieving process” (p. 
177). 
Zech and Rimé (2005) conducted two experiments in Belgium to investigate the 
perception of healing through talking about an experience. Most participants self-reported 
positive benefits of re-telling of their experience. Recalling and bringing order to negative events 
was a more positive feeling than ruminations about the events. Participants reported benefit from 
social sharing (Zech & Rimé, 2005). 
Neimeyer et al. (2011) reported “a number of theorists and therapists have advocated the 
use of narrative procedures to help people give voice to their unique stories of loss, and to find 
affirmative meaning in them” (p. 648). Sque et al. (2014) and Marck et al. (2016) reported that 
when asked to evaluate their experience of having taken part in bereavement research, 
participants reported that participation was perceived as therapeutic. 
Therapeutic Goals of the Professional 
Beder (2005) reported that the role of grief counselor is to assist the bereaved in 
accepting the loss of a loved one, forming a new relationship with the deceased, and facilitating 




clinicians should be aware that the anniversary of a significant death may be a cause for stress or 
painful thoughts for some bereaved. This possibility should be discussed with the bereaved and 
should the reactions occur, normalize the experience (Carnelley et al., 2006). Calhoun and 
Tedeschi (2006) reported trauma can create major existential questions about how one should 
live a full life and what that life should look like, and this quest to live fully can cause mental 
and emotional discomfort. Reducing post-traumatic stress and feeling the stress of growing a 
new post-loss identity may be happening simultaneously. Post-traumatic growth does not always 
feel good or easy. There is the realization that the path to reaching this the new and improved life 
came at the price of tragedy. That stress may always be a part of the new-found strength 
(Calhoun & Tedeschi, 2006). 
Baddeley and Singer (2008) found it is important for counselors and clinicians to 
consider all the factors surrounding the bereavement narrative as they work with clients. Barry et 
al. (2002) stated professionals should find out how prepared the bereaved was for the death of 
the loved one. Sudden and unexpected death can be linked to an increase in complicated grief 
and major depressive disorder. Pearlman et al. (2014) explained clinicians can best help clients if 
the clinician “remain[s] open to learning whether, and in what ways, aspects of traumatic 
bereavement manifest themselves for each individual client” (p. 49). Parker (2005) advised that 
experiences a client has shared should never be dismissed. Doing so could leave the client 
feeling alienated or stigmatized rather than being heard and supported in their effort to move 
through their grief (Parker, 2005). 
Calhoun et al. (2010) found narrative-constructivist approaches to therapy fit well with 
the concept of posttraumatic growth. The therapist takes on the role of “expert companion” to the 




companion, the clinician is a constant, non-judgmental listener traveling with the bereaved 
through the grief and post-traumatic growth experience (Calhoun et al., 2010). Calhoun et al. 
(2010) and Parris (2011) explained there is an ebb and flow in the experience of grief; it is never 
a straight and forward path. 
In England, Todres et al. (2014) reviewed seven phenomenological studies on various 
caring relationships. Each of the phenomenological studies took place between 2002 and 2009. 
Several insights for counselors were found that include (a) understand the client may not always 
reveal all of what he is experiencing (b) being open to hearing is more important than having an 
answer, and (c) caring for another requires a complex use of oneself and one’s knowledge 
(Todres et al., 2014). Todres et al. advised that though every detail of a client’s experience 
cannot be known, clinicians should strive to “become imaginatively sensitive to what the person 
is trying to ‘reach for’” (p. 9). Without this type of support, the counselor could induce added 















Research Design and Methods 
Todres et al. (2014) stated the importance of the insider experience as the central 
construct and main strength of qualitative research. Attention was focused on how phenomena 
and their meanings might be made explicit as every phenomenon is related to everything else in 
one’s experience (Vagle, 2018). Larkin and Thompson (2012) explained that an interpretative 
phenomenological analysis (IPA) is a qualitative research method that focuses on how people 
make sense of their lived experience. The result of an IPA gives voice to the participants. 
Ungvarsky (2018) described that “instead of emphasizing how most people see and react to a 
given event, the researcher strives to uncover and understand how it affected the individual [who 
lived the experience]” (p. 1). IPA emerged in the 1990s as researchers began to combine 
concepts from phenomenology and hermeneutics. There are well-known philosophers who have 
influenced IPA including Edmund Husserl, Martin Heidegger, and Maurice Merleau-Ponty. 
Jonathan Smith, a psychologist and professor in England is credited with the development of IPA 
(Ungvarsky, 2018). 
To utilize IPA is not to interpret the narrative the participant has shared but explore how 
the participant saw or felt the unfolding of the story. Larkin et al. (2006) stated: 
An account can be used to reveal something about a person, but only that person’s current 
positioning in relation to the world of objects – the bodies and bodies of knowledge – 
which have come to constitute [the subject] in their experience, culture, and locale. (p. 
109) 
The IPA researcher strives to focus on “what the experience meant to the person relaying 




tradition is its ability to make sense of the lived experiences of the research participants and truly 
allow the research study to explore the phenomenon” (p. 11). Briedis (2009) pointed out “it is 
necessary to remember, that the one that survives phenomenological reduction has the character 
of absolute truth” (p. 71). 
An interpretative phenomenological analysis was chosen for this study because of its 
ability to equip a researcher with a “rich abundance of data insight and holistic flavor” (Alase, 
2017, p. 13). Larkin et al. (2006) stated, “The analyst in IPA is doing more than [providing 
descriptions]; he or she is also offering an interpretative account of what it means for the 
participant to have such concerns, within their particular context” (p. 113). 
Participants 
A. Almanza (personal communication, November 14, 2018) affirmed the Texas Organ 
Sharing Alliance maintains a database of individuals who have consented to organ donation at 
the time of a donor’s death. These individuals are the next of kin and commonly referred to as 
“donor families.” The Texas Organ Sharing Alliance agreed to cooperate in participant 
recruitment through their database. A Letter of Cooperation was received from Texas Organ 
Sharing Alliance stating their agreement to assist with this research (see Appendix A). Purposive 
sampling was used to recruit participants via an email to individuals known to TOSA to be donor 
family members who were the next of kin responsible for the donation consent (see Appendix 
B). The email and links therein described and introduced the research, then invited participation, 
offered an informed consent, and an option to volunteer by sending a first name and telephone 
number through a Qualtrics survey (see Appendix C). Five invitation emails were sent at a time. 





As participants were identified, in-depth semi-structured interviews took place via Zoom 
tele-conferencing at a time that was convenient for the participant and so that the participant 
could locate themselves where they would feel comfortable sharing their story. The participants 
shared their individual experiences through personal narratives. Each interview was allowed to 
flow in as natural a setting and style as possible so participants could explore their own lived 
experience.  
Fieldnotes, memos, and audio recordings were maintained through every participant 
interview. These notes were continuously checked to clarify meaning within the context of the 
interview. The notes and memos were available for triangulation to check stability of the data. 
I maintained a continuous awareness of personal biases resulting from training, education 
and having lived the experience of consenting to donation. These biases were not allowed to 
impact the interpretative phenomenological analysis of the participants’ narratives such that their 
stories could be fully unveiled. I had to be open to how donor family members experienced their 
bereavement journey. A stance of objective clarity was necessary to understand the perception of 
the donor family member’s experience and bereavement journey. Continual effort to understand 
and verify the correct understanding of the participant’s narrative enhanced the trustworthiness 
of the data. Themes that emerged across their narratives helped to substantiate the 
trustworthiness of the findings revealed. 
Assumptions and Rationale for Design 
Stories told by donor family members who were the next of kin responsible for 
consenting to donate their loved one’s organs is the only way to begin to understand their 




inseparable. The statements of reality are; they are not made. This is why it is preferable to know 
the facts through the people who have been aware of them” (p. 2995).  
Through extensive investigation of the participants’ first-hand experiences, the goal of 
this study was to offer insight into the way the donor family members who consented to organ 
donation related to the events surrounding their becoming a donor family and the healing journey 
since. The purpose of the study was to gain a greater understanding of the experience so that 
future donor family members who are asked to consent to organ donation (a) might have 
improved care and support (b) be better prepared for choices ahead of them as a part of giving 
consent to donate a loved one’s organs, and (c) so that health care professionals might be better 
equipped to offer care to these donor families. The central question of this research was: What is 
the essence of the experience lived by donor families from their moment of loss forward? With 
that question in mind, this exploration into the lives of donor families sought to provide 
information that may be used in the future as health care professionals visit with and answer 
questions for families considering donation. The study was crucial in that “interventions with a 
reasonable chance of increasing donation are likely to be extremely beneficial to wait-listed 
patients and society” (Schnitzler et al., 2005, p. 2295). 
Participants and Role of the Researcher 
The participants for this study were the first-degree family/next-of-kin who were asked, 
and subsequently consented to donate organs, at the time they were experiencing the sudden and 
unexpected loss of their loved one, the organ donor. Alase (2017) reported “an IPA study should 
conduct interviews with as many as 25 participants, but as few as 2” (p. 15). There were nine 




Alase describes IPA as participant oriented, allowing the researcher to be “able to 
develop bonds with the participants; these bonds are developed through interpersonal and 
interactive relationships” (p. 15). Alase further explained that building these relationships, 
“allows for smooth information gathering and easier analysis” (p. 15). 
Participants were selected through purposive sampling. Each participant was at least 18 
years of age; had at least 13 months of the time pass since their loss before the research 
interview; have possessed the ability to fully express their experience in English; and have had a 
willingness to provide rich information about their experience. Among the donor family 
members, one member per family was interviewed. Each participant was the closest first-degree 
relative to the deceased donor and the one who took the dominant role in the consent transaction. 
The study participants included one widow, one father, and seven mothers.  
As the researcher, I was an active listener, observer, and chronicler of the narrative of the 
participants’ experiences. At every stage, I remained aware of the very personal and sensitive 
nature of the experiences shared by participants. I showed deep respect for the very difficult 
period the individuals and families had experienced. 
Identity of the Researcher 
My stance as the researcher was important. Everyone develops and carries meaning from 
their own life experiences. In this type of research, I needed to acknowledge my own position 
and then set it aside so that it did not bias opinions as the truth. I first had personal knowledge 
and the opportunity to witness the perceived benefits of organ donation almost 40 years ago 
when a good friend received a transplanted kidney from a deceased donor. Because of that 
experience, I developed very definite thoughts about the importance of organ donation. In 2009, 




professionals about organ donation, and ultimately making the decision to donate organs of a 
loved one after their unexpected and traumatic death.  
My work experience has been with families experiencing death. First, in the funeral 
industry with families experiencing immediate grief upon the loss of their family members, from 
their tiny babies to their very old. Then, I spent years as a hospice social worker and 
bereavement coordinator, walking with families right at the line where life crosses into death.  
It is my belief that my own life experiences have developed into a core of knowledge that 
allowed me to use deeply rooted skills, abilities, opportunities, and aspirations to complete this 
research. 
Data Collection Procedures  
Data was collected through in-depth semi-structured interviews of participants. Sque et 
al. (2014) inspired the ethical considerations due to the sensitive nature of studying bereavement:  
• Potential participants were recruited in a serial manner. No more than five potential 
recruitment emails were sent at any one time so that participants were not waiting for 
long periods before follow-up and interview.  
• Parameters of inclusion were carefully considered, and potential participants had 
experienced the initial loss no less than 13 months before the research interview to ensure 
a balance of respect for the immediate period of mourning. 
• Compassion was shown through making personalized email contact that introduced the 
study. 
• Clearly written and complete information about the study was provided, including an 




• A minimum of 10 days was allowed for participants to decide if they would like to be 
interviewed for the study. After 10 days, depending on the number of respondents at that 
point, another group of five emails was sent. 
• A convenient date and time for a Zoom tele-conference was agreed upon for the 
interview. Interviews on significant dates (birthdays, anniversaries, family events) were 
avoided. 
• With extensive personal knowledge of the donor family experience and years of 
experience working in hospice bereavement and the funeral industry supporting grieving 
individuals, I ensured the priority of the dignity, rights, safety, and well-being of every 
participant. 
• The research was completed with the competence and compassion necessary for the 
sensitive topic and support of the bereaved. 
At the beginning of the interview, an overview of the study and review of informed 
consent was provided to the participant and the participant was given an opportunity to ask 
questions. To assure well-being during the interview, I invited participants to identify a “safe 
word” that the participant could say at any time that would immediately cease the interview. I 
also explained to the participant that if I noticed distress, I would say the “safe word,” and would 
wait for, or request a non-verbal response (thumbs up meant they were “okay,” a wave meant 
“good-bye”). I also explained they could decide to continue the interview after having used the 
safe word, by simply sending me an email and we would arrange a time through the same 
procedures as described previously. Had a participant seemed distressed, ended the interview 
early, or expressed a need for follow-up care, I would have followed up with an appropriate 




participant (see Appendix E). However, no participant appeared too distressed to continue and 
none requested to end the interview early, therefore no follow-up with the contingency plans was 
necessary.   
•  I explained how the interview was to proceed. Consent for audio-recording was obtained 
at the beginning of each audio recording. 
• Post-interview avenues of support were discussed with participants. A list of local 
support organizations was available to offer to participants if they considered it helpful 
(see Appendix D). No participant showed a high level of distress and none stated a desire 
for the list of local support organizations. 
• All audio recordings and transcripts of the recordings were securely stored, and password 
protected. Participants were assigned a study code/pseudonym after the interview to 
maintain privacy of information. 
• Participants were contacted 24-48 hours after the interview to check on any issues that 
may have come up as a result of the interview and to answer any additional questions. 
• Two audio recording devices with freshly charged batteries were present and in use at 
each interview to maintain the integrity of the flow of the interview. 
As Agee (2009) instructed “during the inquiry process, a researcher needs to see questions as 
tools for discovery as well as tools for clarity and focus, dynamic and multi-directional, 
[capturing] the nuance of the lives, experiences, and perspectives of [participants]” (p. 446). 
Participants were offered the following prompts and subsequent probes so that they would feel 
invited to share their experience in whole from their own perspective: 
• Would you please share the details of your story of organ donation starting with the 




Probes were sometimes necessary to help participants elaborate on certain details of their story.  
Sample probes: 
• Can you tell me more about what you mean by that? 
• Can you give me an example? 
The following were asked if it was not already offered within the details of the participants story: 
• What, if any, religious or spiritual belief was a part of the decision-making process? 
• Were advance directives in place? If yes: What can you tell me about them? 
• Was the deceased a registered organ donor? If yes: Since what year? Can you tell me 
more about his/her motivation to register? 
• Looking back on the entire experience, how would you describe the long-lasting effects 
of this experience? 
• What is your vision or plan for any future relationship with the recipient(s)?  
• Is there something you want me to ask you that I have not already asked you? 
Sub-questions and topics of interest arose during the interview process and these paths 
were allowed to flow freely and naturally. The goal of the research was to expose details of the 
essence of the participants’ experiences. Each piece of an experience discovered along this 
journey held valuable information. Participants provided most demographic information during 
the telling of their experience. Participants were asked to provide any missing demographic 
information at the end of the interview (see Appendix F).  
Audio-recordings were transcribed verbatim and checked for accuracy via re-listening to 
the audio-recording while reading the transcript. I typed each of the transcripts as soon after each 
interview as possible. Since I am not a professional transcriptionist, this was a lengthy and time-




myself included the ability to recall participants’ spoken words if the audio did not capture a 
comment. This also provided an opportunity to listen to the participants’ spoken words, recalling 
the nuances of the interview beyond the words, such as voice intonation. 
Data Analysis Procedures 
Smith et al. (2009) described a six-step data analysis process. The first step was to 
“produce a comprehensive and detailed set of notes and comments on the data” (Smith et al., p. 
83). To this end, the transcripts were uploaded to MaxQDA, where initial coding and noting was 
performed. Hard copies of the coded transcripts were produced, read, re-read, and further noted 
for anything of interest in the way the participant spoke or made apparent about their experience. 
According to Smith et al. (2009), “interpretative noting helps you to understand how and why 
your participant has these concerns” (p. 83).  
Following guidance set forth by Smith et al. (2009) and Vagle (2018), the transcribed 
interviews were read numerous times to become familiar with the material. The numerous 
readings were the second step in the process. Notes were written in a journal to assist with 
understanding any presuppositions. These processes were an important tool to have a clearer 
grasp of reasoning and how it might influence the analysis (Vagle, 2018). Vagle explained the 
narratives needed to be assessed to see if there are any follow-up questions that need to be asked 
of the participants to gain offer more clarity to the narrative.  
In the third step, emergent themes began to develop. The codes and comments of each 
transcript were analyzed, focusing and grouping sections of experience. Each transcript was 
studied in relation to its parts and then the parts were put back together in relation to themes. 




and thoughts, but the [researcher’s] interpretation” in this double hermeneutic process (p. 92). 
The interview transcripts were used to develop each narrative presented in Chapter 4.  
In the fourth step, I listed the themes in the order they were revealed. Not all themes 
remained in the final list. Some were discarded when found to be irrelevant to the research 
question. The themes were then placed in clusters accordingly, some themes subordinate to 
others.  
Smith et al. (2009) outlined that the fifth step of the process was to perform first four 
steps on each transcript. Each transcript was analyzed individually to allowing new themes to 
develop and reducing the influence one transcript may have had on the analysis of another. 
The suggested guide from Smith et al. (2009) completed the process in a sixth step. In 
this sixth step, I looked for patterns across all transcripts, making connections between 
experiences described in the interviews. Recurring themes were noted, abstracted, compared, 
contrasted and synthesized to reveal a deeper understanding of each theme. During this process, 
my theoretical knowledge may have offered a different perspective than the surface meaning of 
the participants’ words. This made possible a move to a deeper meaning in the data provided 
(Smith et al., 2009). I retained mindful understanding that meaning was being crafted, not merely 
coded and categorized, for the purpose of making assertions (Vagle, 2018). 
I created and used visual aids and charts to assist in finding the most prevalent themes per 
participant and across all interviews. Comparison and confirmation of meanings was triangulated 
with fieldnotes, memos, and dissertation committee members. In Chapter 4, each theme is 
discussed in detail as it relates to the lives of the participants, existing relevant literature, and the 





Larkin and Thompson (2012) explained that the goal of interpretative phenomenological 
analysis is to build knowledge based on the experience of those living lives about which we hold 
an interest. The focus of this type of study is not on the objective experience but rather, we are 
interested in how the participants’ relatedness to the world was affected by their experience. This 
type of information can add to the knowledge base used to educate individuals about the lived 
experience of a donor family and the impact of organ donation for every person involved (Larkin 
& Thompson, 2012). 
Phenomenology is a discipline that refers to looking at an event through a lens of how a 
person experiences an event rather than the facts of how the event took place (Vagle, 2018). How 
was the donor family’s intention directed in the choice to consent to organ donation and all the 
possibilities that allowed? The goal of this research was to grow to understand more about the 
experience, motivation, and bereavement journey of the donor family. What circumstances 
brought them to and through their lived experience? What benefit, if any, was perceived? What 
detriment was found? How does being a donor family alter the sense of grief or of well-being? 
Holtkamp (2002) explains that a donor family changes the path of their interaction with 
bereavement, and their experience of grief when they choose to consent to organ donation. Stahl 
(2009) explained this type of research seeks to explore that experience from an interpretative 
theoretical lens, looking at the context of the experience and each single event in an effort to 
extract meaning of the value of each experience (Stahl, 2009). Wagstaff et al. (2014) stated 
“What primarily emerges as a unanimously agreed strength of interpretative phenomenological 




arising from the meticulous engagement between the researcher and a small number of 
participants” (p. 10). 
Axiology 
All human beings experience death. Death is an objective truth, as are the feelings of 
grief and loss at the time of a loved one’s death. How one grieves and then heals from that grief 
is as different as one person is from another. This research explored the personal grief journey of 
nine donor families in an effort to create knowledge from a constructivist view of participants’ 
narratives. It is with that communal knowledge, that hope might be offered through the power of 
knowing for countless individuals and families to come. 
Work of the highest ethical standard was warranted because each participant’s personal 
perception and consciousness was shared in their narrative. The narratives were relied upon to 
make sense of, and interact with, the world and the truth of the donor families’ lived experiences. 
The shared human experience of loss and the act of grieving must be considered, as well as the 















This chapter includes narratives of the nine participants and discussion of emergent 
themes found in the data. Each theme is supported and substantiated by quotes participants’ 
narratives, giving the participants a voice in the project, and allowing the reader to check the 
interpretations being made (Smith et al., 2009).  
The themes discussed are those that emerged from the data analysis process. They 
illustrate and elaborate on the experiences surrounding organ donation and the path of donor 
families’ care and grief recovery. The themes were developed by thoroughly analyzing each of 
the nine transcripts individually and then analyzing across all interviews as a whole. I believe the 
themes represented here best reflect the participants’ reported views of what it means to be a 
donor family and how the donor families understood their altered lives.  
To protect the participants’ privacy, all names in the narratives and throughout the study 
have been replaced by pseudonyms. Names of organizations, hospitals, and locations of events 
are not specifically named. Participant demographics are presented in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Participant Demographics 
Participant Current Age Education Level Marital Status Ethnicity 
Patty 70s Doctoral degree Widowed Caucasian 
Bea 70s Master’s degree Married Caucasian 
Liz 50s High school diploma Married Caucasian 
Bill 70s Associates degree Married Caucasian 
Diane 60s Master’s degree Married Black 
Cindy 50s Master’s degree Widowed Caucasian 
Fran 50s High school diploma Divorced Caucasian 
Grace 60s High school diploma Married Hispanic 







At the time of the interview, Patty was in her 70s, a Caucasian woman with a doctoral 
degree and she belonged to a non-denominational Christian church. Patty reported that about 5 
years ago, her husband of 23 years died from complications of dementia. She said the event that 
brought her to this research study was the death of her daughter less than a year later. Patty 
began the interview with, “You’re in such a state of shock that you know, I don’t know where I 
was, but I will tell you the best I can.” With that, she explained that at the time of her daughter 
Jill’s death, Jill had a 7-year-old son and 9-year-old daughter. Patty said Jill “was a medical 
professional who loved her work. I mean just an amazing, amazing girl.” 
Patty also added that Jill, “had a lot of issues; so smart in books, but so dumb about 
men.” Jill met a man on the Internet. At first, he seemed, “to be all that.” Patty found out later 
that the man was a “con man.” He was a professional from another town; his name was Don. 
After Jill and Don met, he portrayed himself as, “this big Bible person with all the Bible verses 
and you know because he knew that is what she wanted to hear,” Patty said. The couple met in 
December, started dating in January, and married in April. Her mother, Patty, added, “She was 
41. Yeah, she was not a kid that had no sense. Probably 40 when she married him. She married 
him in April, and she died the following March.” The reason Patty remembers the April wedding 
is that on a Thursday, Patty’s husband (Jill’s stepfather) was diagnosed with the illness that 
would take his life the following Sunday. On Friday, the day after the diagnosis, Jill came to sit 
with Patty. Patty recalled:  
She loved her stepdad. That was her stepdad, but I had been married to him almost 23 




because here he had been a Ph.D., super smart you know and he was just, you know, I 
mean, he knew my name still, but probably lost language in that last week or so.  
Patty and Jill knew he was dying. So, Friday Jill came to sit with her mother. Patty remembered, 
“The first thing Jill said was, Mom I need to tell you something.” And Jill announced she had 
married Don that same week, on Wednesday. Patty reiterated, “This is, my husband gets sick on 
Thursday, she tells me on Friday, that she had married on Wednesday, and my husband dies 
Sunday morning.” Patty said she asked Jill, “You did what?” And Jill explained how she and 
Don went to a Justice of the Peace and she had worn a sun dress and flip flops and they were 
now married. Patty recalled her reaction to the news:  
And it was just like, okay; you have known this guy less than 2 months. Really, I mean 
really known him. Met him 2 months ago in person, and you married him? But she said, 
“Oh well, I wanted him to be able to stay at our house and you know he could not do that 
unless we were married, and so but anyway that's okay.”  
Patty revealed that at first, he did seem “super good.” His presence took a lot of the 
pressure off of Jill because he started making all the decisions. Patty offered, “And that's the kind 
you know that you learn, he just slowly took over her life and drew her away from her friends 
and uh, and from me.” At first, everyone tried to tolerate him. Patty, calling on her hindsight 
said, “I did not like him from the ‘get-go,’ but I did not say anything. I was like okay if this 
makes her happy you know, so be it.” As the months passed, Don became more controlling. He 
made sure Jill stayed out of contact with Patty for 6 weeks. Patty did not know the reason. Patty 




That kind of people, I forgot what you call it. They have some kind of psychosis you 
know, and but anyway so he was he was quite possessive but yet he would still let her go 
to her Bible study.  
Patty added, “I do think he mistreated the children some, but not to the, he didn't hurt 
them.” Jill had surgery one time and had complications that almost caused her death and Don did 
not let Jill tell Patty about it until after the fact. Patty said, “I just could not even believe that, but 
anyway, things went from there. We had never been like that, so it was a very strange situation.” 
During the months of the marriage, Don was still living in the other town. He would come down 
and go back. Patty later learned that he maintained his business life in the other town, and 
traveled back and forth, days in one town and days in the other. 
On Wednesday evening, before Jill would die on Friday, Jill confided in a neighbor. To 
her neighbor, Jill explained the life she was living and that she had decided she was going to 
divorce. Jill told the neighbor all the details of her life that she had not shared with anyone before 
that point. Patty said that she herself is still not aware of all of the details. The information Jill 
shared is said to have scared the neighbor so much that the next day, the neighbor helped Jill by 
meeting a locksmith and having the locks changed on Jill’s home while Jill was at work. 
On Thursday, Jill had to work a 24-hour shift. On Jill’s work breaks on Thursday, she 
called her father and explained to him that her husband had guns in their home, and she was 
going to tell him the marriage was over, and she was afraid of the guns being there. Her father 
told Jill to wait and talk to Don about the marriage after he had a chance to remove the guns. He 
would come take the guns from her home and he offered to come that day. Jill told her father to 
wait and come on Friday. On Thursday night, while she was still at work, she spoke to her father 




best friend at work did, and the neighbor did. Those are the only people that really knew what 
was going on.” Jill’s father advised her not to tell Don the plan to leave him until he (her father) 
was there with her. He asked for Jill to wait to talk to Don until he was there with her, because it 
sounded dangerous. But Jill did talk to Don and did tell him the marriage was ending and he did 
get furious. Patty reported, “And, he was taking something. What is that stuff they take when 
they want to be bodybuilders? Steroids?” and she added, “And, a lot of times they call that ‘roid 
rage.’ They never tested him for steroids which just made me mad because I wanted, I just 
wanted to know.”  
Don ended up driving from his out of town home overnight. Patty said she knows Jill felt 
safe because the locks had been changed. She knew Don was in his hometown, and that he had a 
Friday meeting there, and that he was not coming to town until the weekend. She knew her father 
would be there with her before Don was scheduled to return.  
Jill returned home from work at 7:00 a.m. Friday morning. That was a regular routine for 
her work schedule. Her ex-husband, father of her children, lived 2 miles away. He would keep 
the children on her 24-hour shift nights and then drop off their bags to the front porch at Jill’s 
home at 7:00 a.m. before taking the children to their school bus. That was always the routine. 
Don knew the routine too.  
After the kids’ bags were dropped off, Don arrived. Jill attempted to call two different 
neighbors and neither answered. Patty said, “Probably they did not answer because they were 
getting their kids ready for school.” The next person Jill called was her mother, Patty. Patty said 
Jill called and yelled, “Mom come quick! Don is here.” Patty was dog-sitting Don’s dog as she 
did on Jill’s 24-hour shift days. Remember the conversation, Patty said, “Now that was her last 




Patty described her reaction to the call, “I was like okay, what does that mean? And I said 
okay, I will be right there.” Still in pajama pants and a t-shirt, she put the dog out and jumped in 
the car. The drive from Patty’s to Jill’s was 4 minutes. Patty arrived at Jill’s about 7:10 a.m. 
Upon arriving at Jill’s, Patty saw Don’s car and that the garage door was open. As Patty got out 
of her car and began running down the driveway, she heard a gunshot. She began beating on the 
door between the garage and the kitchen and yelling for Jill to open the door. Don opened the 
door instead. He had a gun in his hand. He grabbed Patty, telling her to come in, and he took her 
purse and threw it across the room. Patty recalled, “He said, ‘I killed her, she's dead.’ And he 
said, ‘I can take you out too.’” And, he shut the door behind Patty. Patty was there in a little 
hallway, up against the door and she recalled: 
I said it so calmly, and I did not fall apart. I said, “Well if you killed her,” like that was 
something I normally said, “I need to be here to take care of those children,” who were 7 
and 9 at the time. 
Patty remembered that Don started yelling, in a rage that he was going to take care of the 
kids and then Jill was going to leave him, and he was not going to stand for that, and that he 
wanted to take care of the kids. She said, “He was just yelling.” Patty added: 
I knew then I better be very small and not aggressive, so I just backed up against the 
door. I held my hands up and I just basically started calling on the Lord. I said well if he 
takes me out, I'm going to go out calling on the Lord. So, I just said, “Oh Lord Jesus” and 
I said that as loud as I could. 
Patty reported that as she started calling on the Lord, “It was like something was covering 
me. I do not know, but it felt like feathers, but there are no human words to describe it. But there 




person” and that she knows “that had to play into it because it is all about life.” She said, “I knew 
that if he shot me, I was going to leave this world saying, ‘Oh Lord Jesus.’ That just gave me 
peace.” At that point, Don turned away from Patty and as she was watching him out of the corner 
of her eye, she watched him take the gun and do something with it. Then, he turned away from 
her and he put the gun in his mouth, and he shot himself. Patty recalled: 
I could hear him making noises, so I grabbed my purse and got my phone and I jumped 
over him and I ran toward the bedroom. Jill had locked the door to the bedroom and Don 
had busted it open with his fist.  
Don was apparently angered by finding the locks had been changed because he had gone 
to the back of the house where there was a glass door and he gained entry into the house by 
busting the glass door with his hand. Patty remembered, “His hand was all bloody, he was really 
mad, enraged you know.” Patty described how her daughter was lying in the bedroom. She said:  
All she had by her feet, was a dustbuster. I guess she was going to defend herself with the 
dustbuster. But anyway, he had shot her. I thought only once. He shot her in the temple. 
That is the only hole I saw. And, and, uh, I mean that is the hard part. I will never forget 
that part. 
Patty’s daughter was breathing, so she dialed 911. Patty said, “I do not know how I had 
the presence of mind. I told them the address, that she was breathing, and the gate code. I told 
them everything. And I was like, she is breathing, get here quick!”  
Patty reported that the paramedics and police arrived very quickly. Patty recalled, “Once 
they got there, she did code twice on the way to the hospital, but that was when they were able to 
keep her alive so we could give her organs.” Don predeceased Jill. That all mattered in the will. 




ceiling. Since he died first, Jill inherited his estate. Patty reported that this was a good thing 
because Don had made Jill change her own will to leave all of her estate to him. Since he died 
first, Jill inherited his estate and then when she died, her children inherited the total.  
Patty continued: 
Anyway, as soon as the policeman got there, I had told him where I was because I think 
the lady stayed on the phone with me, I do not really remember. I think she did. They got 
me out and they would not let me go back in.  
A detective was there, and Patty had to tell him what happened. Patty said, “I told him I 
mean, I, I was able to say it.” The detective told Patty she would have to go to the police station. 
Patty said her idea was that she did not want to go to the police station, she wanted to go to the 
hospital. At this point, Patty did not know her daughter had also been shot in the back of her 
head. Patty shared, “He shot her twice, so she was basically dead you know, but yet her organs 
were alive. And I kept thinking about Gabby Giffords, that she had gotten shot in the head and 
she was still alive.” 
With instructions to go to the police department, Patty got in her car. Once in the car, she 
telephoned her sister and then she called her grandchildren’s father. He told Patty he would meet 
her at the hospital. At that point, the detective approached and introduced Patty to a police 
officer, telling her that the officer would be escorting her to the police station. Patty said she told 
them, “Well, I just live over there. Can I please go put on clothes?” She said she knew the police 
were not accusing her, they were just following protocol. Patty said she did not intend to go to 
the police station right then. The detective gave permission for Patty to be escorted to her own 
home to clean up before going to the police station. Patty said she went to her house and got 




the hospital. She stated that the officer called his boss and asked, since they already had Patty’s 
story, could they go to the hospital? Patty recalled the boss said yes. Patty went straight to the 
hospital. Jill’s ex-husband, the father of Patty’s grandchildren, was already there.  
Patty explained, Jill’s father was driving to Jill’s as scheduled and was still unaware; Jill 
had asked him to wait and drive to her house on Friday, and he had agreed. Patty said she called 
him while he was en route. She said, “I did not tell him how bad it was because he was driving. I 
just said, we are at the hospital. He has shot her. Just come, come to the hospital.” 
Patty reported that her ex son-in-law sat with her and held her hand. Patty expressed: 
You know he was good. I think it was, they did not talk to us about being a donor at that 
point. It was awhile and then finally after a neurologist, I guess, had scanned her brain or 
whatever, you know, and knew there was, you know, no, no brain. I mean there was some 
brain activity. They do not declare them brain dead until there is no brain activity; and 
that was not until 6:15 that night. And that is when they declared her dead, but then they 
keep them, and they call, the word we are not supposed to say “life support.” I have 
learned all this from the OPO. They kept her ventilated. 
Patty said that after it was determined they were not going to be able to do anything to save her, 
the doctors came out and told her. Patty did not remember if Jill’s father was there yet, or not. 
Patty remembered her ex-son-in-law was there, holding her hand and they were in a room with 
“so many people.” Patty remembered, “I do not know who they were. I mean it was just, I know 
my brain was not functioning. Friends. All her friends were all there. They all knew her, and they 
were just there.”  
Patty said the OPO came and that “they were good.” Patty said they took her, and she 




as, “a very sweet young man. I do not even know his name and I have never met him since.” She 
recalled that he explained everything to Patty and to Jill’s father. She said he asked if they would 
want to donate and that they said yes. Patty shared: 
I remember doing the donation. My ex-husband and I were both very calm and we were 
not in tears or anything and I know I was in shock. But you just go through the motions. 
But the guy was very calming and very, he was not pushy at all. He gave us the choice 
and we both said yes immediately. We had no hesitation. I mean we were not those 
families that were saying, “Oh what would she want” or whatever. We knew what she 
would want. We both knew her that well. That is what she would want to do, and so we 
signed everything right then, and there was no hesitation. 
Patty further explained:  
And so, her organs were not harvested until the following day. That was Friday night. 
Her organs all did not get harvested until Saturday and Saturday night. The lungs did not 
go into the recipient until Saturday night. In fact, it was into the morning, Sunday 
morning before they finished. That is a long process.  
Patty reported that Jill was the donor of her heart, her lungs, and her liver. Patty 
disclosed: 
Her kidneys were distressed, and I was sorry about that because there are so many on the 
kidney transplant list and she was so healthy you know, and 41 years old. But I wish we 
could have. And, I never knew if they did the eyes or the tissue. They never really told 
me, but I did know about the heart.  
Patty reported that she had written letters to all the recipients and that it was a whole year 




Patty said, “I think they make you wait awhile. I do not know the time limit. They make you wait 
before they do those letters. I don't know.” Patty reported that once she received the letter, she 
wrote back. She explained that all of the correspondence went through the OPO until they 
decided to meet. Patty said she felt encouraged by hearing from the lung recipient, so she wrote 
again to the other recipients. Patty explained: 
I have never heard from the liver, and the heart person died 15 months later, but there 
were extenuating circumstances, it was more than the heart, you know. But they said that 
was probably the best 15 months that person lived. 
Patty reported she still feels encouraged to write the liver person again because of her volunteer 
work for the OPO. She said she has spoken to audiences of those who are awaiting an organ 
transplant or have just had transplant surgery. She said she has spoken to them and that “after 
one talk, three of the recipients contacted their donors.” She said this makes her happy. Patty 
said:  
One of the recipients with many tattoos told me, “They might think I am awful.” I told 
her no; all they want to know is that you are healthy. They do not care about the tattoos. 
They just want to know that you are healthy. It makes them feel better to know that the 
organs were used in a good way and that life goes on. 
Patty said she thinks about donor families every time she has spoken to those groups of 
transplant recipients. She reported that it makes her feel good because she realizes that these 
people, “especially these kidney people, they would not have a chance at life because they are on 
dialysis, or you know, like the lung recipient, I mean I do not know.” 




I mean I could have just come home and said, “Well God, why?” And, “I do not agree 
with you.” And, “I am just going to just turn into a depressed recluse.” But that is not me. 
I am not going to help anybody else in this world by acting like that so, you know. 
Patty recalled details about the lung recipient:  
For the lung recipient, it took her 3 months in isolation after the lung transplant. I mean it 
is a long process. Her husband had to take off work and take care of her. It is a big deal to 
get lungs. She had been diagnosed with cystic fibrosis when she was 9 years old and 
before the transplant, she could only walk seven steps. She was 40 or 41, about my 
daughter's age. She had had two babies against the doctors’ orders. But now she follows 
the doctors’ orders. I mean she would not have lived long had she not received the lungs. 
Now she swims, she does everything she wants to do.  
Patty reported that she and the lung recipient finally got to meet. Patty said the OPO asked if she 
would be interested in such a meeting and explained to her that it is good to have these type 
stories on television because it inspires people to become donors. Patty and the lung recipient 
both agreed to have their story publicized.  
Patty said the day of the meeting, she was accompanied by Jill’s best friend and next-
door neighbor, Maegan. Patty said she and Maegan had become close since Jill’s death, noting 
that Maegan had been there helping to clean Jill’s house after the shootings. Patty stated that she 
and Maegan walked in the room and met and hugged the lung recipient. Patty said she was able 
to meet the recipient’s family. Patty stated that Jill’s father has never met the recipient because 
he has not been in town at times when she and Patty have met. She added that she wants him to 
meet her “because she is just so precious.” Patty recalled that at that first meeting Maegan told 




being moved by the statement. Patty said, “Now, when she calls me her donor mom, I do feel 
like her mom because part of me is in her.”  
Patty reported she sees the lung recipient three or four times a year and they volunteer 
together at OPO events. She said they both want to do what they can to help; television spots, 
telethons, speaking, whatever they are asked to do. Patty stated, “Right now, with “COVID”, I 
mean she has to be extremely careful. She is very, I mean especially with her having lungs, and 
she takes all those anti-rejection drugs.” Patty stated that the recipient has been in the hospital “a 
few times.” Patty said: 
Not really for her lungs. They are doing great. But she has occasional treatments due to 
the years of cystic fibrosis. It’s a big ordeal. So, every time she has been in the hospital, I 
have been there. I have gone to see her. So, it has been really good. 
Patty reported that she and Jill never discussed organ donation. Patty remembered that Jill 
used to say, “Motorcycle riders, another word for them is organ donors, especially in Texas 
where they do not wear helmets.” She said that is the only thing about organ donation that she 
remembered hearing from Jill. Patty reported that Jill was a registered organ donor; that her 
driver’s license did have the heart on it. Patty added:  
But you know, she worked at taking care of people for many years, so I mean she was 
just caring and empathetic and that is what she would have wanted. I am sure. I mean, I 
don’t have any doubts. I just wish we could have actually saved, you know, just saved 
more people. I mean I wish her kidneys would have been where they could have saved 
more people and helped them. Because it makes you, it gives you a sense of it not all 
being a loss. Because it was a huge loss to me, I mean she was somebody that would have 




Patty reports that Jill’s friends still call today.  
Patty shared that she was already seeing a therapist for grief after the death of her 
husband. She said she had been told by a friend, “It will help you.” Patty said, “I started going to 
see the therapist before my husband died, and I kept seeing her. Little did I know how much I 
would need her. She was very careful about watching me for PTSD.” Patty said she felt 
supported by the therapist who let her know she felt like she (Patty) was really strong and that 
she did not see symptoms of PTSD. Patty said:  
We did a lot of grief therapy and a lot of you know, just really, I do not know what you 
would call it, but we really worked at it to make sure that I did not get all depressed.  
Patty reported she is “helping raise her grandchildren,” and “being as present as possible 
in their lives.” She said, “I know that is what Jill would want me to do.” Patty reflected on how 
she is getting through her grief:  
Well with losing my daughter, having the lady who got the lungs, that was like my ray of 
sunshine saying, “Hey, she has life now.” So, that gets you through. I mean, nothing is 
pleasant about it. I mean, you know, no way. Because I keep thinking, goodness Jill 
would be, she would be helping so many people, and so many of Jill’s friends have told 
me you know, “Oh she was the best. She was so good. She was a smart girl, but not very 
smart with regards to men.” 
Patty said she tells her story to a lot of people on airplanes. She stated that afterward, she 
tells them, “If the Lord can get me through that he can get you through whatever you are going 
through.” Patty said she wants to write to the recipients again and “just see.” Patty stated she 
feels she has “a different perspective now after having met so many recipients.” She reported that 




I do not really care about knowing your name or meeting you. If you would just write 
back so that I can read the letter, and just tell me you are okay or whatever. I mean I don’t 
know why they wouldn’t want to contact me. I met a lot of recipients in that room that 
day that had not responded to the letter because they just said, “Oh what if they're 
disappointed in me?” The guilt. They feel guilt.  
Patty said she thinks it has “just helped so much to be able to volunteer for the OPO.” She said it 
helps her “as much as anything.” She added: 
It just gives me joy and it gives me happiness to know that I am giving them a story that 
maybe lets them see a little bit different angle than what they are seeing. They kind of 
need to see a human side. It has been really good.  
Patty reported it makes her feel better to know that “people are alive because somebody 
donated, because why would you not?” She said, “I don’t know why somebody would not 
donate. Because you are depriving somebody of life. You’re going to bury them in a casket with 
those organs that are not going to help that person?” Patty said she would like to be the person 
from the OPO that meets with families in the hospital to discuss organ donation. Patty added, “I 
wish, but I would be too emotional, but I wish I could be the one that talked to the people that are 
trying to make the decision whether to give.”  
Patty attributed her healing to “grace and mercy.” She said: 
You know we learn, and that is hard to understand at first, that good things can come out 
of hard times. I have the Lord, and my daughter was a Christian, so I know where she is. 
So, that is the relief, right there.  
Bea  
At the time off this interview, Bea was a married Caucasian woman, a Catholic, in her 




19-year-old son, Alex, in a single car automobile accident. She said Alex had graduated from 
high school approximately 6 months before his death. Bea stated: 
We are 15 years out, so my ability to talk about things and reflect on things is definitely 
affected by that. Not that I don’t still get upset at times or emotional, but distance does 
give you perspective. It does not take away the pain, but it evolves. The pain evolves and 
changes. 
Bea said Alex’s 19th birthday was on the first of the month and then, 28 days later, he 
was involved in the single car accident. Bea said, “I can now say he was speeding.” She 
described, “Alex was 19, and he had a hot little car.” Bea said she finally came to grips with him 
having that car. She shared, “At first, I blamed myself for letting him have it. I know now he 
would have gone too fast in any car he was in.” Bea said her realization has evolved to, “Well 
that was kind of cool that he had a cool car for a little while.” Her report was that Alex had 
attempted to pass another car and that years after the accident, she found out that it was a friend 
of his in the other car. She said they were not racing, but they were playing “that you are not 
going to pass me kind of game.” Bea reported that as Alex topped a blind hill, another car was 
coming and it was in Alex’s lane, so Alex swung back very quickly to get behind his friend’s car 
and lost control, hit the shoulder and ran into a tree. Bea said, “It was just that quick.” She 
reported that his car hit on the passenger side and that she found that to be a “blessing.” Bea 
stated, “My son did not have a scratch on him. His entire injury was in his midbrain.”  
Bea said she and her husband had gone grocery shopping. She explained: 
I always tell people that we were grocery shopping because donor families do not plan on 
being donor families. Whether we signed up or had not signed up, and we had not signed 




trauma. It is not something you really planned for. So, I always tell people we were in the 
grocery store. It is a common thing. It was a Saturday afternoon. 
Bea stated there were no drugs; there was no drinking; no rain; no poor weather 
conditions; it just happened. She said they are fortunate to live in a small community; it allowed 
a fast emergency response. She said a Justice of the Peace was called to pronounce Alex dead at 
the scene, but a paramedic found vital signs enough to warrant intubation and Alex was air 
flighted to the nearest hospital. Bea reported that she and her husband drove in from the grocery 
store and a sheriff’s deputy was in their driveway, along with a highway patrol officer. Bea 
recalled, “Obviously, that is not good news.” Bea said her husband would later tell her that “he 
realized what it was because the highway patrol does not come to your house unless it is a traffic 
accident.” Bea recalled that she and her husband got out of their car and the officers told them 
“as gently as they could.” She recalled that the officers said she and her husband need to get to 
the hospital right away. Bea said she “started blithering all kinds of questions; Was he wearing 
his seatbelt? Did the air bags go off?” Bea remembered, “The officers kept saying, ‘Ma’am, I 
cannot tell you anymore. You do need to get to the hospital right away.’” 
Bea remembered throwing groceries into the house and that she listened to messages on 
their answering machine. She said one message was from a friend who was an EMT. Bea 
recalled the message, “She said she was not supposed to say anything, but it was bad, it was 
really, really bad.” Bea said it was this message that gave them an “inkling that whatever we 
were going to find was going to be serious.” Bea reported that on the way to the hospital, they 
had a flat tire just as it was beginning to get dark out. She said that while her husband was 
changing the tire, she called the hospital. Bea stated she will “always be grateful to the nurse 




admitted. Bea said her nephew was at the ICU when she called. She reported that he had 
identified himself to the nurse and then identified Bea to the nurse, letting the nurse know it was 
Alex’s mother on the telephone, and the nurse agreed to speak to Bea. Bea said she asked the 
nurse, “How bad is my son’s concussion?” Bea said she could almost drive to the exact spot 
where she was when she asked that question. Bea recalled the nurse’s words, “He does not have 
a concussion. He has an intracranial bleed.” Bea said that because of her work, with people, in 
particular children, with disabilities, she knew what that meant. Bea reported, “It meant the 
midbrain is bleeding and the severity of brain bleeds is ranked 1 to 4; 4 is the worst.” Bea said 
that with that information, she was able to prepare her husband and herself; knowing that 
whatever they were about to walk into was going to be very, very serious.  
Bea said she and her husband arrived at the hospital and they felt “fairly composed 
because of the long drive and the facts received thus far.” Bea recalled the words of the doctor 
they met upon arrival at the hospital, “We do not know if he is going make it through the night. 
You will never have the son back that you once had because his brain damage is going to be so 
incredible.”  
Bea stated that she remembered starting to feel “kind of numb” after hearing those words. 
She said her husband has a pretty stoic personality anyway, but after hearing the doctor’s words 
they “were just quiet.” She said they were trying to follow orders. Bea reported that Alex was 
already in the ICU. Bea said, “He just looked like he was asleep. There were no scratches, no 
damages; he was his handsome beautiful self; very peaceful.” Bea stated that a neurosurgeon 
spoke to her and her husband, and different nurses spoke to them. She described Alex with “all 




the night, we have a chance.” Bea said she stayed with Alex on Saturday night and that her 
husband went home for the night. Bea explained: 
I spent the night and the ICU staff was incredible. They let me spend the whole night in 
the room. The only time I had to leave was during shift change. We went through some 
scary times during the night when his internal pressure in his brain would go up which 
showed that the brain, the bleeding was going on. But I got to watch all of it, and I think 
that is significant for donor families. I got to be a participant in learning exactly what was 
being done for him.  
Bea expressed concern for families that get the call that they lost a child and all they get 
to do is get to go to the funeral home. She said, “That is horrible. I think participation is a key, so 
I have to thank the hospital for that.” Bea reported that on Sunday morning, family arrived early 
to sit with her and that they were all asked to step out of the ICU during shift change. She 
recalled that after that shift change, they went back into Alex’s room and the doctor was making 
rounds. It was early in the morning. Bea recalled:  
The doctor was very clear. He said, “I do not think he is going to make it,” then he said, 
“The bleeding has not stopped. We are going to put him into an induced coma to reduce 
the brain activity. Hopefully, it will slow down the bleeding.” Basically, he said he is not 
going to make it and I passed out.  
Bea said she did not really pass out, but she did fall down. Bea stated:  
I mean it was so ironic to me. I made the first 12 to 18 hours but the reality and the 
morning and the idea that the hospital could not really fix it. I don't know what it was, 




Bea continued, “So we started to prepare for what sometimes I call the worst and the 
most wonderful week of our lives with Alex.” 
Bea said, “In that week I got to spend so much time with him and with just my husband. 
We allowed only our other two sons and a niece and a nephew to visit.” She said the week was 
one of “very personal, private time.” Bea added, “Without trying to be melodramatic, it was 
almost like we gave birth to him in that week. Because I treasure the time we were sitting with 
just him.” Bea reported that she found it important to be present and watch and understand what 
was happening with Alex. She stated she was able to watch the neurological testing. Bea said:  
It was important to me. I knew about brain damage and stuff, but there were certain 
responses, physiological responses, that they were testing for. They would do the nerve 
testing in the hands and the feet. And the most important one that was the most poignant 
for me was, the test for a cough reflex. They put a tongue depressor in his throat, and it 
made him cough.  
She said that on Sunday morning, Alex coughed during the tongue depressor test. Bea reported 
she was told by the neurosurgeon, “Well that is encouraging.” She said that was the last time she 
saw Alex move of his own volition. Bea recalled:  
I want to believe that at one point he might have squeezed my hand. The nurse gently told 
me that it was probably a nerve reflex from me squeezing his. But I still remember that 
cough because it looked like any other cough he ever had. As hope springs eternal, when 
you see them do something normal it is like, okay, we got a shot here. 
Bea reported that on Monday, the tongue depressor did not cause Alex to cough; he never 




Bea said they have a strong faith and she is sure “God was trying to help us as best He 
could.” She reported there was a room at the nearby housing for out-of-town patient families and 
a private room with a private bath was available. Bea said she and her husband were able to stay 
there which allowed her husband to be at the hospital with her. She said every morning there 
were doctors on rounds and every day they sat with Alex all day long “watching the numbers go 
up and down.” Bea said she learned what the numbers meant and what the medical professionals 
were watching for. She said she understood, “The interventions were producing diminishing 
results.” Bea explained, “Once he was in the induced coma, basically what they were waiting for 
was to see the brain function. They were watching the pressure in the brain.” 
Bea reported there were many friends and family gathered in the waiting room, and that 
“a lot of his dearest friends were there.” Bea explained: 
We have a huge family. I have a large family. My husband has a large family. So, we had 
a lot of people. And our personal physician had come up to see Alex. We did allow him 
in, and he came back to the waiting room and said, “You are right. He looks perfectly 
fine. He is not in pain.” He really kind of comforted the people that were there that night. 
And we stood in a circle and we prayed. His prayer was that my son could heal cell by 
cell.  
Bea reported that after listening to the neurologist on one of his visits, she requested: 
That we no longer meet with the neurologist because he was really too blunt for me. 
There was a beautiful nurse practitioner. Her name was Suzanne. I will always remember 
her. She was gentle. She started doing the rounds feedback with us. 
Bea recalled that on Thursday morning, she and her husband were talking with Suzanne, 




cell by cell.” Bea said immediately she told her husband, “It is working. The prayer is already 
working. He is healing.” Bea continued, “Suzanne looked at us and said, “We are losing him, 
cell by cell.” Bea recalled how Suzanne, the nurse practitioner, explained that the bleeding could 
not be stopped. Bea reported, “Even though I had known it cognitively, and intellectually, I had 
never felt it; that blood kills brain cells.”  
Bea reported that she and her husband walked off from that conversation “a little bit 
shocked.” Bea explained, “Finally, just between us, we said we just cannot do this anymore.” 
Bea pointed out that this had all taken place between Saturday and Thursday. Bea said she and 
her husband asked Suzanne for “some time to talk about what were our options.” Bea reported 
that Suzanne told them, “Alex would probably only live about 2 minutes off the ventilator.” Bea 
reported that Suzanne had also explained, “Alex could probably stay in the hospital 10 more days 
and then he would have to go to a nursing home.”  
Bea said she had worked her whole professional life getting people with disabilities, 
particularly children, out of nursing homes. Bea stated, “There was no way I was going to put 
our child in a nursing home.” Bea said they understood from Suzanne, there was no guarantee he 
would live particularly long there, because he had already developed pneumonia from being on 
his back for so long. Bea said apparently there had been some internal damage due to the wreck. 
Bea said she had determined, “A nursing home was not an option.” Bea recalled telling Suzanne, 
“From my own experiences in losing people, I know I have to be in the room when the machines 
go off. I want that peace. I want that quiet of knowing that he is at peace.” Bea explained: 
Suzanne, the nurse practitioner, said, “Well then I guess you cannot be an organ donor.” 
And I have yet to be able to find that words to describe the light, the hope, the let’s make 




myself. It was just like, well of course. My son would be the perfect organ donor. He was 
healthy. He was athletic. He was giving. As a matter of fact, his favorite saying was, “I 
got your back.” We just looked at each other and knew, yeah. 
Bea offered: 
One of the things I want to share, is that I think our experience is different from the 
family that gets there, and their family member is on life support with no brain activity 
and it all happens within 24 hours. They take them off life support or whatever. We 
actually had time to grieve, time to be upset. And sometimes I hear, no, families don’t 
want that. That could be. We are all different. For us, that was important. When organ 
donation was offered, it was the first positive thing we had heard since Saturday.  
Bea continued: 
The nurse practitioner set us up with a wonderful, wonderful nurse and he talked to us. 
He sat with just my husband and I in a small room and took us through the organ 
donation process. We had to give permission for what things we could and would and 
would not agree to donate. My husband did all the talking. That is really kind of different, 
but I just couldn’t at this point. He would ask us a question and I would squeeze my 
husband’s hand and he would say yes. We didn’t say no to anything.  
Bea explained: 
The one thing that ended up at the very end was, well, that you don’t know if your family 
member is going to be a successful organ donor. You don’t know if the organs are going 
to be healthy enough to donate or not. There are so many unknowns.  
Bea said that her “heart just breaks” for families who say yes to donation and then find out there 




going to make sense out of this and then they find out that it can’t happen. I have talked to some 
of those families and they hurt.” 
Bea recalled being asked a “very long list” of what they would and would not donate, and 
how the OPO explained about a research study where they take one cell of a healthy pancreas 
and inject it into an insulin dependent diabetic. She said the OPO representative explained to 
them that it does not cure the diabetes, but it does diminish the need for insulin. Bea said, “So we 
said sure. Because we were not familiar with the pancreas anyway, but I strongly believe in 
research.” Bea reported that the OPO representative “was tremendous.” Bea said she and her 
husband felt like, “They gave us time to talk to our two other sons and tell them what we were 
going to do. The older boys were both very relieved. They were adults.” 
Bea explained that the older sons were 9 and 11 when 5-day-old Alex arrived in their 
home. Bea said her older sons’ expressed relief “because they knew about my work with people 
with disabilities and they were so afraid I was going to try and keep him alive so that we could 
do rehab and all the other things that I believed in.”  
Bea said later on Thursday, she and her husband talked with the two older sons and made 
a time for all of them to say goodbye to Alex. She said, “We set up the time to say goodbye on 
Friday night.” Bea explained that one of the things she has learned is that hospitals have to work 
transplants in around their other operating room schedules and because of this, Alex’s donation 
surgery was scheduled for 10:30 Friday night. Bea stated that their priest came in for the last 
rites. Bea said, “I ran from him. Because when the white collar comes in, it scares the heck out of 
the parents because they know what that means.”  
Bea recalled that Thursday night, after the decision on the organ donation, she sat with 




I said, “God if I could just get thirty minutes of sleep, I can do this.” And I fell asleep in 
the blink of an eye and woke up in thirty minutes very refreshed. I told my son my 
personal goodbye, then I left and began planning his funeral.  
Bea reported that she and her husband “did very mundane things on Friday.” She stated 
that when it was time to say goodbye on Friday night, or even all-day Friday, she “was fairly 
composed.” She recalled that Friday during the day they did “normal things, handling bills, 
because life has to go on even though you have spent the time in intensive care situation for a 
week.” She said that in the evening, she and her family went to the hospital to sit with Alex until 
10:30. Bea reported that nieces and nephews came, and Alex’s brothers and their wives came, 
and each person “went in individually and said goodbye.” Bea shared:  
It was quite obvious at that point that Alex was deteriorating. It was a blessing that I 
never had the feeling that he was going to come back. I never thought that we pulled the 
plug too early. It was uncomfortable because I had to admit that this really happened but 
at the same time it was good for me to see some deterioration. Your worst fear when you 
are going to cut off life support is that you did it too early. Because you didn’t give them 
all the chance in the world.  
Bea said everyone had been praying for healing and she had finally come to the 
acceptance of Alex’s death. She said her husband was there ahead of her. Bea said after saying 
their goodbyes, they left; they got in their car and drove away. Bea recalled:  
We left him right where we had spent all this time with him. And, as we left the hospital 
and we were on the access road, I went hysterical. I started screaming at cars. “Don’t you 
know what just happened back there? Who are you to just be driving around? My 




realize what it was until I was with other donor moms and someone said, “You are not 
supposed to leave your child when they are still warm.” That rang so true.  
Bea explained that a hospital is a place of healing and it was really hard for her to leave 
him like they did. Bea stated:  
In losing my parents and in other situations, I have been able to be around and feel that 
sense of peace. Our experience of having several days helped us in accepting the organ 
donation process and maybe getting a little bit of head start on it. We came home and the 
next few days are kind of a blur. Then everyone left.  
Bea reported feeling very supported by their community. Bea said, “It was like being in 
limbo.” Bea recalled that her employer did not pressure her about coming back to work and that 
her husband went back to work sooner than she did, which she thought was good for him. Bea 
reported, “I was not doing real well. I was doing a lot of sitting and staring; then I got a call from 
the OPO.” She recalled, “The lady calling from the OPO asked how I was doing. Bea said she 
told the woman, “Fine.’ Bea reports that in her memory, she kept waiting for the lady to state the 
purpose of her call. Bea recalled, “I did not expect after the donation process to hear anything. I 
finally asked her, ‘Can I help you with something?’ She recalled, “She said, ‘No, I am just 
calling to see how you are,’ and I started crying.”  
Bea reported that during the conversation, she told the lady about their second son and 
how he had been the recipient of a human heart valve when he was 21 years old. Bea explained 
that her second son had been born with a genetic defect on his aortic valve. She said the OPO 
lady told her this meant she was both a donor family and a recipient family and then asked her if 
she would be willing to speak about her family’s experience. Bea said she agreed and added, 




Bea talked about her volunteer speaking. She said: 
The first 10 years, I did a lot of speaking to whoever they wanted to send me to so that I 
could give them insight to what families need. I was actively speaking as often as the 
OPO asked. That is where I got to meet recipients. Looking at progression, our faith was 
especially important. My niece made me a CD of religious songs. I would cry and I 
would sing, and I would pray for whatever words came out of me. I was very needy. I 
would ask over and over again if this was good. Speaking was really pretty much of a 
mission. And that is how I channeled my experience.  
Bea pointed out, “There is a wonderful quote that if you can take the experience of losing 
a child and give it some kind of purpose, then it helps. She said, “And it does.” Bea further 
described the volunteer speaking opportunities: 
Speaking, they would always put a big picture of Alex up behind me and I would open by 
telling the audience that my son and I are doing this together and that I was okay. When 
people come face to face with a donor family, they are put off. They are scared. They do 
not know what is going to come out of our mouth. Talking really helped me. I think 
reflection and talking about a child’s death, I know for me it is helping, it is healthy. 
Bea reflected: 
Looking back over the first 10 years I think that my work did suffer. Several co-workers 
told me I had PTSD. Which at first offended me and then, I decided they may be right, 
the more I read about it. My husband remains my strength.  
Bea remarked that, “The boys still cannot talk about it very much. They were really torn 
up.” She remembered, “One of the things my husband did for me was in the first year or so was, 




she “really took the mom role and it was all about me.” She said she has witnessed over and over 
that everyone goes to comfort the mom and many times, the dad is the one that needs more 
comfort and more understanding. She said this is particularly true in organ donation. Bea said 
she was the one doing all the volunteer speaking. She explained that her husband would go to the 
social events with her, or if she was talking, sometimes he would go. She said people would hug 
her, “And people would hug my husband, but mostly when they asked, ‘How are you doing?’ the 
question was asked of me.” She stated that dads need to be asked more. She pointed out, “I had 
an outlet, talking, and he did not.”  
Bea recalled, “After the first 5 years, I started to feel like my story was getting old.” She 
said she began speaking at more of the “special event stuff.” Bea said she has realized that “when 
you get an appreciation for the process, you see what a miracle it is.” She said:  
It is important to be uncomfortable sometimes to learn more about the process. Of note, it 
is not that the organs were donated, and it is done. It is not. It goes on and on and on. 
Even in unsuccessful transplants, they learn things. Talking to groups is keeping Alex 
present. To make it as human and as real as you can is one of our roles as donor families. 
And to show that, whether you want it to or not, time rolls on.  
Bea said that she and her family received letters from recipients early on. She reported 
that she and her husband had already decided they really did not want to meet the recipients of 
Alex’s organs. Bea said her husband was not really interested in it and that they made all their 
decisions together, so out of respect for her husband, she never really pushed it. Bea stated that: 
In reality, I was not that strong on the idea myself. But I was getting to meet recipients in 




line, they would not still be alive, and I did not want to know that. I think unknown is 
better.  
Bea reported she has letters from two of the recipients. She said, “I have their letters. I 
know what they said. I do not feel the need to see the recipients. But I can see where some family 
members would.” Bea stated that she and her family have never responded in any way to the 
letters they received. Bea said, “Alex was a successful donor of his liver, both kidneys and his 
pancreas. Alex did heal cell by cell just like the prayer said. It is not like we had thought, but he 
did heal others.” Bea further described, “I never thought of the recipients needing to know Alex 
in any way.” 
Asked if organ donation had ever been discussed before this event, Bea said, “Yes. We 
talked about organ donation as a family once. And now, I am ashamed of my response.” Bea 
explained that 7 years before Alex’s accident, in 1998, one of her older sons had to have a heart 
valve replaced. She said they learned he would receive a human heart valve. Bea explained: 
I remember my son asking, “If I am getting a human heart valve, does that mean someone 
is going to have to die?” And I was really cavalier. I said, yeah, but sure, that is how they 
get the heart valve.  
She explained that at that time, she was trying to comfort her son. Bea said, “I look back now 
and I was flippant. But unless you have experienced losing a family member and going through 
organ donation, you do not comprehend what it means.” Bea recalled that the connection 
between Alex and the 1998 heart valve experience did not come to mind until she was talking 
with the OPO representative that called to see how she was doing weeks after Alex’s death. 
Bea reported she has “an appreciation for heaven, for life after death because that is 




Organ donation is hope. I watched it give hope to other people and I know hopelessness. 
And truly it is why I say we got the gift of life. Watching and seeing the benefit and 
seeing other people get more time. And listening to recipients say things like, “If I had 
just one more day to spend with my family, it was worth it.” It truly is a gift to give 
someone a little bit more time. Whether it’s a lifetime or whether it, what is a lifetime? 
It’s kind of affected my view on what is a lifetime. When you lose a 19-year-old, it 
makes you realize it really can happen any time.  
Bea said she wanted to mention, “that being part of the local OPO’s volunteer group has 
been fundamentally helpful” for both her and her husband. She reported that speaking at 
numerous events has given them the opportunity to meet organ recipients, learn about the whole 
process, and “see the enormity, the enormity.” Bea explained, “Seeing the intricacy of the whole 
process makes me feel like, when we get to heaven, I am going to give my son a high five that he 
even made it as a donor.” Bea said, “It is so complex. So, I think it’s a miracle, not a little one. It 
is a big one. But it’s a miracle for the donor family too.” She explained she has reversed the OPO 
words that giving an organ is giving a gift of life. Bea said, “In so many ways being an organ 
donor gave us the gift of life because it keeps Alex ever present. Because I know there is people 
benefitting from him living.”  
Bea expressed that, “What has been pervasive throughout our experience has been 
respect from all involved. They make you feel valued as a donor family. Sometimes, it is to the 
point of making you feel uncomfortable.” Bea reported that she sees her relationship to organ 





They gave us time. They ask opinion. It was horrendous when I had to leave Alex in the 
hospital. I was able to share that feeling with the OPO and I feel like they listened. 
Listening and affirmation. The affirmation from our friends. Being able to share with 
people. They just treat you so well.  
Bea reported the OPO sent her family “a little plaque” for Alex’s headstone. Bea said, “so the 
world knows this was an organ donor. That kind of feeling is really helpful.”  
Bea expressed that she does not wish for anyone to have to deal with the neurosurgeon, “I 
know he had to be cold but that was cold.” She added that aside from the neurosurgeon, her 
hospital experience was excellent, “because they allowed us to be a part of it. It is important to 
participate in every phase; you just don’t want it to be over.” 
Bea “highly” recommended therapy. She said that for her, it was not just the loss of a 
child, or the loss of a family member, but how that loss affects the whole life experience. Bea 
stated, “I have experienced a lot of loss in my life. The loss of my son was the topper. It chain 
reacted to other experiences I have had in my life. So, I highly recommend therapy.” Bea said 
she remembered being told by her therapist, “I do not think you want to get over the death of 
your son. I do not think you want to get healed.” Bea expressed that with the passing of the 
years, she has realized “she [the therapist] was right. I just did not want it to be over. I just could 
not believe he could be gone.”  
Bea also said, “I realize now my son is still here, he is just not alive, and I am real 
comfortable with that.” Bea pointed out a lesson from a recently watched movie and said the part 
that resonated with her was the thought of the dying person in the movie, “Just think of death 
like I am in the next room. I am still going to be with you.” Bea stated that this is “very 




guess, I am still present to him too. And so is my husband.” Bea explained that Alex is a part of 
their regular conversations and that they have “gotten very comfortable” with talking about Alex.  
Bea explained that there have been “particularly difficult times” for her and for her 
husband. She said that for herself, it has been “when all of his friends started marrying and 
having children.” She explained that this was “bad” and “hard” because she and her family were 
“missing out on these events.” Bea shared that they talked about these moments. She stated that 
her husband “is a lot more verbal” now and that she is “a lot more able to listen.” She said she 
has learned “to be a more active listener when he is talking.” Bea said she “does not push the big 
boys.” Adding that, “Whatever they share they share and whatever they do not, they do not.” She 
does not push them.  
When asked if there was anything not asked during the interview, or that Bea wanted to 
add, Bea stated: 
I wish you had asked me more about Alex. He was a real person. He had his strengths. 
He had his weaknesses. He had a wonderful laugh. He was not just a donor. He did not 
just produce organs to give to somebody else. He was a person. It is a difficult thing to 
live with, but it is all a part of a bigger picture. It is knowing that he is still a part of 
people’s lives. It is not really the end. 
Liz 
At the time of the interview, Liz was a married Caucasian woman in her 50s with a high 
school education. She stated, “Our story started 4 days before the actual organ donation 
happened. The accident happened on a Friday.” Liz explained that she and her husband were 
notified of the accident about 10:30 p.m. She said her son, 18-year-old Tyler, was out with 
family friends and they were involved in an automobile accident. Liz explained, it was their 




Autism when he was 10 years old and that while he had just turned 18, he “was kind of socially 
behind.” Liz said they had recently had to get him an ID and the day of the accident, she was 
trying to get him used to carrying his ID, because he did not look 18. Liz said, “He looked about 
15.” She said she made sure he was carrying his ID before he left, and explained that the three of 
them, Jean, Bryce and Tyler were going to make a “quick run” to Jean’s house and back.  
Liz reported that later, she kept looking at the clock and wondering where they were. She 
said, “They were always goofing around. She had been a friend of ours for many years.” Then 
added, that she did start getting worried. Liz said it was 10:00 and she did not realize how many 
times she had called Jean’s phone until later when Jean’s daughter-in-law found it in the 
wreckage and told her she had called “probably 20 times.” Liz said she was wondering about 
them and wondering where they were. Liz said she wondered if they were on the side of the road, 
but she knew Jean had her phone with her because she herself had spoken to Jean’s son, Bryce, 
on that phone while they were already getting in the car at 10 minutes to 5:00.  
Liz explained that she and her husband, Kevin, had gone out to celebrate their 
anniversary. She said that as they were watching the news, she told Kevin, “If we do not hear 
from them, we have to go out and look for them.” She said, “About 5 minutes later, a sheriff 
came to the door.” Liz recalled the sheriff saying Tyler’s name and asking if he lived there. Liz 
said her thought was, “Oh no, what did he do?” She said they had experienced some problems in 
the past, but they knew he was with Jean. Liz remembered that she responded yes, Tyler did live 
there and then the deputy told them there had been an automobile accident, that Jean was 
deceased at the scene, that one teen was air flighted to this hospital and the other teen was air 
flighted to that hospital; and they asked her if she knew the identity of the second teen. Liz said 




kin. She said she told them yes. She recalled, “We shut the door and I just sat there. I was like, 
wait a minute, what did he just say? I was sitting on the floor saying, what happened?” Liz said, 
“They probably have to do this all the time, so it was just kind of matter of factly.” 
Liz explained, “Jean died on impact at the scene. The driver of the other car did too. He 
died too.” Liz recalled the timeline, “By now it is like 11:00 and we are trying to get a phone 
number where we can reach Bryce’s dad. He was living with his dad at the time but was visiting 
Jean that weekend.” Liz said the dad lived in another town and “did not speak very good 
English.” She said they were trying to find the number and “get hold of his older brother” to take 
the message and she realized they needed to get to the hospital. 
Liz said when she arrived at the emergency room, she asked for Tyler by name. She 
stated, “They said, ‘Well, we do not have him in here,’” to which Liz responded, “Well, the 
police officer said he was air flighted here.” Liz said she was told, “Well, ma’am just take a 
seat.” Liz recalled that a nurse and a social worker came out and took her and Kevin “into this 
little room.”  
Liz reported that at that time, it still did not register what was happening, that she had no 
idea what was happening. Liz stated she had “not been told anything about his condition or what 
was going on.” Liz remembered being taken into this room and that she was asked, “Have you 
notified your family?” Liz said she told them no. She reported that this was happening near 
midnight and that in her own mind she was thinking: 
No, it is almost midnight, so no. I want to wait. I want to know what is going on. I want 





Liz said the lady looked at her and said, “Ma’am, you do not understand. He is probably not 
going to survive surgery. He is in surgery right now and he is probably not going to survive 
surgery. So, we need you to contact family.”  
Liz reported her thought was, “It is midnight. It is the middle of the night and I have got 
to call family.” Liz said her daughter, 3 years older than Tyler was in her 20s, married and lived 
locally, so she called her first. Liz said the rest of her family lived out of town. Liz stated, “Of 
course Tyler’s dad was never really involved. I do not know if his dad was contacted. I left that 
up to my daughter.” Liz said that is how they began at the hospital and then they waited.  
Liz reported she and her family were in the waiting room when the trauma surgeon and 
neurosurgeon came in and told her about all the injuries, “awful injuries, broken bones, internal 
injuries, but the biggest thing was the head injury.” Liz recalled asking, “Is he alive?” The 
response she remembered was, “Alive as he can be. The next 24 hours will tell.” Liz said she 
recalled the feeling she had was what she saw in her daughter, not her own. She described this 
with, “She just crumbled to the floor.” Liz said her son-in-law was trying to hold his wife up and 
her daughter had just crumbled to the floor. Liz said she remembered that more than she 
remembers what she was feeling. She stated, “Like seeing her, maybe I was still numb.” Liz 
recalled asking, “What about his organs?” She said she heard, “It looks like they are in good 
condition, we will just have to see how the next 24 hours is with the head injury.” Liz reported 
that after that, they allowed the family to see Tyler.  
Liz said they were told not to touch Tyler. Liz reported, “It was weird to me, even though 
I could not touch him, I could feel him.” She said Tyler had to be rushed back into surgery to 




Liz explained that on Monday, she was in the oncology department undergoing a 
previously scheduled radiation treatment for breast cancer. Liz said: 
I was down in oncology when they were looking for me. They called on my cellphone 
and wanted me to get to the ICU floor, and I asked, “Is it terminal?” And he said, “It is 
worse than terminal.” I asked, “How is it worse than terminal?” 
Liz recalled her thought was, “I guess worse than terminal means it already is.” She said, “They 
had to do everything to do the brain declaration and in the process of doing all this, the lady from 
the OPO was there and talking to us and I asked her, do we turn the machines off?” Liz said, 
“The lady told me no, we do not turn the machines off.” She recalled that with that conversation 
they moved into talking about the consent.  
Liz said, “After they had the death declaration, we were in the process of consenting and 
because Tyler was 18, his dad would need to consent also.” Liz pointed out, “If he had been 17, I 
would have been able to sign without my ex-husband’s consent, but since he was 18.” She said a 
lot of people do not realize that both parents have to consent. She said they were both the next-
of-kin so neither could do it alone. Liz explained:  
I thought it was pretty weird. Had he been 17, I could have because I had sole custody. 
But, because he was an adult, so I do not even remember it, but it was my daughter. My 
daughter is very for organ donation, so I am sure she is the one that talked to him because 
we had to have a phone conversation because he lives in another part of the state.  
Liz reported that while the consent meeting was going on, family and friends, and Tyler’s friends 
from church were gathering at the hospital. Liz explained that for her, she did not want “to 




condition and the fact that she had already “passed out and ended up in the emergency room 
once” so, they did not want her to stay so she remembers just saying goodbye.  
Liz stated that once they “had the declaration,” they were looking for organ recipients 
and that “Tyler was going to be on the respirator until they found recipients,” so she did not stay 
at the hospital during that time. Liz explained the search for recipients happened through the 
night and the organ donation was scheduled for Tuesday morning, but she did not go to the 
hospital. She reported that “through the process, when the OPO people were there and the death 
declaration and after all that was complete, that is when they had to do all the paperwork.”  
Liz recalled that in the time before that, she had an experience of note in the hallway of 
the ICU. She recalled that she was “just sitting there in the hallway, just crying,” and that she had 
told no one where she was. She said a nurse came to her and said, “We need you. We have been 
looking for you.” Liz recalled the nurse telling her they were “going to finish doing whatever test 
they need to be doing and all that” and that she told the nurse, “I just want to sit here.” She 
recalled the nurse’s reply, “You know your son gave you an amazing gift.” Liz asked her, “What 
do you mean?” and she remembered the nurse’s words, “There is no medical reason he should 
have been alive when he arrived at the hospital, because it was a long extraction.” Liz stated it 
was an extraction that took about 4 hours, that the accident happened about 5:15 p.m. and they 
did not get to the hospital until after 10:00 p.m. Liz recalled that they did not know who he was 
until they pulled him out and saw the ID in his pocket. She added, “If it had not been for that ID, 
because Jean lived way out in the country.” The accident had happened on a very rural two-lane 
road, far from town. She explained that the officers on the scene knew who Jean was because of 
her car registration but they did not know who Tyler was that whole 4 hours they were trying to 




And the fact was that the only thing he was doing when he got to the hospital was 
breathing, and they took him into surgery because of all the abdominal damage, and he 
coded in the emergency room, and they put him on the ventilator. 
Liz stated, “Basically, by Sunday, I did not feel him anymore. I knew he was not there anymore.” 
She explained that she felt it was “eerie” that when he slept his eyes were always partially open, 
they would kind of flutter and be partially open, and the “eerie” part was that now they were not; 
they were completely closed. Liz said that was the first time she had ever seen Tyler with his 
eyes completely closed. She remarked that this is when she understood there was no brain 
activity.  
Liz explained that in the accident two things happened: he cracked his skull and that 
allowed for the bleeding and swelling; and, he did not like the front part of his seatbelt, so his 
whole chest area was fine. She said, “Even though there was so much damage. I remember 
thinking, oh my gosh, there is all this damage, all these broken bones but all of his organs are 
fine.” She noted that his pancreas did have damage and was “not salvageable” but that she 
remembered thinking: 
I think I just was not even feeling then, I just remember once it all happened basically, I 
went in and said goodbye and we left, and I did not go back up there. I wanted to, but I 
was already having problems and had already been to the emergency room once during 
that time. 
Liz said that her daughter went up to the hospital on the day of the organ donation 
surgery. She reported the search for recipients had gone on all night and they had a friend they 
were trying to direct donate with. Liz said, “I think they were trying to figure out if that was 




and said, “I have a pristine 18-year-old heart and I cannot find a recipient.” Liz said her daughter 
was present and told the doctor that no donations can be taken until a recipient is found for 
Tyler’s heart, so the surgery was delayed some. Liz recalled that once the surgery was underway, 
it took a lot longer than was expected. Liz stated that by the time it was all over, “a couple of 
people” from her family had gone to the hospital and she herself was at home when she looked at 
the clock and it was 7:00 p.m. She described her feeling as: 
Almost like the wind is knocked out of you, but you don’t catch your breath. Like the 
wind is knocked out of you and you can’t breathe, and then you still can’t breathe. You 
hear people talk about that primal feeling, but it is so different to experience it. 
Liz said she remembers looking at the clock and thinking, “right now 5 people are having 
surgery, getting their lives saved.” She said that thought “made it a lot easier to deal with things.” 
Liz reflected, “Jean, my friend who was killed in the accident wanted to be an organ 
donor, but she was not able to because she died at the scene.” Liz reported that Bryce, Jean’s 13-
year-old son, was injured in the accident, but he survived and is okay. She said he is a grown 
man, currently attending a university. Liz reported that she and Bryce “do not speak about the 
accident too much.” Liz said she does not like to ask, so she does not really know his feelings. 
She reported she was told by some people that Bryce was conscious at the scene, some reports 
said he went to the hospital by ambulance, and the sheriff’s deputy at the door that Friday night 
said he was transported by air flight to the children’s hospital. She said, no one knew his identity 
at the scene, and they do not know if he was conscious at the scene of the accident. Liz said she 
hopes he was not. Liz recalled how Jean’s older son and daughter-in-law “went out to the car to 





It was really hot and I had already decided that I was not going to do the memorial 
service until a few weeks later, because I was going through radiation and all that so I just 
decided I am not doing it. I remember feeling kind of numb. I remember feeling like, did 
this really happen? You have this feeling in you that this could not really be happening 
because it is not a natural way to feel. It is not a natural way to think your child is gone in 
a violent way and so it is not natural for your brain, so I think our brains protect us. 
Liz said, “So it took me a little while.” She recalled they began hearing from the 
recipients “pretty early.” Liz explained that each time something arrived from the OPO it was 
interesting because the first letter simply stated where his organs went. She said, “His heart went 
to a 53-year-old woman.” Liz reported, “They send you all kinds of stuff the first 6 months to a 
year, and they send you all this information and things, and so in these white envelopes there 
were letters from recipients.” She said her husband would go get the mail and he would deliver it 
to her and because after that first white envelope, she knew that was from a recipient. She said 
from then on, she looked forward to the white envelopes and reported it was a feeling almost like 
excitement, adding, “it is hard to explain.”  
Liz recalled, “You are excited to get the letters and we got the heart recipient’s first. 
Several members of the family had written about a month after Tyler died and we received the 
letters about 3 months after that.” Liz reported, “We got stuff from the lung recipient and then 
the liver recipient. We got them all in the first 6 months, and of course we wanted to meet. I 
wanted to meet all 5 of them.” She said they completed all the paperwork to meet and found out 
later that the heart recipient and her family had almost given up on hearing back from them 




Liz recalled that it was almost a full year after Tyler’s death before they met with the 
heart recipient face to face, however because of the internet the recipient and her family had 
already figured out who they were. Liz stated that the accident was mentioned in a few news 
articles and that someone from a local news station had approached her to do a live interview. 
She said that she asked the news station, “Well what do you want me to say? Can I talk about 
that terrible intersection where it happened? You know a lot of accidents have happened there. 
Can I talk about that?” Liz stated she had the okay to talk about whatever she wanted, so they did 
a 2- or 3-minute interview. She said she talked about the bad intersection and the organ donation, 
so the heart recipient’s family found that news story. She said also, the heart recipient’s son 
worked in a field where he recognized life flight insignias; he had watched the arrival of his 
mother’s heart and knew from the insignia where the flight had originated. Liz reported, the 
recipient was told the heart was from a young man so, they “kind of put two and two together.”  
Liz stated that after receiving their letter, she asked her daughter to write back, adding, “I 
am not a good writer.” She said her daughter “pretty much gave them all the information they 
needed to know about the accident, where it happened, how it happened, and with that 
information and what they already knew, they knew who we were. 
Liz reported they were able to meet the heart recipient about 18 months after Tyler’s 
death. She said that she, her daughter, and her grandson drove to another state to meet the heart 
recipient. Liz said she found it interesting that the heart recipient had gone through breast cancer; 
that her heart had been damaged from the chemotherapy, resulting in the need for the transplant. 
Liz said when she thinks about those things, she thinks “those things kind of keep me 
going.” Liz said now that she is at about the 10-year anniversary of Tyler’s death, “there are not 




recipients, they are not corresponding regularly with any of them. She said she sees them on 
social media and things like that. She stated, “We have gone past all the sort of big events, so it 
feels, it feels a little bit like a letdown because nothing new and exciting is happening.” She says 
she is not getting any more letters from the OPO. She remembered that every time she received 
one of the white envelopes, there was excitement and she wanted to open it. She said she missed 
those feelings. 
Liz reported that she began volunteering for the OPO by the end of the first year after 
Tyler’s death. She said for her, there is a feeling of healing in her volunteer work. She added, “I 
don’t know if other people feel that way.” She reported she has met “a lot of people” along the 
way and some of them advised her, the second year is harder than the first year because the 
second year “you aren’t as numb.” She said, “And that is very true. The second year was harder.” 
Liz described a very active first year, “all this stuff is happening” and then “by the second year, it 
is just dawning on you that everything is going on” and that perhaps because she was going 
through “all the medical stuff and all that,” she had not had a chance to grieve. She said the 
second year was the toughest year. She noted that several other mothers who volunteer with her 
expressed this same experience. 
Liz reported she has met people along the way who did not want to know the recipients; 
they did not want to know, or it would be hard for them. Liz said, “But for me, oh my gosh, I 
want to know.” She explained that there is only one recipient that is still unknown to her. She 
said she sent an anonymous letter to both kidney recipients and that one of the recipients was 13 
years old and her father had written back and stated that he did not want to have any more 




have sent a picture of Tyler too. She explained that the photos “could not have any identifying 
features on it.” She said with that news, she did send photos to the lung recipient.  
Liz recalled that she found it interesting that the lung recipient wanted to know that Tyler 
wanted to be an organ donor, and that Liz had not made the decision on her own. Liz recalled 
Tyler’s words and said she told the lung recipient: 
A year before Tyler’s accident, one of our friends had died in a freak bicycle accident and 
he became an organ donor. We saw his heart recipient on television, and they were 
talking about organ donation. They were talking about it on television and my son was 
kind of childlike, not like most teens. We saw them on television and my son asked, “Did 
our friend really give his heart to that man?” I asked, do you remember when our friend 
died? Well, they took his heart and gave it to this man. Tyler said, “Oh my gosh, he has 
his heart. How do they do that? That is cool. I guess that makes our friend a superhero.” I 
said, yes, I guess it does. And Tyler said, “Mom, if anything happened to me, I want to 
donate my organs, I want to be a superhero.” It was just a lighthearted comment and 
conversation.  
Liz said, “Then when it happened, I was like, oh my gosh.” She reported she was able to tell the 
lung recipient, yes, it was important to Tyler, he did want to be a donor; he wanted to be a 
superhero. She said he was the only recipient that asked this question. She said she also told the 
lung recipient, “even if my son had not said that, I would have done it because that is the kind of 
person Tyler was.”  
Liz said, “It is weird that the day on Tyler’s death certificate is my wedding anniversary. 
I do not want to think of it in a bad way, so I concentrate on the next day, which was the organ 




to feel anxious about it.” She explained that while she knows 10 years have passed, she never 
could have imagined herself getting to the 10-year mark. She recalled late last year, there was a 
tree dedication at the hospital and the OPO asked her to come and speak. She recalled the event: 
All these people were there. They were new donors and I am looking at these families 
going through the firsts of everything and I am thinking, oh my gosh, I remember sitting in that 
seat. I remember seeing other people at 10 or 12 years and thinking, there is no way I can get to 
10 years. How on earth can you get to 10 years? And now here we are. 
Liz asked, “How did all that happen?” She explained she does feel anxious because he is 
going to be gone longer than they had him before long, and that it just seems like we get further 
and further out. She remarked that “after the second year, people do not want to hear about what 
happened.” She said, “They do not want you talking about your child. You know, people just 
want to go on with their lives.” Liz shared that she believes this to be the reason volunteering has 
been good for her. She said she is able to tell her story and talk about what happened and she 
feels this has helped her heal. She said she also feels good that there are people learning from her 
story, or maybe seeing her story, like she and Tyler saw the donation story from their friend and 
thinking about registering to become an organ donor. She stated, “Donating your child’s organs 
is hard. It is not something you think about beforehand.”  
Liz said she knew she would be okay and that she had “kind of a relief right about the 
first year.” She explained that it was when they were beginning to meet the organ recipients and 
when she started volunteering, that is when she knew she was going to be okay. She attributed 
the feeling to meeting others going through the same situation she was going through. She said, 
“They were either recipients who never got to meet their donor families, who were very thankful 




and all.” She recalled that it was seeing all the other people and they had gone through it for 
many years, that is when she came to realize she would be okay. She shared that sometimes it is 
difficult. She added, “I mean I did lay in the bed and cry for 6 months and I did not do all the 
things I needed to do.”  
She attributed her recovery partly to her grandson who was about 18 months old at the 
time of Tyler’s death. She said her grandson gave her “a place to put her parenting energy.” She 
explained that while she was recovering from cancer and Tyler’s death, “I think the healing from 
that cancer was more physical than it was emotional. I think all the emotions went to losing 
Tyler.” Liz theorized that the combination of physically healing from cancer and mourning 
Tyler’s death was eased by having her grandson present and allowing her “parenting energy” to 
have an outlet. She said, “Tyler had high functioning autism and life was pretty chaotic.” And 
she described that life went “from ‘jumping off the rafters activity’ to nothing,” so that is part of 
why she appreciated the time and energy she was allowed to share with her daughter and 
grandson.  
She added, “As a mother you want to take on your kids’ pain. I knew how hard it was for 
my daughter; she had a lot of guilt around Tyler.” Liz said her while her grandson does not 
remember Tyler, they have talked about him and Liz is sure “they would have been buddies in 
crime.” Liz recalled, “But I think the emotions and feelings I was having was I did not realize all 
these things I was doing. All I was doing was actually healing all that.”  
Liz reported no religious or spiritual bearing for her in regard to the decision to donate. 
She said her main reason was knowledge of Tyler’s wishes. She said, “I knew this is what Tyler 
wanted us to do. He would want to share an organ and give other people life and to be a 




is “spiritual,” she is “not into religion much anymore.” She said Tyler enjoyed church and she 
did think about that when this was happening.  
Liz said the accident and Tyler becoming a donor brought realization that she needed to 
become a registered organ donor. She remembered finding out about the registry in a call from 
her sister: 
One of my sisters moved and said, “Do you know when you go to the DMV, there is a 
place on the form for you to sign if you want to be an organ donor?” I’m like, no. She 
said, “There is a national registry, you can go online and sign up for it,” and I was like, 
and this is right before my son passed away, and I was like, “I need to go do that.”  
Liz said that when Tyler turned 18, and they went for his ID card, they did not think 
about that. She shared that she does think that the registry, people registering to become organ 
donors, “makes it a lot easier” on survivors. She recalled the whole picture of her life at the time 
of Tyler’s death and said, “I knew Tyler wanted to be a surperhero. I think for me, making the 
decision and doing the donation was easier than all the other stuff that was going on. I think that 
gave me a purpose. I think.”  
Liz reported: 
Tyler’s heart, lungs, liver, and kidneys were donated. Both lungs went to the same man. 
His liver went to a lady. One kidney went to a woman who had been on dialysis, and his 
other kidney went to a 13-year-old, but her dad wanted no contact. I thought about 
writing another letter because she is an adult now, but you do not know, you do not know 
how that is going to be received. She is an adult now. Her parents are the ones that would 
get the letter probably and I think about that and I do not know. I would love to meet this 




Liz stated the reason for wanting to know the recipients was “to see life going on.” She 
said, “I think it is about seeing that they are living a happy productive life now that they have 
received Tyler’s organs.” She noted that she sees the heart recipient on social media, and she is 
able to see “all these different things” and that creates a good feeling inside of her. She said, “It 
makes me feel, wow! My son did that, even though he died.” She stated she believes that is the 
reason she wants contact with the recipients. Liz explained they would not even have to meet 
face to face, she would just like to know who each recipient is, how their lives are going, and 
how they are doing.  
Liz added that she is not sure how she will feel when any one of the recipients dies. She 
stated: 
Eventually something is going to happen to someone. You know, we all die, and I do not 
know how I would feel when that happened. I have been thinking about it a lot with the 
pandemic. And organs recipients are in a risk factor, and so I wonder about that and how 
that will feel. I think it will not feel like losing my child again. I think it will feel like 
losing that extension.  
She reported that when she sees the heart recipient she thinks of Tyler, but she does not think 
that is Tyler. She said that the woman simply has Tyler’s heart and she likes it when she sees all 
the things the woman is doing and how she is getting to live her life. Liz said the lung recipient 
was in a hospital at the time of Tyler’s death; he was either going get new lungs or die. Liz 
reported that she and the lung recipient have occasionally volunteered together and just knowing 
these recipients makes her happy. She stated, “I do not know why. I do not know if I have a 




Liz reported that she sees other mothers online who have lost their children and were able 
to donate organs, and she sees “all their mixed emotions and feelings about that too.” She noted 
that some have either “jumped right in,” meeting recipients, becoming volunteers, and 
advocating for organ donation, or “other people just not wanting to know” and still others who 
declare, “I do not want to hear anything else about it.” Liz said, “Sometimes that makes me want 
to have certain feelings like, oh they are just sad; I wish they could feel better; I wonder if I had 
not had the volunteering, how else would I have handled my grief?”  
Liz explained that volunteer speaking, telling her story over and over, was the way she 
grieved. She said she does not believe she would have felt as much at peace and able to function 
if she had not had that volunteer outlet. She added that others might not feel that way, but for 
herself, it gave her a purpose. Liz stated, “Knowing that every time I tell my story about Tyler. It 
is not just about my son; it is that someone else has gotten saved because someone else has 
chosen to be an organ donor.” Liz reiterated her concern for other grieving parents. She said:  
I wonder about other parents. I see parents say, “I wish I could have donated my child’s 
organs. I wish I could have been able to do that, but I could not.” And I feel sad for them. 
Because I do not want them to feel hurt or feel bad because they could not donate their 
child’s organs. 
She said she does not post much on the support websites, but sometimes she reads what others 
post and can feel the emotion in their words so, she knows she cannot spend much time on such 
websites before she feels like she is “absorbing their pain.” She said she realizes those parents 
are using the support website as their own outlet and that many will engage with them there, 




she cannot read any more of their stories. Liz described her experience with websites for parental 
grief support: 
I would go on there and people tell stories of how they lost their kids. And some were 
adult kids, some were still born, and the whole gamut; some lady lost her 50-year-old, but 
it still was her son. Your children are your children until you die.  
Liz reported that the most long-lasting impact of this experience was that when all those 
things were happening, when they were going through the organ donation process, in her mind 
she said, “This is what we need to do and this is what not to do,” that hearing from the recipients 
made the biggest impact on her in the very beginning. She recalled feeling excited when she 
received mailings from the OPO and feeling excited when she saw the white envelopes. She said 
she was “never sad to hear from the recipients.”  
Liz said when she hears other donor moms say that meeting recipients is too difficult, it 
makes her sad, but hearing recipients’ stories of how their lives were saved or their lives were 
changed makes her feel happy. She shared that positive stories from recipients have definitely 
had the biggest impact on her. She stated that seeing all that and going out and volunteering and 
telling her story, those are very important things. She said, “It has been sad that we have all been 
cooped up because of COVID-19, and not been able to go out and do things.” She recalled a 
volunteer speaking assignment in front of a group of nursing students and said, “I do not know 
who that nurse was that found me crying in hallway, but that has had a really long-lasting impact 
on me and the students can learn from that.” She recalled that nurse telling her, “At least you got 
to say goodbye, most people do not get that chance.”  
Liz explained that for her, when she was able to see Tyler on Monday after the Friday 




recalled she had felt that energy the night of the accident, but not after that so in her mind, “he 
was already gone.” She stated again that Tyler’s eyes were completely shut, and this had an 
impact on her too. 
Liz said her daughter took a picture of Tyler right before he was taken to surgery for his 
donation and in the picture, he is “still connected to the ventilator and all that.” She stated that 
the importance of that picture is to remind her that she did not say goodbye to her son as he was 
before the accident; she said goodbye to her child who was lying in a hospital bed, hooked up to 
ventilators, and who would never be the same again. She said, “I look at that picture and think, 
even if he had survived, he was so injured and hurt.” Liz said looking at the picture helps her 
“realize what she let go of.” She said she realized Tyler was so injured, he probably would have 
been in extreme pain if he was not unconscious.  
Liz recalled her daughter “felt weird taking a picture of him” but now Liz has seen that 
“lots of people have taken pictures like that” but she thinks it made her daughter “feel weird.” 
Liz shared that after her daughter took the picture, she printed it for Liz and gave it to her and 
Liz feels like the picture has been very important for her. Liz reported that over the years, when 
she has felt down, she has looked at that picture as a reminder of what she let go. She noted that 
she did not let go of a healthy, vibrant young son, she let go of a very broken Tyler that would 
not have lived the life he had known. Liz also noted that when she sees Tyler’s friends and what 
they are doing she thinks of what he might have been doing; he would be 28. She also noted that 
at 18, because of the Autism, he was not doing the things his friends were doing. She explained 
more about the significance of the snapshot of Tyler in his hospital bed: 
And so that picture has been important to me. It might sound strange, but I did not let go 




hurt, who had 150 broken bones, and with all these internal injuries, and to me it was 
like, I let go of him. I needed to. I needed that for him. I needed that for me. I needed that 
to grieve and move on. So, I have that picture.  
Liz stated that she keeps the picture on a shelf, but keeps it turned around. She explained 
that it is not facing out, but it is there for times when she feels sad, then it is there for her to look 
at and remind herself, “this is not my child laying in a bed hooked up to a ventilator. My child is 
not there.” Liz said she “kinda” feels there is an afterlife, “for the spirit and all that” because she 
knows Tyler’s spirit had gone somewhere else. She recalled, “that sort of thought did not play a 
big part in the donation, but it did dawn on me a little bit.”  
Liz said she believes we have connections to our children. She reported people asking 
her, “When he was hurt, did you know he was hurt? Did you know? Did you feel it?” Liz said 
her response is always: 
I knew something was wrong, I just did not know what. He could have been on the side 
of the road crying in the dark with our friend, Jean. I just knew that something was not 
right, but I did not know what.  
She said, “Others ask, ‘Did you feel the dread?’ and I did not feel the dread.” She said again that 
she knew something was wrong, but she did not know what. Liz recalled that when they were 
gathering up what they might need, going to the hospital, and getting there, there was no emotion 
attached, they just knew they had to get there and find out what was happening. She reported that 
the emotion comes later, when you are by yourself and you are wondering, “Why did this 
happen?” Liz noted that she hears people say it happened for a reason, but that this is not her 
belief system. She stated, “It happened because someone was doing something stupid. The 30-





At the time of the interview, Bill was a married man, in his 70s and identified as 
Caucasian and Catholic. Bill explained that his story began about 13 years ago, on a Monday, 
“when my oldest son called me to say that his younger brother had been acting strange.” Bill’s 
younger son, Steve, was a 38-year-old, white, male and he “was acting abnormally.” Bill told the 
story of how Steve “was kind of like mimicking a football player, like a linesman down in that 
three-point stance and running into the dresser and doors in his apartment.” Bill said this is what 
he heard from his oldest son, Mark. Bill said Steve’s girlfriend had called Mark, the older of 
Bill’s two sons, for help because of Steve’s odd behavior. Bill said Mark went to the apartment 
of his younger brother and “tried to talk to him and realized something was not right.” Bill said 
Steve “did not drink, did not do drugs, he was just acting very, very strange.” Bill said, Mark 
took his brother to the hospital and on the way to the hospital, Mark called and told Bill what 
was going on and that he was taking Steve to the ER. Bill reported he told his sons to “let me 
know what was going on.” He explained: 
I had no clue what the problem was. I did not want to crowd up the ER, so I just waited 
here and next thing I know, my oldest called to let me know his brother had been 
admitted and we went down to the hospital. 
Bill addressed the time at the hospital, he said, “We visited a while and came home. No 
one knew what the problem was. They were running scans and MRIs and things like that.” Bill 
said his memory “gets very cloudy about the events of the next while.” He offered, “I hope you 
can appreciate that.” He said he and his wife, Teri, decided that they should stay in the room with 
Steve that night. Bill shared what it was like in the hours over Monday evening, “Steve had a lot 




He was not communicating. He was just lying there and was on a ventilator. Friends 
came in and stopped by. I remember just sitting next to him holding his hand and I said, 
“If you can hear me squeeze my finger,” and there was just a slight squeeze on my finger, 
and I was really encouraged at that point that everything was going to turn out okay, but 
it didn’t. 
Bill said he and his wife spent the night with Steve at the hospital. Bill reported they 
“maybe got an hour of sleep.” He recalled that, “The next morning, they came in again and took 
Steve out again for more tests.” Bill reported his memory was “a little blurry about the exact line 
up over the next few hours.” He said he does remember that he requested a visit from a priest, 
and last rites for Steve. He recalled Steve was delivered back to his hospital room and then the 
doctor came in. Bill reported he does not recall the doctor’s name, but said:  
He came early in the morning, maybe 6:00 or 7:00 or something like that. And he did 
some tests on Steve at that time. This kind of pissed me off. The doctor was very cavalier 
about it. I wanted to jump across the bed and hit the guy. He was moving around that 
intubation tube and getting no response and I just thought; I didn’t like it, let me put it 
that way. 
Bill recalled that after the doctor performed his tests, he shared the results of the scans 
from earlier that morning. He said the doctor explained that there was an aneurysm on Steve’s 
brainstem, and “it had effectively shut him down.” Bill reported the doctor pronounced Steve 
dead. 
Bill said he walked out of Steve’s room and remembers Mark and some family members 




I remember my oldest son coming around the desk there in the lobby. He just kind of 
looked at me and I shook my head no. My younger son had been pronounced dead just 
before that. Somewhere in that meeting in the hallway outside of my son’s room, with 
Steve still in the hospital room, sometime in that meeting with friends and relatives, 
somebody from the OPO approached me. I do not know if it was a man or a woman. I 
don’t know black, white. I just don’t know who it was. There were two members from 
the OPO there and they asked me if my son was an organ donor and I said you know that 
has never really come up. I honestly don’t know.  
He reported that the OPO checked whatever database they checked 13 years ago and 
realized Steve was not a registered organ donor. Bill said they told him that Steve was not 
registered and asked if he would consent to Steve’s becoming an organ donor. Bill explained:  
They went over the procedures as far as what can be donated and they went through the 
organs to the retinas and corneas, skin grafts, and bone marrow and things like that, and I 
was still in shock. I said, “You know I can’t do this alone. I realize you need a decision, 
but I don’t want to do this.”  
Bill explained that he grabbed his wife, Teri, who was Steve’s stepmom and Mark, his 
oldest son and the three of them went into some room in the hospital. Bill said he told them what 
had happened, that he had been approached, that Steve was being considered for organ donation. 
Bill said they discussed it. Bill reported:  
We realized my son was a real outgoing guy, he loved helping people and had just a hell 
of a sense of humor. And we came to a collective decision that this is what he would have 




Bill explained how they decided in this room in the hospital that Steve would be considered, that 
he could be an organ donor. Bill shared that the next detail in his memory is that Steve was 
wheeled out of the room, they planned Steve’s funeral, and everything proceeded after that.  
Bill addressed the consent to donate. He stated:  
I did not feel the need to talk to the priest about organ donation. Organ donation and 
religious last rites, I do not think I would ever have associated those two. I was a father 
making a decision and I did not need the input of a priest. I had the input of my wife and 
my surviving son. Outside of that, I did not feel it was necessary to talk to anybody else 
about the donation decision. 
Bill reported that the subject of organ donation had never come up in family discussions. He 
said, “It was just not something we had discussed.” 
Bill recalled: 
What stands out about that day is really bad, bad feelings about that doctor. I can picture 
that little guy doing what he was doing and my urge to hurt him. I guess I thought he was 
hurting my son and I found that tough to deal with. He was very nonchalant about it. 
Your son is dead, and I have to get down to the next room. That was the attitude 
expressed. That, I did not like. Still chaps me. If I could see him. If I knew who he was, I 
would probably try to knock him out. He was just doing his job, but he was just so 
uncaring. You know, you can’t do anything about that. It’s just the way the guy is. I did 
not want the guy to baby me. I just wanted a little compassion. You know? Your son just, 
you know, I am declaring him dead. But none of that. You know his bed side manner 
sucked.  




I remember my family arriving. I cannot say that being approached by the OPO people 
stands out. I was in a fog at that point. I know they were very compassionate. I know they 
explained things in detail. This is the first time I had been involved in anything like this. 
So, the OPO people were very professional, they were kind, they were caring. And well, 
they facilitated everything. 
Bill said that over the years, he has done a lot of volunteer work with the OPO. He reported, 
“Now that I know more, in hindsight, I appreciate how they handled it.”  
Bill said he can remember his family there:  
Them coming around that nurses’ station is what it was. Having to break the news to 
them. I remember the conversation. The gist of the conversation with Teri and Mark in 
some kind of closet. I remember that. And I remember them wheeling my son away. 
Those are the main chunks that I remember. It was a dismal day, a dismal day.  
Bill reported that the organs Steve donated were lungs, a kidney, and a pancreas. Bill 
reported he was told there was no recipient available for his heart. He said everything was 
available from Steve, but recipients were not available. Bill stated, “You know I did ask. There 
were eight possibilities here. Why did you not use them all? And they said they did not have 
recipients ready to go to receive his heart or other organs.”  
Bill reported that “a couple of years after Steve passed away,” he initiated the request to 
meet the recipients. He explained that the only response was from a grandmother in a small town 
nearby. He said she did not speak English so everything that was conducted with her was 
through her adult daughter. He stated that they agreed to meet Bill and his family and that came 
to fruition. He reported the meeting was arranged by the OPO and was set to take place at a 




transplant. He reported that the daughter told them about how her mother had lost her skin tone 
and was kind of yellowish due to years of dialysis; she could not enjoy her grandchildren; and 
her quality of life was not very good. He said, then she received Steve’s kidney. Bill said, “That 
is the one family that responded to my request and it was an amazing meeting.”  
Bill said the recipient was in a wheelchair and her daughter pushed her into the lobby. He 
reported that he and his family were in the hospital lobby waiting to meet them. He described 
how as the recipient entered the lobby, she looked across the way and somehow, she knew. Bill 
said she had never met them and had never seen pictures of them or anything like that, but she 
pointed to Mark and said, “That is his brother.” Bill said that is what the daughter explained to 
them. Bill said, “I do not know how she knew that, but she did.” Bill said he approached the lady 
and her daughter and greeted them. He explained that he knew the woman had Steve’s kidney 
and through the daughter he asked what side, and the lady touched her right side. Bill said he 
asked her if he could put his hand there. He said he “Just wanted to be close to my son,” and she 
said yes. Bill described: 
I put my hand there and it was like I got shocked. It was surreal. It was a moment I will 
never forget. I put my hand there and realized a part of my son was right there. It was 
tremendous. It was surreal. It was like wow, is this really happening? The emotion I felt 
was kind of like happy and it was bittersweet. 
Bill shared that his family and the recipient’s family even exchanged Christmas cards over the 
years. He said they did not get one this past year. He said he does not know how she is, but hopes 
she is okay. Bill said: 
The daughter told me that her mother’s quality of life had improved exponentially. She 




of the past. Her quality of life had really improved. And I felt good for her, for that. And I 
knew Steve has caused that and it was kind of a relief that out of this horrible situation 
that some good has come. 
When asked if there was anything else, he wanted to share, Bill said, “I have had things 
happen. I don’t know if this is germane, but I have experienced things that in my mind, that tell 
me Steve is still here in spirit.” He explained that there have been several things that have 
happened, sharing that one he says, “just boggles my mind.” Bill shared the details of how they 
returned home from the cemetery after Steve was buried and as they pulled into the driveway, 
Bill noticed that across the street, there were balloons attached to the neighbor’s 6-foot wooden 
fence. He said the balloons were each tied to a string and the strings were stapled or tied to each 
slat of the fence and the balloons were green and blue. Bill noted that somebody had something 
going on at the neighbor’s house. He said he figured they were celebrating the birth of a child 
and reported: 
I really wanted to go over and ask. Was it a boy or a girl? Because in my desire to keep 
Steve around, I am hoping in reincarnation and that Steve is now a baby across the street. 
That’s really, that is how I felt.  
Bill said he did not go to the neighbor’s house; he did not go ask about the balloons. He said 
instead, he went into his own home and looked back through his front window at the balloons on 
the fence, blowing around, but held on by strings; it was a very windy afternoon. He added that a 
little later, he went out to the patio in his own backyard and while he was in his backyard, sitting 
on his patio, one of the green balloons came over his gate.  




The balloon came across the street, came over the gate, and came down the side of my 
house. It had to in order to get where it ended up. It hovered right there next to my patio, 
probably 10 or 12 feet from me and it hovered there. It was a green balloon. It hovered 
there on this windy day. This balloon is hovering there. I looked at it and I said, “Steve? 
Is that you?” And this balloon which was kind of a fluorescent green got brighter. Call it 
a hallucination. Call it whatever you like. It got brighter, then it got normal, like its 
normal shade of green, and it got brighter again, and I called Teri. She came out and the 
balloon went in a straight line down the side of my yard. It didn’t go up. It didn’t go 
down. It just went in a straight line, dragging the string behind it. It went about 45 or 50 
feet, went over my back fence, went through my neighbor’s yard, about another 50 or 60 
feet and then it bobbed some and it was gone. We were just looking at it. It is one of the 
most surreal things that has ever happened to me.  
I was just, how does it hover on a windy day? How did it get into my yard from 
across the street? It’s one of those things of Steve telling me, “Hey Dad, I am okay, I’ll 
get you through this.” It was probably the most surreal thing regarding my son’s passing. 
I will never forget that.  
Bill stated that 2, or maybe 3 years ago, he spoke to the OPO staff to re-initiate the 
attempt to meet the other recipients. He said, “I have not heard anything, and I do not want to be 
pushy. I want to respect their privacy. Their non-responsiveness is for their own reason.” He said 
he does not know their reasons for not responding, and he guessed, “I do not know. Maybe they 
feel guilty. I just do not know.” Bill explained that he cannot challenge them, so he has to respect 




It is probably a selfish reason. I want to know that somebody benefited from my loss. 
Like the recipient we did meet. She benefitted. That was kind of cathartic for me. To hear 
that someone else, that two or three others benefitted would, I can’t say solidify my 
opinion, but it would make me feel better. Feel better that Steve’s passing was not in 
vain.  
Bill reported he is a volunteer speaker for the OPO. He speaks to groups at the OPO, the 
trainings and the balloon releases and things like that. He admitted: 
Part of that is selfish because that is very cathartic for me. There was a time when I could 
not talk about this. I did not want to talk about it. It hurt too much. It opened that wound. 
It took me a while.  
Bill shared that it was about 3 years before he was able to “have a conversation without just 
losing it” and then he “finally got up enough courage” to get in front of a class of medical 
workers learning about organ donation. He said, “It was rough, and I broke down a few times 
and people just need to know. I am not telling you a bedtime story. I am telling you about 
tragedy.” He reported that the audience was very considerate and understanding. Bill shared:  
It is cathartic for me to be able to talk about Steve’s death. Every time I do, it gets a little 
easier. It’s not tremendously hard. It’s not the easiest thing in the world I have ever done. 
But I find it cathartic for me to talk and it gets a little easier to talk about it and I do not 
get as emotional. Like I said, it benefits me to talk about it also.  
Bill stated that he wanted to talk about one more memory. He said, that after Steve died, 
“my life was really hell. I just really did not even want to live. I just, I felt bad.” He said he knew 
his wife felt bad also and while he “did not want to,” his wife pushed him until he, “actually 




Steve’s death, was really hard to do with the psychiatrist. You know, to open your soul to a 
stranger.” Bill stated that he was not a nice person at times. Then, Bill added: 
But talking to the psychiatrist and venting my feelings and hearing my wife. She was not 
feeling very good about this either. That, I found to be beneficial. If you get a chance to 
encourage anyone to do that, I don’t think it hurts to drop a hint to get professional 
advice. 
When you talk to folks who have been through this, they are probably going to be like 
me, I do not need that crap, it is all hoodoo and smoke and mirrors, but it proved to be 
beneficial. It was maybe ten or twelve or more sessions; I do not recall. That was kind of 
like one of the spokes in the wheel of the recovery process which is still going on.  
Bill said he thinks of Steve every day and is sure his wife does too. Bill closed with: 
As I tell people, it is a pain you never ever get over. It never goes away. But it does get a 
little softer. It lessens it a little bit. You never get over something like that. As I tell folks 
you never get over it, but you have to get through it.  
Diane  
At the time of this interview, Diane was in her 60s, a married Black woman, and 
Christian, and she held a master’s degree. She and her husband Richard had five daughters. 
Diane began the interview with some background on her daughter, Carolyn, who became a donor 
about 10 years ago. 
Diane is married to Richard. Carolyn was their third child. Diane stated that somewhere 
around age 9 months to a year old, Carolyn became ill with a high fever that resulted in a 
“profound hearing loss.” Diane explained, “I think her illness did have something to do with her 
depression disorder. She had major depressive disorder.” Diane stated that they were seeing 




varying degrees of success with Carolyn. She said a teacher that Carolyn “loved very much” died 
in a car accident. Diane shared, “Carolyn was feeling just like, all these connections that she had 
were just leaving.” She explained further, “Kids being kids in their late teens and early 20s are 
not the most mature and so even in the groups she was with, there were not really solid 
friendships.” 
Diane said, “We have all heard of terminal illness. Carolyn had terminal mental health. 
Terminal depression is what she had. There just really was not anything that was going to cure 
her.” She reported, when Carolyn was in her 20s, she tried different jobs, she tried living with 
different sisters and according to Diane, “it was just always so difficult.” Diane said, “She just 
she did not really make the best choices in friends sometimes.” She explained, that a young man 
she liked had a birthday party, and she found out about that and had not been invited. Diane said 
that this left Carolyn hurt and upset.  
Diane recalled how she went to dinner with all five of her daughters on a Saturday night 
and they “had a nice time.” She said on Sunday, Carolyn attended a church service with her 
youngest sister. Diane reported the two sisters often attended church together. She explained that 
she is, “not sure what the actual event was but something made her angry on Monday morning.” 
Diane said she was at work and had left her telephone in the car. She recalled that when 
she was able to listen to her voicemails, she had numerous messages from another daughter, 
Sarah, saying, “Mom call me. Mom call me.” Diane recalled that somehow, she “just knew that 
something had happened,” so she called and asked what had happened. She said Sarah only told 
her to get to the hospital right away. Diane recalled saying, “Just tell me what has happened,” 
and Sarah told her that Carolyn was in the hospital and she should just come to the hospital and 




Diane commented that while she was driving to the hospital, she was going through all 
these thoughts in her mind including, “maybe she has done something to herself. OK now I am 
going have to figure out how to get services and you know maybe she is in a coma.” Diane 
reported, “I got there, and I went to the emergency room and it took them so long.” She recalled 
telling the ER receptionist, that she was there for Carolyn, and how it seemed forever that she 
was standing and waiting before a female priest opened the door.  
Diane reported that the priest took her to a room where she saw her husband, Richard, 
and daughter, Sarah. She explained how “it was weird considering it was somebody's office. This 
man was there trying to ignore us. Richard was in the corner and he just seemed so cold.” She 
explained that Richard was the one that found Carolyn. Diane explained that, Carolyn had called 
him and left a message that morning saying how “she was mad at the world and hated the 
world.” Diane said that Carolyn had done this before. 
Diane explained further that Richard decided he would “go home and see what she is 
upset about.” She said Richard usually walked to work, but “he ran to get back home to check on 
Carolyn.” Diane said she could tell “Richard was quiet” and that “he was quite traumatized.” 
Diane reported her perception, “I could just tell he was sad.” Diane recalled asking where 
Carolyn was and if she could see her. She said she was looking at Sarah too and that her daughter 
would not look up at her. She said Richard would not look at her either. Diane said she asked 
them, “So, she is gone? Is that it? She is gone?” Diane recalled, “They could not say it” and that 
after that, in her memory, things begin to blur. Diane said, “Finally I told the priest, I said, ‘I just 
want to see her’ and so she said ‘OK.’ So the priest arranged that.” Diane explained that she does 




knew the death was by hanging. She was unsure of what she might expect to see. Diane reported, 
“I mean I did not see anything awful.” 
Diane recalled going into a room where Carolyn was and seeing Carolyn’s eyes a little bit 
open and how she had “a flutter of a thought, oh, she is not dead.” Diane reported that Sarah is 
the one that closed Carolyn’s eyes. Diane said that her daughter, Sarah, was upset that no one 
had closed Carolyn’s eyes. Diane shared that the doctor did not have anything to say. She said, “I 
asked, ‘Do you think she suffered or anything?’ and he said, ‘no she did not.’” She recalled that 
the doctor added nothing more in response. Diane explained that her perception was, “He did not 
say anything which is worse than details.” Diane remembered holding Carolyn and telling her, 
“It is okay,” and then leaving Carolyn; that Richard was there and upset and then they went back 
into another office to “take care of stuff.” She explained there were forms to be signed, 
instructions for funeral home choice, and what seemed like a great number of tasks to complete. 
Diane said she “remembered the day Carolyn got her driver’s license” and how they were 
“so excited that she (Carolyn) was a registered organ donor.” Diane recalled Carolyn’s 
excitement at seeing the heart designation on her license. She explained: 
A few years before that day in the hospital, there was a talk show on television where 
they were talking about donors and how one donor saved nine or ten people. On this 
show, the donor family came out, and all of the recipients that lived because of that 
donor’s family, and my daughter and I were just really touched by that. Right away, 
Carolyn got online and registered to become an organ donor.  
Diane said, “When we were sitting there in the office, I realized this and I said, ‘My 
daughter wanted to be a donor, can we make sure that happens?’” She recalled that the priest said 




could not donate blood, but they were able to donate her corneas. Diane shared, “I thought that 
would have made her really happy. She just had the most beautiful eyes. I know it is not the 
color or the whole eye, but I think that was so appropriate.” Diane also shared, “She has been 
gone about 10 years. I do not stop thinking about her. I think about her every day. We have a 
little place in our garden in our backyard that we dedicated to her.”  
Diane explained her connection to volunteer speaking saying someone told her about it as 
a positive way to help; that she could give talks for them. She explained that when people have a 
direct connection to organ donation then they make sure they are registered, even if they had not 
thought about it before. She said some she has spoken to just had not thought about it, or there 
are lots of questions people have, like, “Do they really make sure you are dead?” Diane said, 
“Just things that we know because we know. I can understand the skepticism. It was an easy 
decision for all of us and we all know that is what we want done for each of us.”  
When asked if religion or spirituality played a part in the decision to donate, Diane 
reported: 
I do not know that we had a second thought about it. I certainly did not think so. I never 
thought anything about was it against our religion to be a donor or anything like that. I 
just thought of it as a gift to someone that you give. That it is possible from all your pain 
that you can help someone else. It fits in with my basic belief that Jesus would like it. So 
that was not a difficult thing at all, it was just the thing to do. 
Diane stated that as a result of Carolyn’s donation, all of her family are registered organ donors. 
Diane recalled lessons she feels she has learned from a show she watched about teenage 




The way people picked at each other and parents trying to help and not necessarily 
knowing what to do. There are so many different things parents cannot take care of. You 
are missing something here that is going on over there, and then to have deafness on top 
of it. I think that made it very hard on Carolyn. Not on everyone. She has deaf friends 
who now have children and so I do not know why that could not happen for her. 
In regard to relationships with recipients, Diane stated, “I have never had word from 
any of the recipients. I wanted to. I did say I was open to it. I asked the eye bank, ‘Do you 
promise that somebody really did get to see?’” She recalled that the eye bank confirmed that 
there were recipients.  
Diane explained what emotion has stayed with her. She said that with each child, she 
loved being pregnant, loved having the babies, loved nursing the babies; that there was not 
anything she did not enjoy about the experiences. She stated: 
Each baby was just like a new little universe, a new little treasure. Each was a good thing 
for me. So, for me it is just always a sad thing. It is that she is not here. I have had a child 
that is not here. I looked back at some pictures from Carolyn’s childhood and saw a 
picture of her sitting on the counter and she had a big bow in her hair. Seeing things like 
that are poignant. 
Diane addressed concern for her husband: 
When we would watch television and I could tell someone was going to have a suicide by 
hanging, I would try to send my husband to do something else because I did not want him 
to be retraumatized having to see that. Or, we went to the movies once and it was a 




Asked if there were any additional comments she would like to add, Diane said, “It is 
hard to know what to say really. It is just such a big and constant loss.” She reported she is 
sometimes able to reach out for support, and sometimes she cannot. She stated, “It is just 
something. You never know how you are going to be.” She reported that for her it is “still hard to 
just sit and chit chat.” The reason she offered was that a part of her “just feels like this is all 
pretty meaningless.” She added, “I do not mean that in a bad way, it just still feels weird to me to 
laugh about anything with people.” She stated that she does engage with friends and family and 
is “not a complete recluse,” but that engagement with people makes her “conscious of she 
(Carolyn) is not here to do that.” She said, “I am sure that is a very unhealthy thing, but it is just 
always there. She is always there, but I think that is the way it should be.”  
Diane described Carolyn as “really quite the character” and said she wishes “the world 
could have experienced her” and that “she was so funny.” This was followed by, “Yet she could 
be so devastatingly sad or have devastating anger.” Diane shared: 
It was hard, very hard. We would try to take a child out for her birthday dinner and 
somehow there was always a fight that would break out because of something Carolyn 
misunderstood or she did not like, and then everything was ruined all the time. But she 
was ours and we loved her very much. It’s hard to know if we would want her back just 
to suffer. If she could come back healed or something, we would definitely want that.  
Diane recalled additional thoughts on her hospital experience, “No one seemed to know 
what to do or what to say.” She pointed out that she believes: 
This has to happen so much. I mean even if it is not from suicide, someone has to call and 
say a child has been in a car accident. It seems like there could have been a little bit more 




should not have to be some guy’s office that you have to go to. I am sure there must be 
rooms where you go when someone dies.  
Diane stated that her hospital experience was not good. She suggested families might be 
taken to the chapel and that her family’s experience “seemed very awkward” and that the feeling 
she had was that the staff was “not sure what to do with us.” Diane reported she thought the 
priest was “very nice.” She recalled that she went back to the hospital to visit with the priest a 
short time later and found that the priest was no longer there. Diane stated, “It almost felt like it 
was even a new experience for her” and suggested there be more than one person on a team to 
care for a family living her family’s experience. 
Diane commented on her concern for her husband’s care. She stated, “Everyone was 
focusing on me, but my husband was horrifically broken.” She further described, “Richard was 
like, ‘This is going to kill your mother.’ Yet I felt like I was trying to orchestrate everything. It 
just became surreal. There needs to be someone who realizes what is going on with people.”  
Diane suggested that a psychological support person would be a good addition to the 
hospital staff. She pointed out, “That does not guarantee the right things have been done or said. 
But I think places that deal with this should maybe have someone dealing specifically with the 
bereaved.” She recalled thinking, “Understanding what is happening to people that have been 
shocked would have been helpful” adding, “but the priest was kind.”  
Diane further commented, “I think it went as well as something traumatic can go” adding, 
“I think everyone actually did the best that they could.” Diane returned to her comments on the 




The worst thing was that man in the office who actually acted like we were all bothering 
him. That was the worst thing. He finally got up and took his stuff and marched out. It 
was like he seemed angry. That was probably the worst thing. 
Diane said, “I think when that happens it probably does not matter as much about a room or 
office as much as how people treat you.” 
Cindy 
At the time of the interview, Cindy, a Christian woman, was in her 50s, Caucasian, with a 
master’s degree. Her encounter with organ donation began about 17 years ago, on a Friday night. 
She reported she and her husband had attended a party for members of the church council. Her 
husband, David, was ending his 2-year term on the council. Cindy said, “We all had a great time. 
He was he was kind of a wine connoisseur, so he was opening the wine and he was just a goofy, 
fun guy, kind of the life of the party.” She explained that David was directing the kids’ handbell 
group and was teaching an adult Sunday school class. Cindy said, “It was one of the best times in 
our marriage. It was like everything was just going really, really good.”  
She recalled that their 12-year-old son was spending the night with his best friend and 
that she and David were home before 9:00 p.m. because their 10-year-old my daughter was out 
with another family and they were going to bring her home at 9:00. Cindy shared that by 10:30, 
the three of them, Cindy, David and their daughter “piled in bed” and were watching a television 
show about stupid pet tricks. Cindy remarked, “It's amazing, the things you remember. But we 
were watching these stupid pet tricks and we were just giggling and laughing, and everything had 
just been a great, great night.” She said that shortly thereafter, they sent their daughter to bed and 
turned off the television.  
Cindy said she was reading and probably fell asleep around midnight. She recalled that 




to adjust his mouth position to end the beeping alarm. Cindy said, “I am like nudging him, ‘Hey! 
Fix the machine! Close your mouth!’ Whatever, make that beeping stop.” She said she then 
realized he was not responding to her.  
She said, “I was like on top of him, beating his chest. I was like, what is happening 
here?” She reported that after the initial, momentary panic, she dialed 911 and screamed for their 
daughter to go down and watch for the ambulance. Cindy said, “We lived out in the suburbs in a 
wealthy neighborhood and they came quickly.” She said the police arrived first and came in. 
Cindy explained that earlier, she had instructed her daughter to go get the neighbors. She said her 
daughter did run next door and returned with a report that the neighbors did not answer the door, 
but that she did hear their dog begin to bark. Cindy recalled commenting that the dog barking 
will wake them. She said her daughter told her that since they did not answer the door, she had 
called them by telephone using the number she (Cindy) had posted on the refrigerator for 
emergencies. Cindy said, “In all this chaos, she thought to go look at the number on the fridge 
and call the neighbors.”  
She recalled that the neighbors came over immediately and took care of her daughter 
downstairs while the paramedics and police arrived and came upstairs. She reported that the first 
to arrive were the police. Cindy stated, “I am on the phone with 911, trying to do CPR.” And 
explained, before neighbors and police had arrived, her 10-year-old daughter had helped her 
mother move her father from the bed to the floor. Cindy said, “I do not know how we did that. 
We kind of shoved him onto the floor and you know, when you think back 17 years later, it is 
kind of comical.” 
Cindy said she felt grateful for the neighbors arriving to help care for her daughter. She 




telephone where the 911 operator had stayed on the line with her. Cindy added, “I was not 
thinking that I could have put the 911 operator on speakerphone. I was holding the phone trying 
to do CPR and it was not working.”  
Cindy recalled that the paramedics worked on him for 45 minutes and they said, “We are 
not getting him back.” She said the paramedics continued CPR all the way to the ambulance. 
Cindy described, “I mean they have him on a gurney, one person is sitting on top of him, one is 
bagging him, and one is doing CPR. This whole team of folks. I had a house full of cops and 
paramedics.” She added, “In that town, all of them come. You get service like you would not 
believe.” 
Cindy said a policeman offered to make calls for her. She said she called David’s parents 
and then she left to go to the hospital. Cindy explained that one week earlier, her in-laws had left 
from her home after a 3-week visit and that during that 3 weeks, her in-laws were able to 
befriend Cindy and David’s pastor. She recalled that her father-in-law also knew their bishop. 
She said she later learned that after hearing news of the events, her father-in-law made a 2:00 
a.m. telephone call to the bishop to get the telephone number for Cindy and David’s pastor.  
Cindy explained that while the next-door neighbor had arrived to watch her daughter, the 
neighbor from across the street also came to help. She stated that they were a young couple with 
young kids, a little younger than Cindy and David’s two children. Cindy said, “Bless his heart, 
he stayed with me. He drove me to the hospital. He was like steady rock.” She recalled, “It was 
not long, they put me in a private room.” 
Cindy said, “We were sitting in this in this room and the doctor came in and said he is 
gone.” She explained further that she understood he was “gone in the house,” that “he died as 




organ donor? What funeral home? I have no answers for them except that he is an organ donor. 
That was the only question they asked me that I could actually answer.” She added: 
The organ donor thing, in my mind, was kind of done. I never gave it another thought. I 
never gave it another thought except to ask them, how can you get the funeral home when 
the organ donor folks are going to be here?  
The response Cindy recalled was, “They said, believe me they will be done before the funeral 
home can get here, and they were right.” She said she understood that it was a big hospital and 
they had people on call. Then she added: 
I mean I had no idea that people were on call all the time and I guess you have to if you 
are an organ donor. You have to have a team of people on call. Right? I did not really 
know anything about it. 
She said she was assured, “We are good; it is already done.” Cindy remembered asking about 
what organs could have been donated due to the heart attack, “but they could not tell me what 
organs.” The memory of the response included, “they are like, ‘don’t worry about it. They will 
assess and see what they can use.’” Cindy recalled knowing nothing more than that, and that she 
“then dismissed it” and “never gave it another thought.”  
She said time passed and months after David’s death a letter arrived from the OPO. She 
described that her “mind was blown.” Cindy’s described her life, “Within that first year, I was 
still trying to figure out how to just get up every morning and get the kids off to school and go 
back to bed and get up in time to make dinner.” Life insurance from David’s death allowed her 
to quit her job. She reported this meant she “was home, not doing well at all.” Cindy said that she 




Cindy recalled, the letter from the OPO “was just like this light opened up.” She 
remembered thinking: 
It was like, oh my gosh, they were able to use his skin to save burn victims and that was 
just like this breath of fresh air in the midst of all this darkness and doom and gloom. 
Getting that letter and seeing what they had done was probably one of the most amazing 
days in that first year. I will never forget that day.  
The letter accompanied a “beautiful little medallion thing with the logo on it and his name.” She 
added, “This was like this little miracle that landed in my lap in the midst of darkness and it 
brought light. It was an amazing, amazing time.” Cindy said her children used it when making 
steppingstone at one of the grief camps they attended. She recalled, “The children asked me if 
they could use ‘that organ donor thing,’ so I let them embed that in the steppingstone.” Cindy 
recalled: 
The kids thought it was really special too, and they wanted that, and they put it right in 
the center of that stepping stone they made and it was really just such a cool thing and it 
just gave us all kind of a breath to just be able to celebrate something good that came out 
of his death.  
Cindy pointed out that letter from the OPO as, “the beginning of my better healing 
process that had not really gone very well until that point.” She reported that the information 
from the OPO “was good news that could be shared with the family, with friends, and with the 
people at church.” Cindy recalled thinking: 
This is incredible. I had no clue that skin was even considered an organ. It never dawned 




They just glowed, just beautiful bright green. I desperately wanted someone to have his 
corneas, but they could not do that. But they did use his skin. 
Cindy said, “Other people had questions like how much skin and where did they get the 
skin?” She reported that her response was, “I do not know, and I do not care. I did not have those 
questions. I just knew that his skin saved somebody's life or helped them have a better life.” 
Cindy reported that knowing someone’s life was improved was important to her. She explained, 
“It was just amazing. From that point on I had that little bright spot. In the back of my mind was 
the scripture, ‘God gives us everything for good.’” Cindy stated, “When your husband dies, you 
do not really find a lot of good there.” She reported that they had been “right at a point in our 
marriage when everything was just so really, really good.”  
She said that before David died, both he and Cindy were already registered organ donors. 
Cindy did not recall the reason they registered stating, “It seems like I had just always wanted to 
be an organ donor.” She explained that some people feel like it is a violation of the body but that 
her thought is, “heck no” that “if somebody can take part of my body to live, okay.” She reported 
that she and David had discussed death and dying and organ donation. She explained that they 
had both lost grandmothers, then her father died, followed shortly thereafter by her mother; so, 
they had experienced death and making final arrangements in their years together. She recalled 
that with these experiences, they talked about what they wanted for themselves and that organ 
donation was part of that, as was their stating their choice to be cremated.  
Cindy stated, “David’s death started lots of conversations about organ donation, about 
making sure your family knows what you want. She reported, “He and I had discussed organ 
donation and we each knew what each wanted. I knew he was an organ donor.” Cindy said that 




donor. She said, “It is on my driver’s license and my family knows.” Cindy said she recently 
looked at her license to see that the heart was there. She added, “I just do not know how many 
people look at that. I do not know if that is always looked at when someone dies in an accident. 
So, I make sure my family knows.” 
Cindy reported she made no effort to communicate with or about recipients of David’s 
donation. She explained that she was, “probably was not in the mindset to pursue that” because 
she felt like they “had a few dark years.” She further explained, “I think, had I been in a better 
place then, I probably would have pursued that. I think it would be cool to know how many, 
what their lives were like, and how their lives were changed.”  
When asked about a spiritual or religious motivation to become an organ donor, Cindy 
reported: 
There was no religious or spiritual aspect with David’s decision to become an organ 
donor. He was a science guy all the way. He saw it as a practical thing to do and the right 
thing to do. For him it was about, “What do I need it for? Someone else might as well 
make some use of it.” It was more of a practical matter for him. 
Cindy explained:  
He would have loved the fact that he helped those burn victims in their recovery. He was 
not a real emotional guy for the most part, but he had a really soft heart and he would 
have given someone the shirt off of his back. It would have made him really, really happy 
to know that part of him made someone else happy, which made us happy.  
When Cindy recalled long-lasting effects of the event, she reported:  
Having to tell my son was absolute worst moment of that whole night. He was still at his 




a.m. in the morning. I needed my son to be home. He is my Asperger’s child, so I was not 
sure how he was going to respond, and he was with his absolute best friend of all time. 
Cindy reported that she waited until about 6:00 a.m. before she called. She recalled that the early 
morning call woke the family and that when she shared the news with the mom, her friend, “of 
course my friend got hysterical.” Cindy recalled telling her, “I need you to calm down.” Cindy 
told her she needed to get her son. Cindy explained: 
My son was like this mass of confusion. Pastor is there with mom. I am in the back seat 
with him and I have to tell him what has happened. That was the most awful moment of 
my life. My daughter was there and had experienced the whole thing. That is maybe the 
first worse thing, that she experienced it all right with me. I was wishing she had spent 
the night with her friend. I was wishing she had not been there either. But she had helped 
me. But, telling my son, knowing that with his Asperger’s, he was not going to show me 
his feelings reliably and I did not know what to do for him because he was very stoic. 
And then he finally cried. He did not understand what he was feeling.  
People on the Autism spectrum do not interpret feelings very well or know what 
to do with them except rage. He was 12 and we had him stable, but in the months and 
years to come his body would change and he would change and become unstable. Both of 
my kids became very unstable. But that moment of having to speak those words. My 
daughter was there, she knew exactly what happened. My son had no clue. He had no 
frame of reference for what I was telling him. He just stared at me like, what are you 
saying? 
Cindy said they talked about it later, several years later. She recalled her son telling her, 




that the hours after, together in their home, they “just sat there.” She recalled her children sitting 
near her, “wrapped around each other.” She recalled that all the neighbors were there, the pastor 
and his wife, “and everyone just sat there;” and “it just became very surreal after that.”  
Cindy said that later, they talked about the organ donation and the children knew and 
celebrated it and said, “Daddy would have liked that a lot.” Cindy explained, “They knew that 
about their dad. And, that was something we all could celebrate together.” 
When asked if there was anything else she would like to add, Cindy recalled her mother’s 
death. She explained that in hindsight, she knows there was the opportunity for organ donation, 
but no one asked. She reported: 
Nobody asked us that question. She was in a coma before we disconnected her, and 
nobody asked us if she was an organ donor. She died in 1998. She had a routine surgery 
and then had a pulmonary embolism afterwards and just did not recover from that. But 
nobody asked us about organ donation. She would have loved that. 
Fran 
At the time of this interview, Fran was a divorced Christian woman, a Caucasian, in her 
50s, with a high school education. About 18 months ago, the oldest of Fran’s three sons, 
Anderson, would become a victim of homicide and an organ donor. Fran reported her son was a 
registered organ donor. She said she was very proud of his decision to do that. She stated, 
basically, he was in the ICU for 3 days, “pretty much in a coma.”  
She said she is not sure what day it was that the OPO representatives met with them. She 
recalled that they checked in once “just to say, hey, this is us.” She said they introduced 
themselves and let them know they would get back in touch with us and go over some things and 
then we did meet again for about 40 or 45 minutes. Fran recalled that they “had a litany of 




questions” and “not just generic questions, but personal ones.” She said they “asked everything 
about him” but still made it a very painless process.  
The OPO representatives were both “very compassionate during the question and answer 
period” and made that “as painless as possible,” they walked them through the whole process 
from beginning to end. She said they were “fantastic, very compassionate, very knowledgeable, 
and straight to the point but not abrupt, even to the point where they wheeled him out of the 
hospital and into the ambulance.” She added that seeing him wheeled out was difficult. Of the 
OPO, she explained, “They did not muddy the waters or anything like that.”  
She said she could tell they were observing to see what pace she was going and making 
sure they were not rushing her in any way. She reported the OPO representatives were “very 
impressive.”  
Fran explained that Anderson was a victim of homicide. She reported her son was 34 
years old and that he registered to become an organ donor with his first driver’s license when he 
was 16 years old. She said she thought he signed up to be an organ donor “because he felt like 
that was the responsible thing to do.” She said, “When you are dead, what are you going to do 
with your stuff?” Fran described her son as “always a very giving compassionate person and he 
always wanted to give back and do whatever he could to help other people.” She said she knew 
that he was an organ donor, but they never talked about the specifics of organ donation. She 
stated, “I just knew that he had made that selection.”  
Fran said she did not know how much religious or spiritual thought impacted her son’s 
decision to be become a donor. She added, “I mean, we are Christians, and we believe you have 




donor as well.” Fran offered, “If something good can come out of loss, what else would you want 
to do?”  
Fran said it was hard when Anderson was wheeled out of the hospital and into the 
ambulance that was taking him to the flight pad. She said that has really stayed with her because 
“it just felt so final” even though she was comforted by the fact that he had chosen to be an organ 
donor. She said, “There was just something about the reality that he was going to be cut up into 
little pieces. That kind of hit me there for a while.” Fran stated she did not regret his decision to 
become a donor, but that this thought “just made it a little more intense.” Anderson had to be air 
flighted to a larger town for the organ donation surgery.   
Fran reported she has not met any of the recipients. She stated she wrote to all of the 
recipients a few months after Anderson died. She explained that she wanted them to know she 
“would love to hear from them and hear their story;” she added, “kind of assuring them that it 
would not be an upset to me.” Fran recalled that some of the literature she was given about 
recipients said that recipients might be afraid they will upset the donor family; or they have 
feelings of guilt over the situation.  
Fran reported she wrote to all of the recipients and received a letter back from one of the 
kidney recipients, and then about a year later, a detailed letter from a gentleman who received 
Anderson’s liver. Fran said she “would love to hear from all of them.” She said she will always 
cherish their correspondence, which included family photos. Fran offered, “It is nice to have a 
face with the organ.” Fran explained that she feels hearing from recipients is “a very healing 
process.” She said both of the recipients she has heard from are doing well. She said the letter 
she received from the liver recipient was a 2-page typed letter in which he shared his whole 




liver, but it fell through. Fran shared that the recipient was in the hospital at the same time as 
Anderson and if he had not received a liver then, he would die shortly; they had given up all 
hope. Fran expressed that at the last minute, Anderson died, and his liver made it to this 
gentleman.  
She said she would “love to meet all the recipients.” She stated that she does not know if 
the recipients would think that is an invasion of their privacy, but she would love to meet all of 
them. She stated a belief that “meeting them would help with my grieving process;” adding, 
“which is something I have had trouble doing is grieving.” She stated she believes meeting 
recipients would help with her grief. She said it would “put it in perspective and be a tangible 
reality of meeting the person whose life was saved by Anderson’s death.” 
Fran explained that she has two other sons that were younger than Anderson, and she 
does not know if they are organ donors. She said she assumes they are but has never asked. Fran 
stated that she plans on volunteering for the OPO and that ultimately, she “would really love to 
be one of those people who work with [donor] families in that transition.” She explained that she 
felt the ladies who worked with her were “so impactful” and “because you can empathize with 
the family because you have been there. You know what they are going through.” She described 
how she would like to work her way up to a position where she could do that.  
Fran said the donation resulted in both kidneys, his liver, lungs and heart. She said the 
most long-lasting effect of her experience was the Honor Walk. She described that Anderson was 
on a gurney from his room all the way down the hall, and out the back door to the ambulance, 
every member of the OPO team that was there, all the nursing staff, what friends and family 
were there all just lined the walls escorting Anderson while she walked with him as he was 




would not trade.” She reported that it such a “compassionate experience” and they really are 
“honoring that family member” and they were “very genuine and sincere, and not just something 
by rote.” Fran said she was made to feel as if Anderson was “the first person they had ever done 
that with.”  
Fran explained her experience of Anderson dying on the 4th but then not being declared 
dead until the 5th. She recalled that she had to “just be there with him in the bed, on all the 
machines, keeping his body going to preserve the organs, but knowing he was dead. She reported 
that she felt that was “less than pleasant.” She said, “Fortunately, it was only overnight.” She 
shared that Anderson died around 4:30 p.m. on the 4th and they took him and did an MRI of his 
brain and the neurologist met with Fran. She explained they showed her the MRI and showed her 
that he was brain dead. Fran said the neurologist told her the only reason she could not declare 
him dead at that time was that Anderson had been given some medication and the medication 
had to have time to completely be out of his system, because theoretically it could impact stem 
cell operation. Fran reported that she understood there was no question as to whether or not he 
was brain dead. She said, “It was over. He was dead.”  
Fran explained that another neurologist declared Anderson dead at 10:10 am the next 
morning. She reported, “It was almost like he died twice.” Fran stated, “I would not want another 
family to have to sit in a room with their child knowing he was dead but listening to the 
machines making him inhale and exhale.  
Grace 
At the time of this interview Grace was a married Hispanic woman in her 60s with a high 
school education. She reported she is a Catholic. Grace shared that about 2 years ago, her 
daughter, Laura, became an organ donor just after her 32nd birthday. Grace said Laura was “a 




reported that Laura chose to work in early childhood education so she could be with the children 
and had been working at her center for a little over 3 years at the time of her death. Grace 
explained that Laura was very active and always ready to do things; she loved sports, the Spurs, 
and reading; she always loved to read to the children. Grace said her daughter always included 
her family for everything, that Laura would do anything for family.  
Grace recalled that on the day Laura “got sick” she had just attended a meeting at work. 
She further explained that Ana, another of Grace’s children, worked at the same center and that 
day, she attended the same meeting as Laura. Grace said Ana later told her that her sister seemed 
“in a daze” that day. Grace said Laura was usually “so excited.” Grace described that after Laura 
walked out of their meeting, and as she was about to enter her classroom, “she had a seizure and 
fell to the floor.” Grace said Ana saw this because their classrooms were next to one another. She 
said Ana told the others to “let her be, let her go through the seizure.” She said that in the 
meantime, they called 911.  
Grace reported that Ana called her to tell her that her sister was sick “but to wait and let 
her get to the hospital but be ready to come to town.” Grace said a few minutes later she received 
another call from Ana to say, “Okay Mom, we are ready to go with the ambulance and the 
hospital is not far from here.” Grace recalled Ana’s report, “They had put her some oxygen and 
she is breathing.” Grace added, “Well! It took them about 30 minutes to the time they left the 
daycare school and I could not understand why.” She said Ana called her again to say she had 
“looked up into the ambulance” and she saw “her sister's arms going up and she said ‘No, it is a 
heart attack and they are giving her CPR.’” Grace remembered hearing, “They brought her 
back.” Then she explained, “They had lost her. That is why her arms were elevated. They got her 




Grace said Laura had experienced “problems getting rid of the flu because it kept going 
in and out of the children getting sick.” She continued the description of her understanding of the 
events: 
So, they got into the emergency room and they did some tests and they said they were 
going to put in a breathing tube to make sure that she is breathing okay. And slowly we 
will take it out. This was Monday afternoon.  
Grace recalled that at this point, Laura was in the ICU and she was stable. Grace said she 
drove to the hospital, an hours long drive and Ana met her outside and said, “I do not want you 
to panic because she is strapped down.” Grace recalled responding with, “Because she was trying 
to take the tube out, right?” And that Ana said yes. Grace explained that she told Ana, “Well, 
they had to do it. I understand.”  
Grace recalled they arrived at Laura’s bedside and that Ana said, “Momma’s here” but 
Laura could not open her eyes “because she was sedated but she could hear everything.” Grace 
remembered that Laura’s “blood pressure went up and all” and that she herself did not 
understand “what else was happening.” She remembered “the nurse came in and said step out,” 
and they stepped out. Grace said, “they calmed her down and they got her back to stable” and 
then questioned she and Ana about what had happened. Ana explained that she had announced, 
“Momma's here.” Grace said the nurse told them, “Oh no, do not tell her that because she does 
not know her mom is here. She knows that you (Ana) are here, so you are the only one that can 
speak to her.” Grace said, “For days, we went like that.” 
Grace recalled that on Wednesday, the doctor said, “I am already bringing her back to 
normal. She is breathing more on her own than the machine.” She added, “But he says 




the afternoon before they removed her completely and they “will put her on just a little oxygen 
mask.” Grace said she told him, “Okay.”  
Grace explained how they removed the machine as planned and that Laura was breathing 
on her own for 30 to 40 minutes. She stated that at that point, she (Grace) walked out of Laura’s 
room and as she was just around the corner she heard, “Code Blue, Code Blue, ICU 2” and she 
knew that it was Laura. Grace explained that her niece was with her and held her back. She said 
her niece told her she could not go back in, to let them work with Laura.  
Grace reported the “Code Blue” was because Laura had another seizure and another 
cardiac arrest. She said, “It took them about 30 minutes before they could put back the tubing, so 
she was a good 30 or 40 minutes without oxygen.” Grace recalled that the doctor said, “We 
placed it back in her, but it took us a long time, so they are going to have to run some tests to 
make sure that she is okay,” and that she replied, “Okay.”  
Grace said they went “back to sedation and everything.” She explained that the doctor 
came back and said they “did a test” and that he added, “I do not think it is going to look very 
good.” Grace recalled his saying that Laura could be moved to another hospital but that he said, 
“Let's see what happens on Thursday.” Grace recalled her reply, “I said okay.”  
She also recalled, “Thursday comes along and he says, there is no difference in her brain 
wave. He said she had very little brain activity so possibly, she is not going to pull through.” 
Grace explained, “And I said, if it is what the Lord wants, we will accept it, you know.”  
She reported the she and Ana were sitting in the waiting room, and Ana said, “Mom, I 
need to ask you a question” and that she said, “Go ahead.” Grace reported, “Ana asked me, 
‘What do you think if we can donate her organs? And I said ‘Yes.’ I did not hesitate. I said yes.” 




kidney and liver transplant. She said, “I guess that is what got me. I said really, really please, 
because I saw my sister-in-law suffer so much.” Grace reported that she and Ana went to the 
nurse and said, “Could we speak to somebody about organ donors?” And that the nurse 
responded, “You want to do that?” Grace recalled she said, “Yes” and the nurse “goes into her 
records and says, ‘Ma'am, she is already a registered organ donor’ to which Grace responded, 
“Thank you Jesus. You did the work for me. I didn't have to make the decision.” Grace said that 
is how the organ donation began. Grace recalled that the family talked about it and together 
decided, “We are doing it this way. We are going to do this because that is what she wanted.”  
Grace explained that her husband is a truck driver. She said he was in Florida, driving 
back home when all of this was happening, and she could not say a word to him. She reported, “I 
told him, they had a little bit of problems taking it [breathing tube] out and I kept going around it 
because I could not tell him.” She said when he got home, their son was home, so she had asked 
their son to: 
Get this and this and this ready for him and get everything you have to get in your truck 
and in your car. Make sure that when he gets down, he gets his tote bag down and his 
medication because he is a diabetic.  
She recalled telling her son, “as long as we have this, the rest we can get over here.” And 
she remembered her son telling her, “Mom, how we going to do this to tell him?” and that she 
told her son, “I already called his sister and she should be there about 5:00, and he should be 
there about that hour.”  
She said her husband drove in and saw his sister there and knew, something is wrong; he 




sister told him, ‘It does not look good, you need to get there as soon as you can,’ but that he 
refused to go anywhere until he spoke to Grace. Grace said: 
We did a conference call, my husband, his sister, my son and me and I think my oldest 
daughter. She says, “Dad, she is okay for right now, we cannot do much more. We just 
have to make a decision of letting her go.” 
Grace said, “There was a silence.” She said when you are losing your child it is the 
hardest thing. She said she heard her husband ask, “Where is your mom?” Grace recalled, “I 
said, I am right here.” She said her husband asked how she felt about all this, to which she 
responded:  
First of all, we have talked about it. Her and I have had conversations about, I told my 
kids, the day comes that I am dying, do not put nothing in me. Just let me go. I do not 
want to be laying in a bed doing nothing. So, you let me go. And she was my baby, so we 
talked about it and she said “That is what I want Mom. That is what I would like. If that 
ever happens to me, you let me go.” So that was, my answer was there again. 
Grace reported that her husband said, “Okay” and then their daughter, Ana said, “I just 
need you to tell me yes or no because if you do not make it, I want to make sure you are okay 
with it,” and he said yes. Grace said this conversation was about 6:00 that night and that by 6:30 
her husband and her son were driving toward the hospital where they arrived about 11:00 p.m. 
Grace added, “They got there quick.”  
Grace recalled that when her husband arrived, they gathered in Laura’s room. Grace said, 
“We saw her, and we prayed with her and cried and sang and laughed. We talked about 
memories we had, all the good times we had.” She reported that happened Thursday night and 




changed. Nothing had changed.” Grace said, “She was not getting any response. The medication, 
the response or the treatment or anything so, to me, the Lord had already taken her.” She recalled 
that this is when the OPO representatives arrived. Grace recalled it was, “Just a little brief talk 
with us about it. They said, ‘We cannot do anything until the medical director, or the medical 
doctor pronounces her dead’ and that she said, “Okay.”  
Grace explained that they had discussed organ donation with a nephew who worked in a 
local hospital and “does a lot with organ donors.” She said he briefly went into the details and 
how they work them and that she realized, as a donor family in that moment, “you do not even 
think of things to ask.” She said, “You do not know what to expect,” and explained, “I would not 
change anything that I did. I would not change none of my decisions that we made.” Grace said 
she is satisfied with her decision.  
Grace said the medical director called her at midnight on Friday night and told her, “They 
took her downstairs at 10:30 so, she is out of my hands already.” She said he explained, “the 
organ donation people are coming in already” and then she replied, “Fine, I will be there in the 
morning.” She explained, “Our son had rented us a room where we could be as close to the 
hospital as possible.” She recalled that after the midnight call from the medical director, she 
received a call from the OPO nurse who asked, “Can you come to the hospital? We need you to 
sign some papers.” Grace recalled she said okay and a friend took her to the hospital. She then 
reported: 
I did not know they were going to ask so many questions. I just thought I was going to go 
in and sign papers, but it was a totally different thing. She went into the process and what 
they were going to do, and I don’t think I paid attention to what she was doing because, I 




and I called her and said, I am on the way to the hospital. She says, “I will meet you 
there.”  
Grace said both of her nieces live close, so they went to meet her there. Grace explained:  
And we were talking, and the lady was explaining, and they paid, I guess they listened 
more, they paid more attention to it than I did. Because I was like in la-la land. I was 
there for 2 or 3 hours. Finally, I asked her what she needed, and I told her it is already 
going to be 4:00 in the morning. I told her, “I need to go.” I said, “I am sorry. I will sign 
whatever you need me to sign but I need to go rest. I have been in the hospital every day 
all day long and I need to go. I need to rest.” 
She said the nurse agreed and that she reiterated, “Whatever you need me to answer in the 
morning, I will answer. We will get that done in the morning.” Grace said they “finally” let her 
go and she went “back to the room and fell asleep for a couple of hours.”  
She reported they got up, showered, had breakfast, and went to the hospital. She said 
there was a different man there, that he either “worked with the organ team or the hospital or 
whatever.” She said he “was so, so good” and that he said, “I am not going to ask you any more 
questions. I will just ask your daughter.” Grace recalled saying, “Fine, if I need to sign 
something else, you just let me know.” She said the man spoke to Ana and explained “what they 
were going to do, when it was going to be done and all this.”  
Grace said the meeting with that man was on Saturday. She explained that they were all 
still there because Laura “had so much love that the waiting room was packed.” She said there 
was no room for anyone else to come in from another family because there were so many from 
their family. She said there were not just family members present, there were also parents of the 




It was a very huge blessing for my family. I don’t know how I will ever be able to repay 
those people for all the love they gave me because I was a total stranger to them, they 
didn’t know me, they knew my daughters, but they didn’t know me.  
She reported that she found this “so comforting.” She said people kept asking her how she was 
doing and if she needed anything. Grace stated: 
I mean we had, you name it, we had it in that room. In the waiting room. We had food. 
We had all kinds of food coming in and out all day long. So, I know all those blessings 
the Lord gave to me.  
Grace reported, “On Saturday afternoon they were going to take her organs.” She 
reported that as they were arriving at the hospital on Saturday morning, someone called and 
asked, “What time do you think you will be here?” and she recalled saying, “I am in the parking 
lot.” She said she was asked to “come upstairs and you can sign some more papers.” She said 
after that, they cleared out Laura’s room. She recalled: 
They explained to us that by 12:30, we had to say our goodbyes. We were going to have 
to say our last goodbyes and everything. Our friends came in. Some of them had already 
said goodbye the day before, so they did not.  
Grace said the nurse asked, “So do you want to do the walk of fame with them?” And 
Grace recalled responding, “Well I don’t know what you are talking about. Because we were 
never told, and we were never explained.” Grace described: 
It is like you walk with them, to the very end, and I said no. Now that I see them, I say, I 
should have done it, but maybe it would have been harder for me. We said our goodbyes 




Grace recalled that Saturday night, the man from the OPO recognized her as she sat in the 
waiting room. She remembered his words: 
You need to go home, it is already 10:00 at night. She is not here with us anymore. She is 
not with us. The Lord has already taken her. You need to rest because you still have days 
to come. 
She said they left and took everything they had there. Grace said they went to the lobby 
and stayed there, and a nurse came and asked, “Are you still here?” Grace remembered that nurse 
telling them that Laura had already been taken “to have her surgery for the organ donor.” Grace 
reported she told the nurse, “Well I want to stay here and maybe I can stand by and maybe see 
the ambulance take off. And see the helicopter come in.” She said the nurse told her, “No, no, no, 
do not think that way. Just go home.” Grace said she thought that was very nice, that she felt 
comforted by those words.  
Grace reported that they left, and it was Ana’s birthday. She said, “On the day, she gave 
the best gift she could give was a life to someone else. It was Ana’s birthday.” Grace said the 
family gathered at her niece’s house. She said they had made a little cake for Ana and sang 
Happy Birthday to her. She said, “Then the call comes in and they say it is done, everything is 
done.” Grace remembered, “And I said, okay.” She said the funeral home picked Laura up 
shortly after that and the family made funeral arrangements. 
Grace said that in the conversation she and Laura had about death and dying, they also 
discussed cremation; Laura had stated her wish to be cremated. Grace said: 
I do not know, she had some kind of, the Lord gave her strength to do the things she 
wanted to do for a couple of months prior, to do what she wanted to accomplish. And was 




Grace said they had Laura’s body cremated in the same town where she died. She 
explained, “I did not bring her back home. The viewing and everything was there, because all of 
her friends and all the people who I could not thank so much for the love they sent for my 
daughter.” Grace stated, “So that is how I became a donor mom.”  
Grace reported that the only thing they knew was wrong with Laura was the flu. She said 
Laura had the flu in September or October. She said Laura received a flu shot because of being 
around her students. She recalled: 
Laura felt like her immune system was always so lower than everyone else's and she took 
precautions because of the reason, if a child got sick, she would get sick, and it was a 
time that was like left and right. She would get sick again and again. 
Grace said Laura was not one to be sick in bed for a day, she would just keep going. She said 
they never knew she was sick. She remarked that Laura’s faith “was just stronger than all of us 
put together.” Grace said she believed Laura was able to do most of the things she wanted to 
accomplish.  
She stated, “Because of the flu she had, her lungs and heart could not be donated. So, she 
was able to donate her left and right kidneys and her corneas." Grace also said, “I know that the 
kidneys were given to two different men.”  
She reported they have already written letters to the organ recipients and sent them out 
and now are just waiting. She said, “If they called me today and told me to be there tomorrow, I 
am ready. I am just waiting. I am ready to meet them.” She reported she is unsure of “the cornea 
part” but recalled being told the corneas were sent to New York but she is unaware of any more 




letters for the eye bank and then we did a letter for the organ donors. I have to praise the eye 
donors and the organ donors because they have never let me down.”  
Grace said she and Ana have “done testimonies on behalf of Laura.” She stated that the 
OPO has helped them a lot, that “they are like my family, my new family.”  
Grace stated that the most long-lasting effect of the experience “is the love and the care 
that was there.” She explained, “Maybe I did something different than other people have done. I 
am not sure, but Laura passed away and I want to say maybe 2 months later, there was these 
letters here.” Grace described coming home from a trip and going to her mailbox and finding a 
package from the OPO. She said it was a letter from the OPO telling her about what organs had 
gone to whom. She said they sent her a medal and that she “held that thing so tight, so tight that 
it felt like she had it wrapped around [her].” She said: 
I think they gave me the last straw that I needed, so I went back, and I took the letter with 
me and I took the medal and I was so proud. So proud to show that to my kids, to my 
family. So proud. A proud mom.  
Grace explained, “That is when it hit me the most. Because you hear about being organ 
donors. You hear it but until you experience it, I think that is the most important thing.” Grace 
said she called Ana and asked if she could come over and Ana said yes, so Grace took the letter 
and the medal and showed her. Grace reported, “And Ana hugged me so tight and she said I am 
so proud of Laura.” Grace said Ana hugged her so tight because Laura is the first organ donor in 
their family. Grace added:  
We did not already know that they were organ donors that were registered. And wow. We 
never talk about this. My older brother has been a registered donor since 1970. And had 




Grace stated that this is part of the reason she is a volunteer OPO speaker. She explained 
that it is important that people understand the meaning of being an organ donor and knowing that 
that person's life can be saved even though you lost your loved one, she has given life and love to 
someone else. Grace said, “That is the most special gift even when they give.” 
Grace reported, “My first testimony talk was about 4 months after she passed away.” She 
said she has been to workshops and met recipients. She recalled meeting a lady who had a double 
lung transplant, “and there was a liver and there was a live donor,” and the live donor had “given 
a piece of her liver to her dad.” Grace said, “This is when you learn things. This is when you 
experience the best things.” Grace described the conversation, she recalled asking, “Answer me 
one question.” And reported that one of the recipients said, “I know what you are going to ask, 
but ask.” Grace said she asked them, “Do you get cravings? Do you get a craving for something 
you have never had before? Do you start eating things that you never ate before?”  
Grace said they all started laughing and she wondered if she had said something she “was 
not supposed to say.” She said the recipients told her, “No, you’re right, we do.” Grace said, “It 
is so unexplainable how they do that. They have those cravings they never had before. That is an 
amazing feeling. You really think about it, you do not think about things like that.  
When asked if there was anything else Grace would like to add to the interview she 
explained, “And totally different, they could ask you if you have someone on the transplant list. I 
think that is called direct donor.” She explained, “as long as that person and the team is clear on 
it and if that person is a perfect match.” She said her niece’s mother-in-law has been on the 
transplant list for a kidney. Grace reported, “When she asked, my niece said, ‘My mother-in-




Grace said that the next morning, her niece brought all the information to the nurse and it 
turned out she was a perfect match, but the lady’s team refused it because the woman had been 
ill recently and was not strong enough to go through the transplant surgery; other than that, she 
would have been a perfect match. Grace shared, “You know how that would have made me feel? 
To know this lady, so close to me to have part of my Laura in her. So that is why it is important 
to me.”  
Grace stated, “I cannot just wait. I try to be one of those moms to talk so people can 
know the process of being a donor mom or donor dad.” Grace described that she read about a 
meeting at the hospital and copied the number and called the contact person and said, “I am not a 
recipient, but I am a donor mom.” She recalled that the man asked, “Would you like to come to 
our meetings?” And she recalled her reply, “I sure would like to go.” She said that is how she 
became a part of their group, a group of recipients and Grace, the only donor family member in 
the group.  
Grace reported that she hears things like, “It has been 10 years since my kidney 
transplant, and I have never got anything from the donor family.” Grace recalled her response, “I 
said, ‘Oh my gosh. Oh my gosh.’ Here I am waiting for mine and he is waiting for his. I said, 
‘Have you ever reached out to them?’ and he said yes.” Grace explained that he said he sent 
them a letter as soon as he could, and they responded by sending a letter asking if he was okay. 
Grace continued, “He told them he was fine but would love to meet them and he never received a 
response.”  
She said, “I want mine to tell me, yes, I will meet you now. I want to meet the person. I 




of themselves, but that they have been given a second chance at life. She wants to know they are 
well. Grace resolved: 
I do not know what I am expecting them to tell me. I do not know. But whatever they say, 
I think it would be the best thing ever. And this is why I get involved in all this. The grief 
can never go away, but you can handle it.  
Edwina 
At the time of the interview, Edwina was in her 50s; a Caucasian woman; a Christian; 
and with a bachelor’s degree. Edwina reported that she is “probably one of the older donor 
families.” She said it was about 21 years ago that her 10-year-old son, Justin, became an organ 
donor when he died of an aneurysm. She said, “It was very sudden and there was no prior 
warning. He was awake one night and not the next morning. There was no chance to take him to 
the doctor or no warning signs of death.”  
Edwina stated that the prior weekend, Justin had vomited “a couple of times,” while 
spending the weekend with her parents. She explained that her mother called and said Justin said 
had a headache and he was vomiting, but that she did not feel it was an emergency. She reported 
no fever and that he returned to playing, so they decided it was of no real concern. Edwina 
explained further that upon the family all returning home on Sunday night, Justin “acted fine.” 
She recalled that he reported a slight upset stomach, but “he was still talking and walking and 
had no obvious signs.”  
Edwina recalled how she awoke on that Monday morning, the 4th school day of the year 
and called out to her children, then ages 6, 10, and 13, to wake them. She remembered trying to 
wake him by hollering up the stairs, but Justin would not wake up, so she went upstairs and 
found him lying on his bed. She stated he was naked; there was vomit on the floor; he had wet 




terribly wrong” so she we called 911, and “that was like the longest time period” of her entire 
life. She explained that paramedics arrived and began asking lots of questions, “Did you give 
him anything? Could he have gotten into drugs? Could he have gotten into this or that? And that 
all the answers were no.” Edwina reported that her husband, Ken, rode in the ambulance with 
Justin, and she followed in the car.  
She said that by the time she parked and went in, Justin had already had a CT scan and 
was on a ventilator. She recalled the report from the doctor at about 8:00 a.m. that Monday 
morning was that there appeared to be an aneurysm on his carotid artery. Edwina said they 
performed surgery to try to put a balloon in it to try to stop the bleeding, but the aneurysm was so 
large that they could only stop part of it. She said the doctor told her that if the surgery had been 
successful, he would have been paralyzed on his right side and would not have had the kind of 
life he was leading before.  
Edwina reported that they monitored him through the night. She recalled her realization 
that when his blood pressure started dropping, she knew it was probably nearing the end. She 
said it was at that time that “doctors brought up donation” to her. She reported she and the 
neurologist were looking at the CT scans of his brain and she could see that “it was filling up 
with fluid.” She recalled the doctor asking, “Have you ever thought about donating his organs?” 
She remembered thinking, “He is 10 years old. I never thought about him dying, much less 
donating his organs” but, that she said, “yes.” She stated that Ken disagreed so, they “had to have 
a little family conference” and by that time, the OPO had been called.  
Edwina reported that she and her husband discussed donation and he then agreed it was 




son. She remembered stating that no one is giving up on him but that they had to face that he was 
not getting better and after the discussion, it was not long before he agreed to the donation.  
Edwina recalled saying, “Our son would want this.” She recalled a conversation with her 
son about a year earlier when Justin told her, “If I was crossing the street and got hit by a car, 
God would take care of me, angels would come and get me.” Edwina reported that they did 
attend church, but she would not describe her family as “a really spiritual family.” She explained 
that she was moved by that statement coming from a then 9-year-old. She said when she 
remembered that statement she knew, “it was a sign right there that we have to do this.” Edwina 
described:  
He had tubes coming out of him. He was on a ventilator. It was just not a good thing to 
see. Doctors had put him pretty deeply to sleep so he would not move. We brought his 
older sister and younger brother to see him and to say goodbye.  
Edwina reflected on those events, “His younger brother was only 6 and that was very traumatic 
for him to say goodbye. They had no idea what was going on. I was a bad parent that day, but I 
wasn’t thinking.” She recalled the doctors lowering the sedation medicine so his brain waves 
could be measured “when it was time.”  
She stated that it was during that time that the OPO specialists met with them. She 
recalled that they were all brought into a conference room, “My in-laws were there, my parents 
were there, my other siblings, my ya-yas were there and they said this is a family decision even 
though Mom and Dad have the final decision.” Edwina explained that the OPO read the papers 
to them “because we were truly pretty incapable of reading anything.” She recalled the OPO 
would ask or say after each paper: “Do you understand?” “You can back out.” “You do not have 




She reported his lungs, both kidneys, his pancreas, and his liver were donated, but not his 
corneas. She said, “We just could not. He had the most beautiful eyes.” Edwina explained that 
she knows the cornea donation had nothing to do with his eyes, and then added, “You know you 
are talking about something you never thought you would talk about, ever.”  
Edwina described, “In our case, it was mostly all business once we decided to donate 
because there are a lot of steps.” She said the OPO representatives were caring, that they 
attended to the family’s feelings; they did not say wrong things, they did not try to hurry the 
decisions, but they were there to try to do business. Edwina said while they were in the meeting, 
she wanted to get done and be able to go back and sit with Justin. She explained: 
I did not want to be sitting signing papers when I could be sitting my last few minutes 
with Justin so that is why I think they read through the paperwork with us. Because I am 
not sure I could have gone through it anyway. 
Edwina stated she feels that is why they had other people in the room, to hear what they 
were being told because the people who are in it, in the middle of it, do not hear the same things. 
She said that was “really smart.” She said she did not want anyone ever to go through this at all. 
Edwina reported she was angry that this was happening to them, she “did not feel honorable;” 
“did not feel virtuous;” did not feel like she was doing this great selfless act.” She said she “felt 
angry” and “felt that no one should go through what they were going through.” She recalled, 
“They did the business in a kind and caring way, but it was all business.”  
Edwina explained, Justin would think on things and have his own spin; and that they 




He was such a giving little boy. He was a toot sometimes, but he was such a giving young 
man. There was not a lot of judgement. He was not jealous. So, I think all of that went 
into our decision making.  
And I have always been a firm believer in organ donation. I have never liked the 
idea of whole burial, although we did bury Justin. I could not bring myself to cremate 
him. That was just another quirk thing. It was kind of just who he was and who we were 
as a family that brought us to that decision.  
Edwina stated that after the meeting with the OPO, “the family waited for the test for 
brain waves and that came back zero, there was no activity at all;” Justin was pronounced dead at 
1:14 p.m. on Tuesday afternoon. She recalled, “He was still pink. He was still warm. And 
supposedly breathing, but if they had taken that off, he would have stopped. And then they had a 
changing of the nursing guard.” 
Edwina stated respect for the organ procurement nurses. She said, “I don’t know how 
they do it. How they sit with the patient, especially a little child and they are taking care of these 
people. I felt like I was leaving him in the hands of angels.” Edwina reported that she “felt anger 
and distress” and that in her mind, “many times this day happened yesterday.” She said she can 
now talk about it without bursting into tears; she added, “But I can smell it. I can feel it. Just 
little things about that whole ICU unit.”  
After Justin was pronounced dead and the OPO team took over his care, Edwina and her 
family left the hospital. She said, “Someone let us drive home by ourselves.” She did not recall 
why but said, “I think we just ran out of the hospital and somehow managed to find our way 




this will all go away.” She reported that she had regrets about leaving the hospital so quickly and 
wondered if they should return to the hospital.  
Edwina said it was a call from their General Practitioner that calmed her. She said they 
had no pediatrician, only one doctor and they knew him, and he knew all of them. She shared 
that she thought their doctor felt worse than anyone because Justin had a scan of his sinuses just 
a few weeks before and the scan did not catch the problem; “like he should have known or 
something.” She explained that he called and told her that he would keep tabs on Justin, and he 
encouraged her not to return because it could be a long wait. She said one of the OPO nurses 
gave her a card with her cell number, so she called, “a lot.”  
Edwina recalled that Justin was taken to surgery about 12 hours later and the nurse called 
after the surgery was complete. She said, “It did not bring me any joy. It did not bring anything. I 
did not feel any different except that part was over. And now the next day started and the next 
day started. That was our experience.” 
Edwina said Justin’s heart was not donated because they “could not find a match or  
maybe it was not good.” Edwina explained that they received letters after the fact that kind of 
told them where the disposition of the organs donated and a little information about the 
recipients. She said she later received names and different information in correspondence from 
the recipients. Edwina stated that correspondence from the OPO “could have stopped there and 
that would have been fine, but it continued.” She said they received correspondence about 6 
months later and that the lung recipient died. Edwina explained, “The rest of his body was too 
damaged for his lungs.” She said she did not know anything about the other recipients. Edwina 




Edwina said she did not think any more about it until 2 years ago and then she did write a 
letter; adding, after writing the letter, it did not matter to her if she heard from them or not. She 
said before that point, it did not matter to her, that she really did not want to know.  
Edwina explained that she wanted to think of the recipients “as perfect people who have 
Justin’s organs and not as imperfect people as we all are.” She said she wanted to think of them 
as “receiving an organ and living a happy healthy life.” She explained further, that she was afraid 
if she found out about them, and they had not done that, she would be angry. Edwina said, ‘I 
never really thought about the recipients after we made the decision. Hearing from the recipients 
was pretty much the last thing on my mind.”  
Edwina reported that they are registered organ donors but that she did not know “that it 
was a really big deal.” She reported that some of her relatives are not because they “still have the 
old-fashioned idea that the doctors are not going to try to save you if you are an organ donor.” 
She said she has also heard, “I am too old, or I have this illness or ailment.” She explained that 
she says, “Let the doctor decide if you are right. Your skin is still great so. Skin can be used.” 
Then she added that some claim no for “religious reasons.” Edwina expressed she feels they are 
more conservative than her but, “they do not want to think about death and signing that organ 
donation card makes you think that, wow, I am going to die someday. We are but, hopefully not 
for a long time.”  
Edwina shared, “Justin dying, changed my world. I parented differently after that. And, I 
thought about things differently after that.” The marriage of Ken and Edwina ended 10 years 




Organ donation is a good thing, but I wish I never had to make that decision. So, him 
dying, I was just a normal person and that happens to other people. It does not happen to 
me. But it happened to our family, and it changed all of us.  
Edwina’s daughter is 34 now. She was in junior high when Justin died, and his younger 
brother was in first grade. Edwina shared that about 6 months after Justin’s death, his younger 
brother had “a real bad regression period.” She said a therapist told her, “it is a sign of anger.” 
Edwina said they attended therapy with her youngest son and then that just cleared up. She said, 
“He would not talk about it very much” and that she felt he “did not really have the words.” She 
added that her daughter “just strictly refused to talk about it.” The daughter told her mother, “It 
makes me sad when I think about it, so I am not going to think about it.”  
Edwina stated that she and Ken did talk about Justin; they hung his stocking up at 
Christmas; they had his pictures out; they did not “make him disappear,” but they also “did not 
want the other two kids to think he was this perfect child that he was the one we loved the best or 
something.” Edwina smiled and added, “All my kids are perfect.” She reported that now that her 
daughter has children of her own, she talks a lot more about Justin. Edwina said, “I think when 
she became a mother, she realized kind of what we went through.” 
Edwina reported that the memories held by her younger son have faded because he was 
so young when Justin died. She added that this was a concern for her younger son in the early 
years. She explained: 
When he was about 8, he said, “I am really afraid of not remembering him.” I said, “Well 
you can ask me, and we will talk about him and stories and that kind of thing.” So that is 




Edwina reported that she volunteered for the OPO “right after our donation, maybe 6 
months after.” She said that is, “Way too soon to get involved with that. Way too soon.” And 
then she explained that her anger would come out, so she stopped volunteering “because that was 
not doing anybody good.” She said that later, she did begin volunteering again after “a little time 
of reflection.”  
Edwina explained that “the recipients have so much hope.” She said seeing them, “you 
think, wow, your family went through so much before you even got to this.” She added that she 
felt glad they had more time, but that “how the donation process works, it is just not pleasant and 
it is not good in the sense that you are talking to grieving people who did not know they were 
going to be grieving people yesterday.” She explained further, “My experience was as positive as 
it could be in the situation that we had.” Edwina stated: 
If I can help either a grieving parent or someone who is on the fence about organ 
donation, organ donation saves lives. If your loved one, or in our case, my son, we knew 
he was dying. There was no fixing him. There was nothing else they could do. We just 
had to find some good out of it. But I did not feel good about it.  
She explained that the adjectives “virtuous, angelic, and brave” were all used by those around 
her to describe how she should feel. She said, “I felt none of that. I just do not want anyone to 
experience this grief.”  
Edwina reported that she attended a local support group and they went around the group 
and told the stories of their loved ones. She said it was about 6 months after Justin’s death and as 
she was listening to these people that were 3 years, and 5 years since their loss, and they were 
just crying and she recalled thinking, “these people need a therapist. They should be over this by 




At 3 years and 5 years, I was crying. I think it was a good year before I thought I was 
going to be okay. I think I slept walked through that whole first year because I had two 
kids to take care of. 
It was probably through the milestones, so another 10 years. Graduating from high school, when 
you complete all the milestones especially for a child and you see all his friends doing it. Then, it 
is just like a big stab again and all of it comes back up.  
Edwina said that in between year 1 and year 10, laughter and fun did exist, but that she  
“never felt the same ever again” and that she still does not. She described: 
I have a little compartment in my heart, and it holds all the pain there, and sometimes the 
pain comes out at just the oddest thing. But I think after that first year, I knew we were 
going to be okay as a family. The kids were going to be okay. I was going to be okay. But 
it was at least a year. It was probably 10 years before I was really okay. 
Presentation of Themes and Sub-Themes 
The purpose of this study was to explore the lived experience of the donor family from 
their initial loss forward. The findings are a result of using a framework of interpretative 
phenomenological analysis, a process that involved “taking a quality which occurs in everyday 
life, honing it, stretching it, and employing it with a particular degree of determination and rigor” 
(Smith et al., 2009, p. 189). I sought to uncover rich data with mindful understanding that 
meaning was “being crafted,” not merely reported. (Vagle, 2018, p. 110). Both the participants’ 
experiences and my interpretation of the participants’ experiences provided a more complete 
understanding of the data (Wagstaff et al., 2014).  
The central research question was: What is the lived experience of donor families from 




by means of abstraction, subsumption, polarization, contextualization, numeration, and function 
as suggested by Smith et al. (2009). The emergent themes are unique to the phenomenon of the 
lived experience of the donor family and served to answer the central question of this research.  
Each participant arrived at the point of the organ donation experience from very unique 
circumstances. Participant narratives included very personal details of their losses, their 
experience of consenting to organ donation, and their journey toward healing after devasting 
grief. 
The themes that emerged are: Accepting; Maintaining Balance When There is No 
Control; Get Help; The Importance of an Outlet; Reaching for Peace and Good; Value of 
Knowing the Wishes of Your Loved Ones. 
Table 2 illustrates the relationship between the emergent themes and subthemes found in the 
collected data. 
Table 2 
Emergent Themes and Sub-themes 
Themes Subthemes 
  
Accepting Experience with OPO 
  
Maintaining balance when there is no control Experience at the hospital 
 Helplessness 
  
Get help Finding support through personal faith 
 Recognition of mental health needs 
  
The importance of an outlet Sharing experiences through volunteer work to assist in grief process 
  
Reaching for peace and good Hope/good news 
 Assigning qualities to the deceased 
 To know or not to know recipients 
  
Value of knowing the wishes of your loved ones Thoughts and conversations about end of life issues 
  





Accepting, emerged as a result of the participants’ recurring expressions of their feelings 
in, around, and about the moments of having to accept the death; accepting a request for organs; 
accepting the information offered to them by the OPO; and accepting the responsibility of 
consenting to the donation. All of these moments hold a space in the hearts and minds of each of 
the participants.  
Initial Contact for Donation. The OPO was not always remembered as the source of the 
initial contact regarding organ donation. Seven of the nine participants had very distinct 
memories of how the subject was initially approached and how the approach made a difference 
in their own demeanor and acceptance of the death.  
Cindy remembered being asked lots of questions in the minutes after her husband was 
pronounced dead. She recalled hospital personnel asking whether her husband was an organ 
donor and asking about which funeral home she wanted them to contact. She said, “I have no 
answers for them except that he is an organ donor. That was the only question they asked me that 
I could actually answer.”  
Diane’s daughter committed suicide. After being at the hospital for some time, Diane was 
the one who remembered her daughter had registered herself to be an organ donor. It was Diane 
that approached the hospital team to ask about organ donation. Diane explained, “I said, my 
daughter wanted to be a donor, can we make sure that happens?” She recalled that the priest said, 
“Okay, I will take care of that.” 
Like Diane’s daughter, and Cindy’s husband, Fran’s 34-year-old son was a registered 
organ donor. By the time Fran reached the hospital, it was a known fact that her son would not 
recover. Fran, recalling the initial approach stated she was not sure what day the OPO 




us.” She said they introduced themselves and then let Fran know they would get back in touch 
and go over some things and then Fran did meet with them again for about 40 or 45 minutes. 
In all three of the cases above, the family of the deceased knew their loved one was a 
designated organ donor. There had been conversations in the family where this topic was 
discussed. Cindy reported she knew the answer quickly and easily when asked, Diane asked in 
lieu of being approached, and for Fran, she knew her son was an organ donor and the OPO came 
in to introduce themselves and let her know the plan.  
Grace’s daughter was also a registered organ donor, but Grace did not know that when 
she approached the nurse and asked to visit with someone about donation. When the nurse 
announced that her daughter had already registered herself to become an organ donor, Grace’s 
response was, “Thank you Jesus. You did the work for me. I didn't have to make the decision.” 
Bill described the moment donation was brought up to him: 
My younger son had been pronounced dead just before that. Somewhere in that meeting 
in the hallway outside of my son’s room, with Steve still in the hospital room, sometime 
in that meeting with friends and relatives, somebody from the OPO approached me. I do 
not know if it was a man or a woman. I don’t know black, white. I just don’t know who it 
was. There were two members from the OPO there and they asked me if my son was an 
organ donor and I said you know that has never really come up. I honestly don’t know.  
Edwina reported she and the neurologist were looking at the CT scans of her son’s brain 
and she could see that “it was filling up with fluid.” She recalled the doctor asking, “Have you 
ever thought about donating his organs?” She remembered thinking, “He is 10 years old. I never 




Bea also named her son’s medical care team as the point of initial approach. Bea had 
expressed to the nurse practitioner that she understood her son was dying but she wanted to be 
there, “I want that quiet of knowing that he is at peace.” Bea explained, “The nurse practitioner, 
said, ‘Well, then I guess you cannot be an organ donor.’” 
Liz’s memory of the initial contact for donation was, “They had to do everything to do 
the brain declaration and in the process of doing all this, the lady from the OPO was there 
and talking to us and I asked her, do we turn the machines off?” 
Memories of the Meeting. While recalling the actual meeting with the OPO, the 
participants reported a variety of experiences. There were participants whose recollections 
carried little emotion, as evidenced by Diane’s, “So that wasn’t a difficult thing at all” and Fran’s 
response of, “They [the OPO] were fantastic. Very compassionate, very knowledgeable and 
straight to the point but not abrupt. They didn't muddy the waters or anything like that.”  
Patty named the feeling of shock as she recalled, “I remember doing the donation. My ex-
husband and I were both very calm and we weren't in tears or anything, and I know I was in 
shock. But you just go through the motions.” Bill also named shock as a part of his meeting 
experience: 
They asked me would I consent to my son being an organ donor, and they went over the 
procedures as far as what can be donated . . . and things like that, and I was still in shock. 
I said you know I can’t do this alone. I realize you need a decision, but I don’t want to do 
this.  
Cindy, 17 years after the death of her husband, recalled confusion. “I'm like, surely you 
know he's gone already, so how do you harvest organs? And they're like, don't worry about it. 




Edwina recalled her emotion easily:  
I did not want to be sitting signing papers when I could be sitting my last few minutes 
with him, so that is why I think they read through the paperwork with us. Because I am 
not sure I could have gone through it anyway.  
Grace reported a telephone call after midnight from the OPO nurse who asked, “Can you 
come to the hospital? We need you to sign some papers.” Grace recalled she said okay and a 
friend took her to the hospital. She then reported: 
I did not know they were going to ask so many questions. . . . I told her it is already going 
to be 4:00 in the morning. I told her, “I need to go.” I said, “I am sorry. I will sign 
whatever you need me to sign but I need to go rest.  
She said the nurse agreed and that she reiterated, “Whatever you need me to answer in the 
morning, I will answer. We will get that done in the morning.” Grace said they “finally” let her 
go.  
Bea recalled their meeting with a “wonderful nurse [from the OPO] and he talked to us. 
He sat with just my husband and I in a small room and took us through the organ donation 
process. And he had us give permission for what things we could and would not agree to donate. 
They gave us time to talk to our two other sons and tell them what we were going to do.  
Bill reported, “I was in a fog at that point. I know they were very compassionate. I know 
they explained things in detail.”  
Ability to Engage in the Meeting. The participants reported degrees of shock or 
inability to absorb the details being shared during the meeting to sign consents.  
Patty stated, “But, you just go through the motions” and Bill reported, “I was in a fog at 




Grace stated she learned some about organ donation from a family member ahead of the 
consent meeting and realized, “in that moment, you don't even think of things to ask.” 
Bea recalled, “My husband did all the talking. That is really kind of different. But, I just 
couldn’t at this point. He would ask us a question and I would squeeze my husband’s hand and 
he would say yes.”  
Edwina reported, “The OPO read the papers to them “because we were truly pretty 
incapable of reading anything.” She recalled the OPO would ask or say after each paper: “Do 
you understand?” “You can back out.” “You do not have to do this.” “You can back out.”  
Acceptance of Death. Each participant had to accept the realization that their loved one 
was deceased even though the individual may not have appeared injured. Machines were being 
used to keep these individuals breathing for the good of the organs, but tests had already proven 
brain death.  
In Patty’s case, her daughter was the victim of domestic violence. Patty explained, “She 
was basically dead you know, but yet her organs were alive.” 
For Fran, her son would be the victim of homicide. She reported that she understood 
there was no question as to whether or not her son was brain dead. She said, “It was over. He 
was dead.” Doctors told her this on the 4th. Fran explained that another neurologist declared her 
son dead at 10:10 am the next morning on the 5th. She reported, “It was almost like he died 
twice.” 
Grace described that the doctor told her, “There is no different in her brain wave. He said 
she had very little so possibly, she is not going to pull through.” To which she recalled her 




Bea sat with her son and watched, realizing he was deteriorating. Bea reported the nurse 
practitioner explained her son’s condition. Bea said she and her husband walked off from that 
conversation “a little bit shocked.” Bea explained, “Finally, just between us, we said we just 
cannot do this anymore.” Sharing further details of their week-long ordeal, Bea added:  
I never thought that we pulled the plug too early. It was uncomfortable because I had to 
admit that this really happened but at the same time it was good for me to see some 
deterioration. Your worst fear when you are going to cut off life support is that you did it 
too early. Because you didn’t give them all the chance in the world. Everyone had been 
praying for healing and I had finally come to the acceptance of this and my husband was 
there ahead of me.  
Edwina also voiced concern for feeling like they had given up. She recalled that her 
husband said he was, “not ready to give up” and that she told her husband, “No one is giving up 
on him, but we have to face that he is not getting better.” 
Cindy recalled that the paramedics worked on him for 45 minutes and they told her, “We 
are not getting him back.” Then, at the hospital, “the doctor came in and said he is gone.” She 
explained further that she understood he was “gone in the house,” that “he died as soon as they 
stopped CPR essentially.” 
Liz used a sensation of energy to describe how she accepted her son’s death. “Basically, 
by Sunday, I did not feel him anymore. I knew he was not there anymore.” She explained, “I did 
not feel his connection, his energy.” She said that in her mind she understood, “he was already 
gone.”  
Diane reported how she realized her daughter was dead. She witnessed that her husband 




at her” and her husband “would not look at her either;” she brought herself to ask them, “So, she 
is gone? Is that it? She is gone?” Diane recalled, “They could not say it” and that after that, in her 
memory, things begin to blur. 
Bill recalled sitting at his son’s bedside and the doctor coming in early in the morning to 
explain, in a cold tone, there was an aneurysm on Steve’s brainstem, and “it had effectively shut 
him down.” Bill reported that after that explanation, the doctor pronounced Steve dead. 
Small Rooms and Lots of Questions. Of the nine participants, seven included 
descriptions of the space where meetings were held with the OPO and the number of questions 
they were asked.  
Liz remembered being taken to a small space almost immediately. She recalled that a 
nurse and a social worker came out and took her and her husband “into this little room” and that 
at that time, she had no idea what was happening.  
Cindy recalled, “It was not long, they put me in a private room.” She followed this with, 
“We were sitting in this, in this room, and the doctor came in and said he is gone” and then being 
asked lots of questions. 
Grace mentioned the number of questions. She recalled being called to the hospital at 
midnight and said, “I did not know they were going to ask so many questions. I just thought I 
was going to go in and sign papers, but it was a totally different thing.”  
Fran recalled that they “had a litany of questions to ask;” that the OPO representatives 
asked “so many questions” and “not just generic questions, but personal ones.”  
Diane did not comment on the number of questions she was asked, but on the space 
where she was taken. She reported that the priest took her to a room where she saw her husband, 




office” and the man was still the office, working. She said the room for her family, “should not 
have to be some guy’s office.” And she added, “I am sure there must be rooms where you go 
when someone dies.”  
Bea and Bill both mentioned, “a small room.” Bea recalled that the OPO nurse sat with 
just her and her husband in a small room and took them through the organ donation process. Bill 
described his recall of the family meeting where they discussed the donation, and how his 
recollection was that it felt like “some kind of closet.” 
OPO Acknowledgement Post Donation. Each of the participants spoke of the difficult 
time after the death. Of the nine participants, four named a positive benefit in receipt of the 
acknowledgement from the OPO by noting it as their own turning point toward healing.  
Liz reported her emotions at finding letters from the OPO in her mailbox, she looked 
forward to the white envelopes and reported it was a feeling almost like excitement, adding, “it is 
hard to explain.”  
Bea reported the OPO sent her family “a little plaque” for her son’s headstone. She 
reported a positive feeling from the acknowledgement and said “so the world knows this was an 
organ donor. That kind of feeling is really helpful.”  
Grace and Cindy reported the greatest degree of response to receiving an 
acknowledgment letter from the OPO. Each reported they found receipt of this “thank you” to be 
their realization of recovery. Grace described going to her mailbox and finding a package from 
the OPO. She said it was a letter from the OPO telling her about what organs had gone to whom. 
She said they sent her a medal and that she “held that thing so tight, so tight that it felt like she 




I think they gave me the last straw that I needed, so I went back, and I took the letter with 
me and I took the medal and I was so proud. So proud to show that to my kids, to my 
family. So proud. A proud mom.  
Cindy described a long period of debilitating depression in the weeks and months after 
the death of her husband. She reported that she felt her children were doing well, but she “was 
not doing very well.” She recalled receipt of a letter from the OPO “was just like this light 
opened up.” She remembered thinking: 
It was like, oh my gosh, they were able to use his skin to save burn victims and that was 
just like this breath of fresh air in the midst of all this darkness and doom and gloom. 
Getting that letter and seeing what they had done was probably one of the most amazing 
days in that first year. I will never forget that day.  
She said the letter accompanied a “beautiful little medallion thing with the logo on it and his 
name.” She also stated “This was like this little miracle that landed in my lap in the midst of 
darkness and it brought light. It was an amazing, amazing time.” Cindy pointed out that letter 
from the OPO as, “the beginning of my better healing process that had not really gone very well 
until that point.” She reported that the information from the OPO “was good news that could be 
shared with the family, with friends, and with the people at church.” Cindy recalled thinking, 
“This is incredible.” 
Maintaining Balance When There is No Control  
All nine participants described Maintaining Balance When There is No Control as a part 
of the lived experience in their moment of loss. In each account, there are details of the 





Experience at Hospital. Patty described her call to 911 at the discovery of her 
daughter’s injuries. She said, “He shot her twice, so she was basically dead you know, but yet 
her organs were alive. And I kept thinking about Gabby Giffords, that she had gotten shot in the 
head and she was still alive.” She reported: 
It was awhile and then finally after a neurologist, I guess, had scanned her brain or 
whatever, you know, and knew there was, you know, no, no brain. I mean there was some 
brain activity. They do not declare them brain dead until there is no brain activity; and 
that was not until 6:15 that night. And that is when they declared her dead, but then they 
keep them . . . ventilated. 
Bea recalled the words of the doctor they met upon arrival at the hospital, “We do not  
know if he is going make it through the night. You will never have the son back that you once 
had because his brain damage is going to be so incredible.” Bea stated that she remembered 
starting to feel “kind of numb” after hearing those words. Days later, she heard the neurologist 
say, “I do not think he is going to make it.” Bea reported, “Basically, he said he is not going to 
make it and I passed out.” Bea said, that after listening to the neurologist on one of his visits, she 
requested “that we no longer meet with the neurologist because he was really too blunt for me.”  
On Thursday evening, as she sat alone with her son in his hospital room, “I told  
my son my personal goodbye, then I left and began planning his funeral.” She recalled driving 
away on Friday: 
We left him right where we had spent all this time with him. And, as we left the hospital 
and we were on the access road, I went hysterical. I started screaming at cars. “Don’t you 




just a raving lunatic. . . . “You are not supposed to leave your child when they are still 
warm.”  
In Cindy’s memory, she knew her husband had died at home. Upon arrival at the hospital, 
“It was not long, they put me in a private room. We were sitting in this in this room and the 
doctor came in and said he is gone.” Among her concerns came, “How can you get the funeral 
home when the organ donor folks are going to be here?” And the response she recalled, “They 
said, believe me they will be done before the funeral home can get here, and they were right.”  
She said she understood that it was a big hospital and they had people on call. Then she 
added, “I mean I had no idea that people were on call all the time and I guess you have to if you 
are an organ donor.” Then she reported that she was told, “We are good; it is already done.” 
Diane recalled going into a room where Carolyn was and seeing Carolyn’s eyes a little bit 
open and how she had “a flutter of a thought, oh, she is not dead.” Diane reported that another of 
her daughters was the one that closed Carolyn’s eyes. Diane said that her daughter, Sarah, was 
upset that no one had closed Carolyn’s eyes.  
Diane shared that the doctor did not have anything to say. She said, “I asked, ‘Do you 
think she suffered or anything?’ and he said, ‘No, she did not.’” She recalled that the doctor 
added nothing more in response. Diane explained that her perception was, “He did not say 
anything which is worse than details.” Diane remembered holding Carolyn and telling her, “It is 
okay,” and then leaving Carolyn. Later, she said, “I felt like I was trying to orchestrate 
everything. It just became surreal. There needs to be someone who realizes what is going on with 
people.” Then she added: 
This has to happen so much. I mean even if it is not from suicide, someone has to call and 




of an orchestrated softness or an orchestrated comforting atmosphere already set up. It 
should not have to be some guy’s office that you have to go to. I am sure there must be 
rooms where you go when someone dies. 
Diane suggested that a psychological support person would be a good addition to the 
hospital staff. She pointed out, “That does not guarantee the right things have been done or said. 
But I think places that deal with this should maybe have someone dealing specifically with the 
bereaved.” She recalled thinking, “Understanding what is happening to people that have been 
shocked would have been helpful” adding, “but the priest was kind.”  
Diane also described: 
The worst thing was that man in the office who actually acted like we were all bothering 
him. That was the worst thing. He finally got up and took his stuff and marched out. It 
was like he seemed angry. That was probably the worst thing. 
Diane added, “I think when that happens it probably does not matter as much about a room or 
office as much as how people treat you.” 
Bill recalled: 
The doctor came into my son’s room early that morning and did some tests on Steve at 
that time. This kind of pissed me off. The doctor was very cavalier about it. I wanted to 
jump across the bed and hit the guy. He was moving around that intubation tube and 
getting no response and I just thought; I didn’t like it, let me put it that way. 
He reported that after the doctor performed his tests, he shared the results of the scans from 
earlier that morning and explained that there was an aneurysm on Steve’s brainstem, and “it had 
effectively shut him down.” Recalling the doctor next pronouncing his son dead.  




What stands out about that day is really bad, bad feelings about that doctor. I can picture 
that little guy doing what he was doing and my urge to hurt him. I guess I thought he was 
hurting my son and I found that tough to deal with. He was very nonchalant about it. 
Your son is dead, and I have to get down to the next room.  
That was the attitude expressed. That, I did not like. Still chaps me. If I could see 
him. If I knew who he was, I would probably try to knock him out. He was just doing his 
job, but he was just so uncaring. You know, you can’t do anything about that. It’s just the 
way the guy is.  
I did not want the guy to baby me. I just wanted a little compassion. You know? 
Your son just, you know, I am declaring him dead. But none of that. You know his bed 
side manner sucked.  
Edwina recalled the sight of her son with “tubes coming out of him.” She said, “He was 
on a ventilator. It was just not a good thing to see.” She reported the sight of him being put 
“deeply to sleep so he would not move” and bringing his siblings “to see him and to say 
goodbye.” Edwina recalled her realization that when his blood pressure started dropping, she 
knew it was probably nearing the end. She said it was at that time that “doctors brought up 
donation” to her.  
Edwina remembered a neurologist showing her the CT scans of her son’s brain and being 
shown “it was filling up with fluid.” And she recalled the doctor asking, “Have you ever thought 
about donating his organs?” Edwina recalled her feeling of anger and of her thought, “He is 10 
years old. I never thought about him dying, much less donating his organs.” 
Edwina described the time just after the meeting with the OPO and how “the family 




her son was pronounced dead at 1:14 p.m. on a Tuesday afternoon. She said, “He was still pink. 
He was still warm. And supposedly breathing, but if they had taken that [ventilator] off, he 
would have stopped. And then they had a changing of the nursing guard.” 
Edwina reported how she “felt anger and distress” and that still in her mind, “many times 
this day happened yesterday.” She said she can now talk about it without bursting into tears; she 
added, “But I can smell it. I can feel it. Just little things about that whole ICU unit.”  
Fran recalled the experience of understanding that her son was dead. She met with a 
neurologist at about 4:30 in the afternoon on December 4. He explained and showed her on a CT 
scan, “It was over. He was dead.” Fran reported that the neurologist told her the only reason her 
son could not be declared dead at that time was that he had been given some medication and the 
medication had to have time to completely be out of his system, because theoretically it could 
impact results of the CT scan. Fran understood there was no question as to whether or not her 
son was brain dead. She explained that another neurologist declared her son dead at 10:10 am the 
next morning, and that to her, “It was almost like he died twice.” Fran stated, “I would not want 
another family to have to sit in a room with their child knowing he was dead but listening to the 
machines making him inhale and exhale.”  
Liz reported on her hospital experience stating that during the visit from law enforcement 
officers, she was told where her son had been taken. She said that when she arrived at the 
emergency room, she asked for her son by name and was told, “Well, we do not have him in 
here,” to which Liz responded, “Well, the police officer said he was air flighted here.” Liz said 
she was told, “Well, ma’am just take a seat.”  
Liz stated she had “not been told anything about his condition or what was going on.” 




family?” Liz said she told them no. She reported that this was happening near midnight and that 
in her own mind she was thinking, “No, it is almost midnight, so no. I want to wait. I want to 
know what is going on. I want to see my son. I want to talk to him and all that before I worry 
everybody about that at midnight.” Liz said the lady looked at her and said, “Ma’am, you do not 
understand. He is probably not going to survive surgery. He is in surgery right now and he is 
probably not going to survive surgery. So, we need you to contact family.”  
Liz recalled that she and her family were in the waiting room when the trauma surgeon 
and neurosurgeon came in and told her about all the injuries, “awful injuries, broken bones, 
internal injuries, but the biggest thing was the head injury.” Liz remembered asking, “Is he 
alive?” She said the response was, “Alive as he can be. The next 24 hours will tell.” She said she 
was allowed to see her son, but not allowed to touch him.  
Liz remembered the call on her cellphone while she was in the oncology department.  
She said, “They called on my cellphone and wanted me to get to the ICU floor, and I asked, ‘Is it 
terminal?’ And he said, ‘It is worse than terminal.’ I asked, ‘How is it worse than terminal?’” 
She recalled that her thought was, “I guess worse than terminal means it already is.” 
Grace described the week she spent with her daughter at the hospital. Upon her arrival at 
her daughter’s bedside, her older daughter announced, “Momma’s here” which caused some sort 
of reaction in Laura. Grace remembered “the nurse came in and said step out,” and they stepped 
out. Grace said, “they calmed her down and they got her back to stable” and then questioned she 
and Ana about what had happened. Ana explained that she had announced, “Momma's here.”  
Grace said the nurse told them, “Oh no, do not tell her that because she does not know 
her mom is here. She knows that you (Ana) are here, so you are the only one that can speak to 




“For days, we went like that.” She explained that as the days passed, she understood her daughter 
was not improving. The family met with the OPO and Grace understood they were waiting for a 
doctor to pronounce death. This announcement came in a phone call from the doctor near 
midnight and that call was followed another telephone call from the OPO asking that she return 
to the hospital after midnight to “sign papers” and she was not allowed to leave that meeting 
until after 4:00 a.m. 
Helplessness. Each participant offered the feeling and emotion at having to walk away at 
the end of their hospital experience.  
Bea described helplessness in stating, “It was horrendous when I had to leave my son in 
the hospital.” She also said, “You are not supposed to leave your child when they are still warm.” 
Like Bea, Edwina described, “He was still pink. He was still warm. And supposedly 
breathing, but if they had taken that [ventilator] off, he would have stopped.” Talking about 
walking away and leaving him in the hands of the procurement nurses she said, “I felt like I was 
leaving him in the hands of angels.  
Bill addressed the helplessness and anger at his own perception of the doctor’s attitude:  
Your son is dead, and I have to get down to the next room. That was the attitude  
expressed. That, I did not like. Still chaps me. . . . He was just doing his job, but he was 
just so uncaring. You know, you can’t do anything about that. It’s just the way the guy is. 
I did not want the guy to baby me. I just wanted a little compassion. You know? Your son 
just, you know, I am declaring him dead. But none of that. You know his bed side 
manner sucked. 




explained that for her, she did not want “to prolong things” and her family did not want her 
staying at the hospital due to her own health condition and the fact that she had already “passed 
out and ended up in the emergency room once” so, they did not want her to stay so she 
remembers just saying goodbye.  
Later, upon realizing it was the hour of her son’s procurement surgery, she described her  
feeling as: 
Almost like the wind is knocked out of you, but you don’t catch your breath. Like the 
wind is knocked out of you and you can’t breathe, and then you still can’t breathe. You 
hear people talk about that primal feeling, but it is so different to experience it. 
Cindy’s helplessness was born of a different situation than the rest of the participants. 
Cindy explained: 
My son was like this mass of confusion. Pastor is there with mom. I am in the back seat 
with him and I have to tell him what has happened. That was the most awful moment of 
my life. My daughter was there and had experienced the whole thing. That is maybe the 
first worse thing, that she experienced it all right with me. I was wishing she had spent 
the night with her friend. I was wishing she had not been there either. But she had helped 
me. But, telling my son, knowing that with his Asperger’s, he was not going to show me 
his feelings reliably and I did not know what to do for him because he was very stoic. 
And then he finally cried. He did not understand what he was feeling.  
Fran said it was hard when her son was wheeled out of the hospital and into the 
ambulance. She said that has really stayed with her because “it just felt so final” even though she 




something about the reality that he was going to be cut up into little pieces. That kind of hit me 
there for a while.” 
Patty reported helplessness in the overall situation with her daughter and son-in-law. She 
said that in hindsight, “I did not like him [her daughter’s husband] from the get-go, but I did not 
say anything. I was like okay if this makes her happy you know, so be it.” Patty reported that 
Don did not let Jill see Patty or tell her about her surgery and Patty said, “I just could not even 
believe that, but anyway, things went from there. We had never been like that, so it was a very 
strange situation.”  
Diane described the helplessness she felt as a parent of a child who had committed  
suicide. She talked about qualities she identified in a television show about suicides: 
The way people picked at each other and parents trying to help and not necessarily 
knowing what to do. There are so many different things parents cannot take care of. You 
are missing something here that is going on over there, and then to have deafness on top 
of it. I think that made it very hard on Carolyn. Not on everyone. She has deaf friends 
who now have children and so I do not know why that could not happen for her.  
Diane said that for her it is “still hard to just sit and chit chat.” The reason she offered was that a 
part of her “just feels like this is all pretty meaningless.” She said, “I am sure that is a very 
unhealthy thing, but it is just always there. She is always there, but I think that is the way it 
should be.”  
Grace repeatedly attributed events to God’s will saying, “And I said, if it is what the Lord 
wants, we will accept it, you know.” Rather than feeling helpless, she felt she was experiencing 





The participants described the various ways they were advised to Get Help or realized 
they needed help in their recovery from grief. The ways the participants received help varied, as 
did their perception of what felt like support.  
Finding Support Through Personal Faith. Patty attributed her healing to “grace and 
mercy.” She said: 
You know we learn, and that is hard to understand at first, that good things can come out 
of hard times. I have the Lord, and my daughter was a Christian, so I know where she is. 
So, that is the relief, right there.  
Grace reported using her personal faith throughout the experience. Praying, singing, and 
saying, “if it is what the Lord wants, we will accept it, you know.”  
Bea said her faith was especially important. She said her niece made me a CD of 
religious songs and that she would listen to them, cry, sing and pray. 
Cindy reported that knowing someone’s life was improved was important to her. She 
leaned on her faith to heal from there explaining that in her mind was She explained, “It was the 
scripture, ‘God gives us everything for good.’” 
Liz reported she “kinda” feels there is an afterlife, “for the spirit and all that” because she 
knows her son’s spirit had gone somewhere else. She recalled, “that sort of thought did not play 
a big part in the donation, but it did dawn on me a little bit.”  
Recognition of Mental Health Needs. Patty shared that she was already seeing a 
therapist for grief after the death of her husband. She said she had been told by a friend, “it will 
help you.” Patty said, “I started going to see the therapist before my husband died, and I kept 
seeing her. Little did I know how much I would need her. She was very careful about watching 




(Patty) was really strong and that she did not see symptoms of PTSD. Patty said that together, 
they did a lot of grief therapy. Patty also reported that being present in her grandchildren’s lives 
has helped her, as has volunteer work speaking for the OPO. She reported that the volunteer 
speaking opportunities help her “as much as anything.” 
Bea reported feeling very supported by their community. Bea pointed out, “There is a 
wonderful quote that if you can take the experience of losing a child and give it some kind of 
purpose, then it helps. She said, “And it does.” Bea then described her volunteer work at the 
OPO. Bea also “highly” recommended therapy. She said that for her, it was not just the loss of a 
child, or the loss of a family member, but how that loss affects the whole life experience.  
Bea stated, “I have experienced a lot of loss in my life. The loss of my son was the 
topper. It chain reacted to other experiences I have had in my life. So, I highly recommend 
therapy.” Bea said she remembered being told by her therapist, “I do not think you want to get 
over the death of your son. I do not think you want to get healed.” Bea expressed that with the 
passing of the years, she has realized “she [the therapist] was right. I just did not want it to be 
over. I just could not believe he could be gone.”  
Bea also explained how she “really took the mom role and it was all about me.” She said 
she has witnessed over and over that everyone goes to comfort the mom and many times, the dad 
is the one that needs more comfort and more understanding. She said she feels this is particularly 
true in organ donation. She said people would hug her, and people would hug my husband, but 
mostly when they asked, ‘How are you doing?’ the question was asked of her. She stated that 




Diane reported that she has sought therapy and support groups. She reported she is 
sometimes able to reach out for support, and sometimes cannot. She stated, “It is just something. 
You never know how you are going to be.”  
Like Bea, Diane commented on her concern for her husband’s care. She stated, 
“Everyone was focusing on me, but my husband was horrifically broken.” She advised that 
“there needs to be someone who realizes what is going on with people.”  
Edwina shared that about 6 months after Justin’s death, her younger son had “a real bad 
regression period.” She said a therapist told her, “it is a sign of anger.” Edwina said they attended 
therapy with her youngest son and then that just cleared up. She said, “He would not talk about it 
very much” and that she felt he “did not really have the words.” She added that her daughter 
“just strictly refused to talk about it.” The daughter told her mother, “It makes me sad when I 
think about it, so I am not going to think about it.”  
Edwina reported that she attended a local support group about 6 months after her son’s 
death and she listened as attendees the told the stories of their losing their loved ones. As she 
listened to the emotions of these people that were 3 years, or 5 years since their loss, and they 
were just crying, she recalled thinking, “these people need a therapist. They should be over this 
by now.” She said, “At 3 years and 5 years, I was crying too. I think it was a good year before I 
thought I was going to be okay. I think I slept walked through that whole first year because I had 
two kids to take care of.” Edwina said that in between year 1 and year 10, laughter and fun did 
exist, but that she “never felt the same ever again” and that she still does not. She described, “I 
have a little compartment in my heart, and it holds all the pain there, and sometimes the pain 




Bill reported that after his son died his “life was really hell.” And he said, “I just really 
did not even want to live. I just, I felt bad.” He said he knew his wife felt bad also and while he 
“did not want to,” his wife pushed him until he, “actually went and sat down with a psychiatrist. 
And that helped in a way.” He said that “just talking about Steve’s death, was really hard to do 
with the psychiatrist. You know, to open your soul to a stranger.” Bill stated that he was not a 
nice person at times. Then, Bill added: 
But talking to the psychiatrist and venting my feelings and hearing my wife. She was not 
feeling very good about this either. That, I found to be beneficial. If you get a chance to 
encourage anyone to do that, I don’t think it hurts to drop a hint to get professional 
advice. When you talk to folks who have been through this, they are probably going to be 
like me, I do not need that crap, it is all hoodoo and smoke and mirrors, but it proved to 
be beneficial. . . . That was kind of like one of the spokes in the wheel of the recovery 
process which is still going on.  
Liz has had some experience with online grief support groups for parents. She said she 
does not post much on the support websites, but sometimes she reads what others post and can 
feel the emotion in their words so, she knows she cannot spend much time on such websites 
before she feels like she is “absorbing their pain.” She said she realizes those parents are using 
the support website as their own outlet and that many will engage with them there, especially in 
the “first couple of years.” She said that for her own peace, she recognizes when she cannot read 
any more of their stories. 
Liz explained that volunteer speaking, telling her story over and over, was the way she 
grieved. She said she does not believe she would have felt as much at peace and able to function 




Grace said she has been to workshops and met recipients. She also attends a group for 
recipients, and she is the only donor family member in the group. Grace reports she gets value 
from these meetings. 
The Importance of an Outlet 
Of the nine participants, eight described The Importance of an Outlet for sharing the story 
of loss as an avenue toward healing. The participants’ stories are unique, and the participants 
report that storytelling holds value and helps to assign meaning to their experience. The eight 
participants that mentioned volunteering for the OPO are referring to opportunities to speak at 
OPO events, telling their story of transplant, from the donor family side.  
Sharing Experiences Through Volunteer Work to Assist in Grief Process. Patty 
reported why she volunteers for the OPO. She said it has “just helped so much to be able to 
volunteer for the OPO.” She said it helps her “as much as anything.” She added: 
It just gives me joy and it gives me happiness to know that I am giving them a story that 
maybe lets them see a little bit different angle than what they are seeing. They kind of 
need to see a human side.  
Bea pointed out, “There is a wonderful quote that if you can take the experience of losing a child 
and give it some kind of purpose, then it helps. She said, “And it does.” Bea further described the 
volunteer speaking opportunities: 
Speaking, they would always put a big picture of Alex up behind me and I would open by 
telling the audience that my son and I are doing this together and that I was okay. Talking 
really helped me. I think reflection and talking about a child’s death, I know for me it is 
helping, it is healthy.  




Liz reported that she began volunteering for the OPO by the end of the first year after her 
son’s death. She said for her, there is a feeling of healing in her volunteer work. She said, “I 
wonder if I had not had the volunteering, how else would I have handled my grief?” Liz 
explained that volunteer speaking, telling her story over and over, was the way she grieved. She 
said she does not believe she would have felt as much at peace and able to function if she had not 
had that volunteer outlet. She reported it gave her a purpose. 
Bill reported he is a volunteer speaker for the OPO. He reported: 
Part of that is selfish because that is very cathartic for me. There was a time when I could 
not talk about this. I did not want to talk about it. It hurt too much. It opened that wound. 
It took me a while. 
He recalled that it took him about 3 years after his son died before he was able to do so. He said 
he finds it “cathartic” to be able to tell the story of his son’s death. He reported that every time he 
tells the story, it gets a little easier.  
Diane explained her connection to volunteer speaking. She said someone told her about 
volunteering to speak for the OPO and that she might find this to be a positive experience.  
Fran stated that she plans on volunteering for the OPO, but she has not started yet. 
Ultimately, she “would really love to be one of those people who work with [donor] families in 
that transition.” She explained that she felt the ladies who worked with her were “so impactful” 
and “because you can empathize with the family because you have been there. You know what 
they are going through.”  
Grace reported, “My first testimony talk was about 4 months after [my daughter] passed 
away.” She explained that it is important that people understand the meaning of being an organ 




can give life and love to someone else. Grace said that the OPO has helped them a lot, that “they 
are like my family, my new family.”  
Edwina reported becoming a volunteer speaker for the OPO about 6 months after her son 
died. She said that is, “Way too soon to get involved with that. Way too soon.” And then she 
explained that her anger would come out, so she stopped volunteering for a while “because that 
was not doing anybody good.” She said that later, she did begin volunteering again after “a little 
time of reflection.”  
Reaching for Peace and Good 
In each of the cases mentioned below, there are examples of Reaching for Peace and 
Good. Participants described events in their narratives that exemplify their striving for something 
good. Either in grasping at a momentary flash of hope or good news or assigning attributes to the 
deceased to describe an altruistic nature. The statements each flowed naturally in the 
participants’ descriptions of their experiences. 
Hope/Good News. Diane reported going into the room where Carolyn was and seeing 
Carolyn’s eyes a little bit open. She reported she had “a flutter of a thought, oh, she is not dead.”  
Bea recalled, “I want to believe that at one point he might have squeezed my hand. The 
nurse gently told me that it was probably a nerve reflex from me squeezing his.” She later 
described, “But I still remember that cough because it looked like any other cough he ever had. 
As hope springs eternal, when you see them do something normal it is like, okay, we got a shot 
here.” 
Bill recalled sitting next to his son, holding his hand and saying to him, “If you can hear  
me squeeze my finger,” and there was just a slight squeeze on his finger. Bill said he was really 




Assigning Qualities to the Deceased. Patty described her daughter and that she would 
have said yes to becoming an organ donor. She reported: 
She worked at taking care of people for many years, so I mean she was just caring and 
empathetic and that is what she would have wanted. I am sure. I mean, I don’t have any 
doubts. I just wish we could have actually saved, you know, just saved more people. 
Patty also assigned qualities to her daughter’s lungs. Explaining that she knew the 
recipient had been hospitalized a few times, Patty added, “Not really for her lungs. They are 
doing great.”  
Bea described why her son would have chosen to be a donor, “My son would be the  
perfect organ donor. He was healthy. He was athletic. He was giving. As a matter of fact, his 
favorite saying was, ‘I got your back.’”  
Liz told the story of how her son said he wanted to be a superhero, like his friend who 
became a donor before him. Then she added, “even if my son had not said that, I would have 
done it because that is the kind of person Tyler was.”  
Describing why his son would have said yes to becoming a donor, Bill said:  
We realized my son was a real outgoing guy, he loved helping people and had just a hell 
of a sense of humor. And we came to a collective decision that this is what he would have 
wanted, to be an organ donor.  
In explaining his concern for the recipient, Bill assigned quality to his son’s kidney. The 
recipient’s daughter had told Bill that her mother’s quality of life had improved exponentially. 
She was able to enjoy her grandkids. Her skin color was kind of normal. Dialysis was a thing of 




I knew Steve has caused that and it was kind of a relief that out of this horrible situation that 
some good has come.” 
Cindy explained why her husband would have said yes to becoming a donor:  
He would have loved the fact that he helped those burn victims in their recovery. He was 
not a real emotional guy for the most part, but he had a really soft heart and he would 
have given someone the shirt off of his back. It would have made him really, really happy 
to know that part of him made someone else happy, which made us happy.  
Fran said her son registered to become an organ donor when he got his first driver’s  
license at age 16. She stated he made this decision “because he felt like that was the responsible 
thing to do.” 
Edwina recalled saying, “Our son would want this.” She remembered a conversation with 
her son about a year earlier when he told her, “If I was crossing the street and got hit by a car, 
God would take care of me, angels would come and get me.” She said when she remembered 
that statement she knew, “it was a sign right there that we have to do this.” In describing news of 
the lung recipient’s death, Edwina assigned quality to her son’s lungs when she explained, “The 
rest of [the recipient’s] body was too damaged for [her son’s] lungs.” 
To Know or Not to Know Recipients. Within the flow of each interview, six of the  
participants addressed their relationship with the recipient(s) without prompt. In each interview, 
if the relationship with recipients had not already been addressed, the participant was asked, 
“What is your vision or plan for any future relationship with the recipient(s)?”  
Patty reported that she and the recipient of her daughter’s lungs were able to meet. Both 
agreed to have their story publicized. Patty described the recipient as, “just so precious.” Patty 




now they are in the recipient.” Patty reported being moved by the statement. She added, “Now, 
when she calls me her donor mom, I do feel like her mom because part of me is in her.”  
Patty reported she sees the lung recipient 3 or 4 times a year and they volunteer together 
at OPO events. Patty stated that the recipient has been in the hospital “a few times” and that she 
goes to visit the recipient each time she is in the hospital. For the remainder of the recipients of 
her daughter’s organs, Patty has stated her desire for them to “just write back so that I can read 
the letter, and just tell me you are okay or whatever.” She also stated, “I mean I don’t know why 
they wouldn’t want to contact me.” 
Bea said that she and her family received letters from recipients early on. She reported 
that she and her husband had already decided they really did not want to meet the recipients of 
her son’s organs. Bea said her husband was not really interested in it and that they made all their 
decisions together, so out of respect for her husband, she never really pushed it. Bea also stated 
that: 
In reality, I was not that strong on the idea myself. But I was getting to meet recipients in 
another setting. The other part is, that maybe I was a little bit afraid that further down the 
line, they would not still be alive, and I did not want to know that. I think unknown is 
better.  
Bea reported she has letters from two of the recipients. She said, “I have their letters. I 
know what they said. I do not feel the need to see the recipients.” Bea stated that she and her 
family have never responded in any way to the letters they received. She said, “I never thought 
of the recipients needing to know Alex in any way.” Bea reported her belief, “It is knowing that 




Liz reported hearing from the lung recipient and then the liver recipient within the first 6 
months after her son’s death. She said “and of course we wanted to meet. I wanted to meet all 
five of [the recipients].” She has been able to meet the heart recipient and they are friends on 
social media. She reported that because of the internet, the heart recipient, who lives in another 
state, was able to find her and know the story of her son and his death even before they 
corresponded and met.  
Liz said when she thinks about recipients, “those things kind of keep me going.” She 
pointed out that now, almost 10 years later, she and the recipients of her son’s organs are not 
corresponding regularly. 
She reported that when she hears of someone not wanting to meet or know the recipients, 
she thinks, “But for me, oh my gosh, I want to know.” Liz reported the reason for wanting to 
know the recipients “to see life going on.” She said, “I think it is about seeing that they are living 
a happy productive life now that they have received Tyler’s organs.” She noted that when she 
sees the heart recipient on social media and sees that she is able to do “all these different things,” 
that creates a good feeling inside of her. She said, “It makes me feel, wow! My son did that, even 
though he died.”  
She stated she believes that is the reason she wants contact with the recipients. Liz 
explained that they would not even have to meet face to face, she would just like to know who 
each recipient is, how their lives are going, and how they are doing.  
Liz reported that she and the lung recipient have occasionally volunteered together and 
that just knowing the recipients makes her happy. She stated, “I do not know why. I do not know 
if I have a specific reason, but it just makes me feel good that something good has come out of 




Bill reported that “a couple of years after Steve passed away,” he initiated the request to 
meet the recipients. He said he was then able to meet one of the kidney recipients and described 
that meeting in detail: 
I put my hand [over the kidney] and it was like I got shocked. It was surreal. It was a 
moment I will never forget. I put my hand there and realized a part of my son was right 
there. It was tremendous. It was surreal. It was like wow, is this really happening? The 
emotion I felt was kind of like happy and it was bittersweet.  
Bill stated that 2, or maybe 3 years ago, he re-initiated the attempt to meet the other 
recipients of his son’s organs. He reported he has heard nothing from them and does not want to 
“be pushy,” and wants to respect their privacy. He has guessed the reasons for the recipients’ 
non-response and said, “I do not know. Maybe they feel guilty. I just do not know.” Bill 
explained reasons for wanting to meet the recipients: 
It is probably a selfish reason. I want to know that somebody benefited from my loss. 
Like the recipient we did meet. She benefitted. That was kind of cathartic for me. To hear 
that someone else, that two or three others benefitted would, I can’t say solidify my 
opinion, but it would make me feel better. Feel better that Steve’s passing was not in 
vain.  
Diane said, “I have never had word from any of the recipients. I wanted to. I did say I 
was open to it.  
Cindy reported she made no effort to communicate with or about recipients of David’s 
donation. She explained that she was, “probably was not in the mindset to pursue that” because 




place then, I probably would have pursued that. I think it would be cool to know how many, 
what their lives were like, and how their lives were changed.”  
Fran reported she has not met any of the recipients. She stated she wrote to all of the 
recipients a few months after her son died. She explained that she wanted them to know she 
“would love to hear from them and hear their story;” she added, “kind of assuring them that it 
would not be an upset to me.” Fran recalled that some of the literature she was given about 
recipients said that recipients might be afraid they will upset the donor family; or they have 
feelings of guilt over the situation.  
Fran said she did receive a letter back from one of the kidney recipients, and then about a 
year later, a detailed letter from a gentleman who received her son’s liver and that she “would 
love to hear from all of them.” She said she will always cherish the correspondence from 
recipients. Fran offered, “It is nice to have a face with the organ.” She also explained that she 
feels hearing from recipients is “a very healing process.” 
Grace reported she is anxious to meet all of the recipients of her daughter’s organs. She 
said, “I want mine to tell me, yes, I will meet you now. I want to meet the person. I want to know 
their lives.” Grace resolved: 
I do not know what I am expecting them to tell me. I do not know. But whatever they say, 
I think it would be the best thing ever. And this is why I get involved in all this. The grief 
can never go away, but you can handle it.  
Edwina explained that early on, they received letters that told them the disposition of the 
donated organs. She said she was notified of the death of one of the recipients but knew nothing 




Edwina explained that she wanted to think of the recipients “as perfect people who have 
Justin’s organs and not as imperfect people as we all are.” She said she wanted to think of them 
as “receiving an organ and living a happy healthy life.” She explained further, that she was afraid 
if she found out about them, and they had not done that, she would be angry. Edwina said, “I 
never really thought about the recipients after we made the decision. Hearing from the recipients 
was pretty much the last thing on my mind.”  
Value of Knowing the Wishes of Your Loved Ones 
 Each of the participants expressed their thoughts on the Value of Knowing the Wishes of 
Your Loved Ones so that the answers are readily available in end of life situations. Some 
expressly knew the organ donation answer because of previous intentional conversations about 
end of life decisions. Others had alternate experiences.  
Thoughts and Conversations About End of Life Issues. Patty reported that she and Jill 
never discussed organ donation. Patty remembered that Jill used to say, “Motorcycle riders, 
another word for them is organ donors, especially in Texas where they do not wear helmets.” She 
said that is the only thing about organ donation that she remembered hearing from Jill. Patty 
reported that Jill was a registered organ donor; that her driver’s license did have the heart on it. 
Bea reported yes, they had discussed organ donation previously. She recalled, “We talked 
about organ donation as a family once. And now, I am ashamed of my response.” Bea explained 
that 7 years before Alex’s accident, one of her older sons had to have a heart valve replaced. She 
said they learned he would receive a human heart valve. Bea explained: 
I remember my son asking, “If I am getting a human heart valve, does that mean someone 
is going to have to die?” And I was really cavalier. I said, yeah, but sure, that is how they 




She explained that at that time, she was trying to comfort her son. Bea said, “I look back 
now and I was flippant. But unless you have experienced losing a family member and going 
through organ donation, you do not comprehend what it means.” 
Liz recalled a conversation she and her son had about a year before he would become a 
donor: 
A year before Tyler’s accident, one of our friends had died in a freak bicycle accident and 
he became an organ donor. We saw his heart recipient on television, and they were 
talking about organ donation. They were talking about it on television and my son was 
kind of childlike, not like most teens. We saw them on television and my son asked, “Did 
our friend really give his heart to that man?” I asked, do you remember when our friend 
died? Well, they took his heart and gave it to this man. Tyler said, “Oh my gosh, he has 
his heart. How do they do that? That is cool. I guess that makes our friend a superhero.” I 
said, yes, I guess it does. And Tyler said, “Mom, if anything happened to me, I want to 
donate my organs, I want to be a superhero.” It was just a lighthearted comment and 
conversation.  
Liz said, “Then when it happened, I was like, oh my gosh.” She reported that her son’s death and 
his becoming an organ donor brought realization that she needed to become a registered organ 
donor. 
Bill reported that the subject of organ donation had never come up in family discussions. 
He said, “It was just not something we had discussed.” 
Diane recalled Carolyn’s decision to become a registered organ donor. She explained: 
A few years before that day in the hospital, there was a talk show on television where 




show, the donor family came out, and all of the recipients that lived because of that 
donor’s family, and my daughter and I were just really touched by that. Right away, 
Carolyn got online and registered to become an organ donor.  
She recalled Carolyn’s excitement at seeing the heart designation on her license. Diane stated 
that as a result of Carolyn’s donation, all of her family are registered organ donors. 
Cindy reported that before David died, both he and Cindy were registered organ donors. 
She did not recall the reason they registered stating, “It seems like I had just always wanted to be 
an organ donor.” Cindy stated, “David’s death started lots of conversations about organ donation, 
about making sure your family knows what you want.” She reported, “He and I had discussed 
organ donation and we each knew what each wanted. I knew he was an organ donor.” Cindy said 
that her experience with David becoming an organ donor “cemented” her decision to be an organ 
donor. She said, “It is on my driver’s license and my family knows.” 
She reported that she and David had discussed death and dying and organ donation. She 
explained that they had both lost grandmothers, then her father died, followed shortly thereafter 
by her mother; so, they had experienced death and making final arrangements in their years 
together.  
Fran reported her son was 34 years old and that he registered to become an organ donor 
with his first driver’s license when he was 16 years old. She said she thought he signed up to be 
an organ donor “because he felt like that was the responsible thing to do.” She said she knew that 
he was an organ donor, but they never talked about the specifics of organ donation. She stated, “I 
just knew that he had made that selection.”  
Grace and her family reported discussion of organ donation months earlier, but that was 




her daughter’s death, she learned from a nurse that her daughter was already a registered organ 
donor. She had registered without her mother’s knowledge. Grace recalled her response at 
learning this fact, “Thank you Jesus. You did the work for me. I didn't have to make the 
decision.” Grace did state that her daughter becoming a donor started conversations about organ 
donation within her extended family. She reported: 
We did not already know that they were organ donors that were registered. And wow. We 
never talk about this. My older brother has been a registered donor since 1970. And had 
never said a word to us. We did not know because we never talked about it.  
Edwina reported she had always been a firm believer in organ donation. She reported that 
they are registered organ donors but that she did not know “that it was a really big deal.” She 
reported that some of her relatives are not because they “still have the old-fashioned idea that the 
doctors are not going to try to save you if you are an organ donor.” She said she has also heard, 
“I am too old, or I have this illness or ailment.” She explained that she says, “Let the doctor 
decide if you are right. Your skin is still great so. Skin can be used.” Then she added that some 
claim no for “religious reasons.” Edwina expressed she feels they are more conservative than her 
but, “they do not want to think about death and signing that organ donation card makes you think 
that, wow, I am going to die someday. We are but, hopefully not for a long time.”  
Uncommon but Important 
Transfer of Donor Qualities to Recipient. Grace reported she had attended recipient 
support group meetings. She said, “This is when you learn things. This is when you experience 
the best things.” Grace described a conversation, she recalled where she said, “Answer me one 
question.” And reported that one of the recipients said, “I know what you are going to ask, but 




have never had before? Do you start eating that that you never ate before?” Grace said they all 
started laughing and she wondered if she had said something she “was not supposed to say.” She 
said the recipients told her, “No, you’re right, we do.” Grace said, “It is so unexplainable how 
they do that. They have those cravings they never had before. That is an amazing feeling. You 
really think about it, you do not think about things like that.”  
Spiritualistic Communication. There are those that continue to feel some 
communication channel or spiritualistic connection with deceased loved ones; two of the 
participants in this study mentioned such communication.  
Bea said, “I realize now my son is still here, he is just not alive, and I am real comfortable 
with that.” She said that there are “just lots of ways I know my son is still present. And really, I 
guess, I am still present to him too. And so is my husband.”  
Bill reported, “I have had things happen. I don’t know if this is germane, but I have 
experienced things that in my mind, that tell me Steve is still here in spirit.” He explained that 
there have been several things that have happened, one in particular that he said, “just boggles 
my mind.” He then reported on the experience with the balloon in his back yard. 
Discussion 
This chapter provided themes and subthemes that emerged through interpretative 
phenomenological analysis (IPA). IPA was the chosen methodology for this research because it 
allowed each participants’ voice to be heard as they shared their unique experience through semi-
structured interviews. 
The excerpts provided illustrated the issues that are unique to the lived phenomena. The 
participants in this study (eight women and one man), have experience spanning from about 18 




United States, in more than one city and varied settings. The participants’ ages at the time of 
their donation experience ranged from the 30s to the 60s, with the ages of the deceased ranging 
from 10 years to 45 years. The participants’ education levels at the time of loss ranged from a 
high school diploma to a doctoral degree.  
Existing research of donor families offered data from numerous countries and cultures 
outside of the United States. The data from this study supports some of the findings in the 
existing literature while providing evidence for the wide spectrum of reasoning, religious values, 
beliefs, and choices available to these donor families and the experiences had in the United 
States. These factors allowed for the expansion of what is known about traumatic loss, the 
decisions, the care, and the truths about donor families in the U.S. 
The narratives reveal that participants had varying degrees of comprehension regarding 
brain death, and the facts surrounding a declaration of brain death. According to the United 
Network for Organ Sharing (2019), the strict protocols to meet the requirements for organ 
procurement are the reason that only 2% of deaths result in potential whole organs for possible 
transplant. The protocol for donating skin or corneas is less stringent (United Network for Organ 
Sharing, 2019). While these protocols are probably the reason for the cornea and skin donations 
mentioned in some of the participants’ narratives, none of them spoke of this having been 
explained to them or their being aware of these facts.  
A number of the participants described the enormity of grief connected to the donation. 
What they described was the combination of unexpected tragedy combined with traumatic grief. 
The combination is immense and can take years to feel any recovery. Pearlman et al. (2014) 




The evidence provided in the participants’ narratives substantiates the statement by Pearlman et 
al. (2018) that: 
If a person is having difficulty coming to terms with the death of a spouse, child, or 
parents 4 to 7 years after it occurred, others might conclude that the person is coping 
poorly with the loss. What these data suggest is that lasting distress following traumatic 
death of a family member is not a sign of individual coping failure. Rather, such distress 
is typical response to this type of loss (p. 8). 
Like the Ashkenazi and Cohen (2015) findings in Israeli families, the narratives of the 
participants in this study show that consenting to organ donation posited an extra burden on the 
bereavement process of donor families and as evidenced in this study, this extra burden can last 
at least 22 years or longer.  
The narratives of each the participants in this study supported prior research findings that 
at the time of a traumatic death of a loved one, the next of kin is in a state of disbelief, denial, 
and confusion (Corr et al., 2011; Figley, 2012; Kubler-Ross & Kessler, 2005; Parkes, 1987; 
Parkes, 1998; Parris, 2011; Rando, 1993).  
Within the narratives, the personalities and personal communication abilities of the 
participants can be heard in their choice of words and actions. Cleiren and van Zoelen (2002) and 
Ashkenazi and Cohen (2015) both linked personality to one’s ability to engage with the hospital 
staff. The more outgoing the personality, the more likely that person is to engage in conversation 
with the hospital staff. The more engaged one feels, the more likely one is to ask questions and 
feel more informed about events and decisions. Participants who reported being shy, quiet, or 
engaging less with hospital staff had fewer positive emotions and memories of their experiences 




involved, the family should be willing and able to ask questions, in order to gain more 
understanding of what is happening and have a greater comfort in the decisions they make 
(Ashkenazi & Cohen, 2015; Cleiren & van Zoelen, 2002).  
Multiple researchers pointed out findings that provide support for belief that the more 
positive the experience, the less grief is reported by the bereaved (Ashkenazi & Cohen; Cleiren 
& von Zoelen; Merchant et al., 2008). This was supported by participant reports in the current 
study. 
Findings support previous research that consenting to donation is a way for families to 
reach for something positive in their tragic experience (Berntzen & Bjørk, 2014; Maloney, 1998; 
Sque et al., 2005). Current findings also support literature stating that sudden, unexpected loss 
leaves the bereaved to search for meaning, and the need to find meaning may push a family to 
consent to donation so as to create redeeming value in their sense of loss (Fox & Swazey, 1992; 
Maloney, 1998; Sque et al., 2005; Sque et al., 2018). 
Some of the participants expressed their ability to appreciate humor, laughter, and 
happiness even in the midst of their grief. These individuals showed signs of better adjustment 
than those who might deny genuine laughs and smiles. Bonanno (2004) reported that “bereaved 
individuals who exhibited genuine laughs and smiles when speaking about a recent loss had 
better adjustment” (p. 26). 
A number of the participants reported participation in and recommendation for therapy. 
Stroebe et al. (2002) reported that bereavement therapy is indicated only for an individual who 
believes he needs therapy. Some individuals are more resilient than others and may decline 
therapy. Bonanno (2004) and Bonanno (2008), stated that resilience is common and should not 




enhancement, positive emotion and laughter (Lund et al., 2008), and repressive coping 
(emotional dissociation). The participants’ narratives included experiences across that spectrum. 
Luminet et al. (2000) found “being exposed to an emotional condition has a marked 
impact on a person’s motivation to seek social contact” (p. 662). This may be a link in explaining 
the factors that draw donor families to volunteer speaking for the OPO. In the Luminet et al. 
study in Belgium, a relationship was found between intensity of emotion experienced and the 
need for and duration of social sharing. The Belgium study showed that highly emotional 
experiences create a greater need for social sharing than those of little emotional impact 
(Luminet et al., 2000).  
The volunteer speaking may also share qualities or benefits with storytelling or narrative 
therapy to address grief. Maloney (1998) reported storytelling can be a part of healing from grief. 
Recollection allows families to grasp the reality of the loss of their loved one and their absence 
and offers a way to convey what this person was in life and is still in memory. Positive benefits 
of re-telling of experiences of loss have been found. Recalling and bringing order to negative 
events was a more positive feeling than ruminations about the events. Participants reported 
benefit from social sharing. Maloney (1998) stated, “The power of the story is very apparent in 
the realm of organ donation” (p. 9). Beder (2005) reported that stories told by donor families can 
be powerful tools for healing as well as for teaching those who offer bereavement care. Beder 
explained “the reiteration and retelling of the loss is essential, as it is through the speaking of an 
event that survivors can revise it in ways that make it more tolerable” (Beder, 2005, p. 264). 
Parris (2011) reported not all families are aware of the reality of their own suffering from 
grief or that help is available. This is evidenced in the experiences shared in the current 




an existential crisis for the survivor. This statement is also supported in the participants’ 
narratives as each has had to redefine personal truths after the experience of their loss. 
The following chapter will review the entire study, highlight findings and implications, 






















Summary, Implications and Recommendations 
Summary  
An average of 2.3 million people in the United States die annually (United Network for 
Organ Sharing, 2019).  Approximately 2% of those individuals die in a manner that might allow 
whole organ transplant, this is approximately 46,000 potential donors. Yet, in 2019, there were 
only 11,870 donors in the United States. This means 11,870 families consented to donation. For 
reasons which are not fully understood, more than 34,000 individuals who might have been 
donors, were not (United Network for Organ Sharing, 2019). Donor family concerns are a part of 
this equation. 
This study was designed to bring to light concerns of the donor family reality. These 
families experience a very unique type of grief. Parris (2011) called provision of bereavement 
care “haphazard” and pointed at the need for better comprehension of grief so the counselors, 
educators and health professionals involved might offer more informed care (p. 151). The 
following recommendations can improve this bereavement care. By providing better care for the 
donor family, it may be possible to see an increase in the overall number of organs available for 
transplant.  
John Crowder, a funeral director, explained the critical importance of the information at 
the core of this study: “You only get one chance to do death right” (personal communication, 
2008). His words are part of my own continued commitment to seek knowledge to better care for 
families living through the transitions from life to death. Collectively, a thorough understanding 
and comfort with of the subjects of death, organ donation, traumatic grief, and person-centered 




Through improved care and support, donor families may be better prepared for the 
choices ahead of them and health care professionals might be better equipped to meet the unique 
needs of these families. It is with all of this in mind that this study sought to answer the question: 
What is the essence of the experience lived by donor families from their moment of loss 
forward? Information regarding every aspect of the organ donation experience is crucial as we 
seek to narrow the gap between the number of organs made available and the number of organs 
needed for life saving transplants while at the same time providing the best and most ethical care 
and treatment for all involved.  
The participants in this research were each the first-degree next-of-kin to an organ donor. 
Within this group of participants, they lost one spouse, three daughters, and five sons. The 
spouse, all three daughters, and one of the sons were registered organ donors. This means that 
these individuals intentionally chose to register their wish to become an organ donor at the time 
of their death.  
This practice, called first person authorization, has been legal in every state since 2013. 
Before 2013, and still today as common practice, and to remain in good standing of public 
opinion, procurement agencies seek to gain consent from next-of-kin even when an individual 
has placed their own name on the registered donor list. The five families who lost loved ones 
who were registered organ donors were still asked to consent to the donation. The knowledge of 
the choice their loved one made of their own volition may have eased some of the stress of that 
decision.  
In the other 4 cases in this study, there was no pre-designated organ donation knowledge 
about the wishes of the deceased individual. This likely added to the stress burden felt by these 




Interpretative phenomenological analysis was determined to be the best method for 
measuring the depth and breadth of the participants’ lived experiences. An interpretative 
phenomenological approach was chosen for this study to be able to dive deeply into the tenor of 
the experience, emotions, challenges, and concerns of the individuals who have been asked to 
make the decision to consent to the donation of their loved one’s organs.  
The type of grief and sadness felt at the death of an individual who dies from old-age or 
after a long illness is something most everyone experiences in a lifetime. Many individuals seek 
grief therapy as they recover from such a loss.  
The families, called on to consent to organ donation, have suffered an unexpected death 
of a family member. These deaths might come from homicide, suicide, or accidents that allow no 
time for preparing oneself for such a loss. This is known as traumatic grief. Traumatic grief alone 
puts an individual at risk of complex bereavement disorders. Traumatic grief is the starting point 
for the donor family. It is from that starting point that these families, in the midst of their trauma, 
are asked to allow their loved ones’ organs to be transplanted and used to extend or improve 
another person’s life.  
Implications  
This research brought to light a number of implications that should be considered for 
clinical care of donor families and for future research considerations. In the process of data 
collection from the nine participants, it was noted that seven participants mentioned involvement 
in volunteer speaking opportunities with the OPO, and one participant stated a plan to do this 
type of volunteer work. While the reasons stated for this activity may justify its importance, this 
fact may skew current findings because of this generative activity. More study is needed to 




therapy? Or, are individuals healing because involvement in a generative activity provides a 
focus and interaction outside of their grief? 
For mental health professionals, the implication is the reported feeling of benefit from the 
narrative therapy type of activity. Narrative therapy can help an individual to make meaning of 
their experience. This relationship to Narrative Therapy has been established in previous studies. 
Beder (2005), Maloney (1998) and Parris (2011) all discuss how healing can happen through 
telling and re-telling the story of the loss, allowing one to incorporate the strengths found post-
loss. It also allows a family to come to terms with the loss of the loved one, what that person was 
in life, and continues to be in memory.     
The participants’ narratives generated implications for health care professionals tasked 
with caring for families suffering a traumatic loss. The data showed a need for more patient 
centered/person centered approach to care for the dying individual and for the family member(s) 
present. Caregivers (doctors, nurses, OPO representatives, social workers, counselors, chaplains, 
and others) should be mindful of the experience the various people are living through. For the 
dying patient, dignity and respect remains key. Participants spoke of this important point, that to 
the professional, this may be another death that needs to be pronounced on a day when the 
schedule seems tight and there are many patients waiting for the visit from that doctor. To the 
family of that deceased individual, it is a moment of deep impact in their world and the courtesy 
of treating them, and their loved one, with dignity and respect can influence their grief 
experience for years.  
The participants seem to have had differing perceptions of empowerment at the hospital. 
On one end, a participant felt she was a part of the team, able to stay with her son, hold his hand, 




did not care for; allowing her to feel some control over events. This type of experience leads to 
improved bereavement and increases the likelihood that a family will agree to donation of 
organs.  
On the opposite end of the care spectrum is a participant who was not allowed to feel a 
part of the team, not allowed to sit and hold her child’s hand or even speak to her child, and then, 
after being present at the hospital all day, was called at midnight to announce her daughter’s 
death and later than that, she was called by the OPO to come back to the hospital and made to sit 
through a meeting that lasted until 4:00 a.m.  
The ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and education levels of these two participants were 
as far apart on the scale as were the participants’ care experiences. It is incumbent upon health 
care professionals to be mindful of the need for quality in all care regardless of these extraneous 
factors. Distinct and substantive training geared toward person-centered care should be a part of 
on-going training of anyone in the field of providing care for others. All should be aware of the 
rapport that can be built by calling someone by their name, answering questions asked in a way 
that the information can be understood by laymen, and making sure of a person’s understanding 
of a situation before moving to a next step; both at the heart of person-centered care.  
Seven of the nine participants named “small rooms” and “lots of questions” in their 
memories of the meetings regarding organ donation. The implication for health care 
professionals is to be aware of the physical surroundings chosen to meet with a family, ideally 
offering ample space and comfort. At the same time, there should be a mindful recognition of the 
probable emotional state of the family or individual. While there is a degree of information 
transfer that needs to be met, the grieving family or individual may need the professional to slow 




necessary to allow time for comprehension and confidence during this very difficult decision-
making time as the individuals are already in the depth of traumatic grief.  
One of the donor families expressed appreciation that multiple generations of her family 
were invited and present for the meeting to sign consent. The participant felt supported by family 
and the family was better able to be fully aware of explanations and requests being made by the 
OPO. The OPO may wish to consider offering this to all donor families. It may take longer to 
answer the questions of all involved, but in the long term, the family may feel better about the 
decisions made.  
All of the participant narratives included positive remarks about the OPO and the manner 
in which they completed their tasks. The participants spoke highly of the correspondence letting 
them know about the ultimate disposition of the donated organs. The participants also addressed 
volunteer work for the OPO, including the implication that this somehow allowed their lost loved 
one to continue on by being incorporated into lessons on organ donation.  
One of the participants was asked to speak only a few weeks after her loss and one began 
speaking at 4 months post loss. Individuals that close to their traumatic grief experience are most 
likely not fully healed, fully functioning individuals and as such, may be easily exploited. The 
implication is that perhaps waiting until at least 13 months post loss would create fewer ethical 
concerns about using an individuals’ grief in a manner that benefits an agency and a cause. 
None of the participants stated a full understanding of what was said to them or asked of 
them during the meetings with OPO representatives for consent to organ donation. It is beyond 
the scope of this study to begin to resolve the issue of legal competence of the next of kin when 
asked to consent to organ donation. However, the descriptions of meetings in the memories of 




the bereaved to be of sound mind and body and fully cognizant at the time when they were being 
asked to make these decisions.  
Of the nine participants, six mentioned getting to meet recipient families because of the 
volunteer work with the OPO, yet only two mentioned meeting other donor families and that was 
through internet groups, each in a search for learning from those who have had similar 
experiences. Of the nine participants, seven mentioned reaching out for therapeutic mental health 
support. The implication is that donor families may feel more supported if there was a regularly 
scheduled grief support group for donor families; a facilitated meeting specifically focused on 
the donor family experience. This may be something the OPO, or a community organization 
could provide or promote as follow-up care for families. 
The results of this study hold implications for individuals and families and the need to be 
more at ease with end of life discussions and decisions. Fear of death or general family dynamics 
may indeed hinder a families’ ability to discuss death and dying. If this topic of conversation 
could become normalized, families would gain confidence in their ability to manage end of life 
care. The fact that the deceased had designated themself as an organ donor was known or told to 
five of the nine families represented in this study. Two of the participants weighed the words of 
their children into the decision to consent, taking the words of their children as a sign they were 
making the right decision. Even this small amount of information had a positive impact on their 
experiences, allowing these families to feel they were fulfilling the wishes of their loved one. 
These conversations should be held in every family circle.  
One of the implications in this research is the need for a more definitive care plan for 
those moving through trauma in the hospital environment as well as in the months and years after 




increase in awareness of end of life issues and normalize discussions of all the aspects of these 
necessary decisions, practices, and concerns. By openly discussing the topic, some of the fear 
may be lessened. Death and all the decisions that surround it, are subjects most everyone will 
have to work through at some point in their life. There are national days of awareness for any 
number of causes. These days are intended for everyone to pause and give consideration to a 
subject. Perhaps a National Day of Awareness of End-of-Life Issues is in order, a time with a 
call to sit with family and friends to share personal thoughts on these little talked about issues.  
Recommendations  
The results and implications of this study generated a number of recommendations for 
future research. Of the nine families, eight were either current OPO volunteers or had plans to 
become a volunteer for the OPO. Connection to the OPO alone may in and of itself provide the 
perception of support for those who volunteer. Future investigation of families who have never 
volunteered for the OPO may reflect a picture of what the grief journey is without this 
connection described by the current study’s participants. The majority of donor families are not 
volunteers and so, the experience of a non-connected, non-volunteer base may hold new 
information and value.  
The topic of communication between donor families and recipients has been the subject 
of a number of studies. Participants in the current study assigned an almost magical power to this 
relationship. Whether there is actual benefit or detriment in these relationships requires further 
investigation.  
In the current age of technology, so little is private, and information about donors can 
most likely be found by a few searches on the internet. There are donor families who do not want 




those who wish to donate in complete anonymity. Further investigation would be required to 
understand the possibility of that level of privacy.  
In four of the nine participants’ narratives young children were moving through this 
experience alongside their parents and other family members. Some of the narratives included 
details of the children being offered therapy as a result of the trauma, but not all the children had 
the same level of care available. Future investigation of the impact of traumatic grief on a child’s 
mental health is recommended as well as investigation of a child’s care and understanding about 
organ donation when they are close enough to the donor to comprehend what has occurred.  
One of the participants in the current study held an interest in the qualities of a donor 
being passed to a recipient through the transplant procedure. Her report shows a recognition 
factor from the recipients in attendance at the meeting where her question was asked. In personal 
communications with recipients over the last 10 years, this subject has been addressed regularly 
with only personal anecdotes as substance. An investigation of this phenomena is recommended 
as there appears to be an ever-present interest in the topic and very little if any existing literature 
on the subject. 
Spiritualistic communication, or communications with deceased individuals is a very real 
manifestation for those who experience it. Mental health professionals caring for grieving 
individuals should never discount any experience a client may share. Future interpretative 
phenomenological analysis of these personally held realities is recommended as it may offer data 
to help in the understanding of the existence of these realities, allowing clients to feel more 
supported as they share this type of history.  
Narrative therapy is recommended for counselors working with grieving 




nine participants, seven in the current study reported finding positive value in being able to share 
their story aloud. All nine participants verbalized appreciation for being able to share their story 
aloud as a part of this research. Having a safe space to tell and re-tell a story of a traumatic loss is 
a powerful tool for healing.  Storytelling allows the bereaved to fully explain the profound 
impact of the loss. Each telling and re-telling of the story, allows an individual the ability to fit in 
strengths found, and life adjustments made post-loss (Beder, 2005; Maloney, 1998; Neimeyer et 
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Appendix A  
Letter of Cooperation from Texas Organ Sharing Alliance 
October 28, 2019 
 
Re: Letter of Support for Research Invitation to Families 
 
 
To The St. Marv’s Institutional Review Board: 
 
 
Texas Organ Alliance (TOSA) is one of 58 federally designated organ procurement 
organizations in the United States. TOSA is committed to saving lives through the power of 
organ donation to Central and South Texans wishing to donate, and to those awaiting a life-
saving organ transplant. 
 
On behalf of TOSA, it is our pleasure to support our devoted volunteer, Linda Meeker on her 
dissertation path. Since becoming an advocate for donation in 2009 she has dedicated her efforts 
to bringing awareness on the critical need of organ transplantation. As you may know, Linda's 
personal connection to donation has fueled her passion for this research study. 
 
Embarking on the donation journey is not easy and comes with many emotional challenges. That 
is where we believe this study will assist organizations like ours to see what can be learned from 
the lived details of these families’ experiences. 
 
Please accept this letter as confirmation for TOSA to participate in this study. We are proud of 





Vice President & Chief Performance Officer 
Texas Organ Sharing Alliance 
CENTRAL REGION (HQ) 8122 Datapoint, suite 200 | San Antonio, Texas 78229 1 (210) 614-7030 
NORTHERN REGION 7000 North Mopac, suite 160Austin, Texas 78731 | (512) 459-4848 






Invitation to Participate 
Dear Donor Family, 
Please see the following letter from Linda Meeker, a doctoral student at St. Mary’s 
University in San Antonio, Texas:  
Dear Donor Family,  
I am inviting you to participate in my dissertation research study which is titled “Donor 
Families’ Experiences from Initial Loss Forward: An Interpretative Phenomenological 
Analysis.” The purpose of my study is to gain insight into the donor family experience from the 
time of the initial loss until now. Your participation is valuable because your experience is 
unique. The knowledge you have may be a key to the kinds of things health professionals and 
counselors need to know to best work with future donor families. My goal is to conduct 
interviews with individuals like yourself who have gone through the organ donation process. 
Because of current pandemic-related restrictions with face-to-face meetings, interviews will be 
conducted via video conference using common communication devices, such as cellphones, 
tablets or home computers/laptops.  
If you are interested in obtaining more information about my research study, please click 
on the link below; the linked page contains additional information about the study. If you decide 
to volunteer, you will have the opportunity to leave a first name, a telephone number, and an 
email address so I can arrange an interview date and time that is convenient for you.  







Informed Consent Delivered Via Qualtrics 
Dear Prospective Participant, 
My name is Linda Meeker, and I am conducting research for my doctoral degree in 
Counselor Education and Supervision at St. Mary’s University. I am looking for participants for 
my study titled “Donor Families’ Experiences from Initial Loss Forward: An Interpretative 
Phenomenological Analysis.” The purpose of this study is to gain insight into donor family 
experiences from the time of the initial loss until now, from the perspective of the family 
member who consented to donating their loved one's organs. Your participation would be 
valuable because your story is unique. The knowledge you have may be a key to awareness and 
education for future donor families.  
Participation will include a video conference interview, which will be audio-recorded, 
and possible follow-up phone call. The interview will take place at a mutually agreed upon date 
and time that is convenient to you and allows for some privacy and minimal interruptions. I 
anticipate the interview will take between 1 to 2 hours, and any follow-up phone call will take up 
to 20 minutes. 
  Before the interview, I will email you a copy of this Informed Consent which we will 
review before we begin the interview. You will have an opportunity to ask questions which I will 
answer before starting the interview. At the time of the interview, you will be asked to share your 
story and experience of what it was like to consent to donate your loved one's organs.  
Your identity and participation in this study will remain confidential. I will not use your name or 




I anticipate minimal risks associated with your participation. Any discomfort you may 
feel will be consistent with what one might experience while sharing a personal story of loss. 
The benefits of your participation include the opportunity to share your story, adding insight to 
the lives of other donor families, and to bring recognition to what it means to be a donor family. 
Aspects of your experience may provide insight for health care professionals to better work with 
families faced with decisions regarding organ donation, specifically the individual who provides 
consent. 
To assure well-being during the interview, I will invite you to identify a “safe word” that 
you can say at any time that will immediately cease the interview. If I notice that you might be 
too distressed to say the “safe word,” I will offer it to you and will wait for or request a non-
verbal response (thumbs up means you are “okay,” a wave means “good-bye”). Should you 
decide you would like to continue the interview after you have used the safe word, simply send 
me an email and we will arrange a time through the same procedures as described above. 
To volunteer for this study, the date of your loss and organ donation experience must have 
occurred at least 13 months ago and: 
• You were at least 18 years of age at the time of the donation event 
• Be the individual who signed the consent to donate the organs 
• Be able to be interviewed in English 
You have several options about participating in this study. You may choose to participate. 
You may choose not to participate. Should you choose to consent to participate in the study, you 
may choose to withdraw your participation at any time, even during the interview, without any 




If you have any questions or concerns about the research study or if any problems arise, 
please contact the Principal Investigator, Linda Meeker, LMSW, Doctoral Candidate, via email 
at: lmeeker2@mail.stmarytx.edu or the dissertation advisor, Dr. Dana Comstock, Professor, 
Department of Counselor Education and Supervision, who can be reached at 210-438-or at 
dcomstock@stmarytx.edu. 
If you have any questions about your rights as a research subject, or concerns about this 
research study, please contact the Chair, Institutional Review Board, St. Mary’s University at 
210-436-3736 or via email at IRBCommitteeChair@stmarytx.edu. 
ALL RESEARCH PROJECTS THAT ARE CARRIED OUT BY THE INVESTIGATORS AT 
ST. MARY’S UNIVERSITY ARE GOVERNED BY THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE 











Email Follow-Up After Safe Word Exit 
Dear [Participant’s Name],  
I am writing to thank you for the time you spent with me during the interview. I 
appreciate your willingness to have volunteered to share such a personal experience.  
If you have a desire to share any more about your experience, you are welcome to reach 
out via email. In the meantime, I am sharing a list of local resources for your information. 




















List of Counseling Organizations 
The following is a list of potential resources that would be sent to participants who ended the 
interview using the safe word. The resources sent are specific to the location of the participant 
and shared simply as “for your information” as not to imply I believe they should seek 
counseling or mental health services. The organizations included on this list provide grief 
support in the Austin/San Antonio, Texas area.  
Counseling 4 Life 
16607 Blanco Road Suite 1404, San Antonio, TX 78232  
210-714-1565/ www.counseling4lifellc.com 
Children's Bereavement Center of San Antonio 
205 W. Olmos Drive, San Antonio, TX 78212 
210-736-4847 / www.cbcst.org 
The Ecumenical Center 
8310 Ewing Halsell Drive, San Antonio, TX 78229 
210-616-0885 / www.ecrh.org 
The Christi Center 
2306 Hancock Dr, Austin, TX 78756 
512-467-2600/ www.christicenter.org 
The Austin Center for Grief and Loss 








The answers to the following demographic information will most likely be acquired and 
noted within the participants’ telling of their story. Should some part of the information be 
missing, the participant will be asked for the information conversationally, at the end of the 
interview.  
Participant #____    Date of Loss:  Age of Deceased: 
Gender:     Gender of Deceased: 
Age of Participant: 
Marital Status at Loss:   Current Marital Status:  
Religious/Spiritual Affiliation: 
Education Level at Loss:   Current Education Level: 
 
 
 
